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Abstract
Quantum information science involves exploration of fundamental laws of quantum mechanics for information processing tasks. This thesis presents several new
approaches towards scalable quantum information processing.
First, we consider a hybrid approach to scalable quantum computation, based on
an optically connected network of few-qubit quantum registers. Specifically, we develop a novel scheme for scalable quantum computation that is robust against various
imperfections. To justify that nitrogen-vacancy (NV) color centers in diamond can be
a promising realization of the few-qubit quantum register, we show how to isolate a few
proximal nuclear spins from the rest of the environment and use them for the quantum
register. We also demonstrate experimentally that the nuclear spin coherence is only
weakly perturbed under optical illumination, which allows us to implement quantum
logical operations that use the nuclear spins to assist the repetitive-readout of the
electronic spin. Using this technique, we demonstrate more than two-fold improvement in signal-to-noise ratio. Apart from direct application to enhance the sensitivity
of the NV-based nano-magnetometer, this experiment represents an important step
towards the realization of robust quantum information processors using electronic and
nuclear spin qubits.
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We then study realizations of quantum repeaters for long distance quantum communication. Specifically, we develop an efficient scheme for quantum repeaters based
on atomic ensembles. We use dynamic programming to optimize various quantum
repeater protocols. In addition, we propose a new protocol of quantum repeater with
encoding, which efficiently uses local resources (about 100 qubits) to identify and
correct errors, to achieve fast one-way quantum communication over long distances.
Finally, we explore quantum systems with topological order. Such systems can
exhibit remarkable phenomena such as quasiparticles with anyonic statistics and have
been proposed as candidates for naturally error-free quantum computation. We propose a scheme to unambiguously detect the anyonic statistics in spin lattice realizations using ultra-cold atoms in an optical lattice. We show how to reliably read and
write topologically protected quantum memory using an atomic or photonic qubit.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
1.1

Overview and Structure

As one of the most successful theories of nature, quantum mechanics keeps surprising us with its exotic behavior and profound power. The discovery of the unprecedented computational power of quantum mechanical resources opens a new chapter
of quantum information science. For example, Shor’s quantum factorizing algorithms
can give an exponential speed-up compared to all known classical algorithms. Quantum communication protocols between two remote parties can be unconditionally
secure against eavesdropping.
All these promising applications have attracted many researchers from various
disciplines to explore the field of quantum information science. However, this field is
still confronted with both practical and conceptual challenges. In particular, various
decoherence mechanisms prevent us from realizing a well isolated quantum systems
with more than 10 controllable quantum bits (qubits). Usually, the larger the quan-
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tum system, the faster it decoheres. This motivates the study of efficient approaches
to achieve large scale quantum computation. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 will discuss a hybrid
approach to achieve distributed, scalable quantum computation. The idea is to decompose a large quantum computer into many small, few-qubit quantum information
processors, which can be connected using the resources of quantum entanglement.
Quantum communication has been realized up to 150 km by sending single photons directly. However, it become very difficult to extend the communication distance
further, because the communication rate decreases exponentially with the distance,
due to photon loss in optical fibers. Quantum repeaters can resolve the fiber attenuation problem, reducing the exponential scaling to polynomial scaling by introducing
repeater stations to store intermediate quantum states. Chapters 6, 7 and 8 will discuss several promising approaches to efficient, long-distance quantum communication
using quantum repeaters.
What else can we do with the quantum nature of physics? As discussed in Chapter
5, we can use quantum logic to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for precision
measurement of magnetic field, such as the nano-magnetometer using defect color
centers in diamond.
In addition, many-body quantum systems can exhibit exotic behaviors, such as the
topological order. Topological order is often characterized by ground state degeneracy
robust against local perturbations, and it can be used to overcome local decoherence.
Chapter 9 presents a proposal to probe such topological order with atomic, molecular
and optical (AMO) systems and use it for robust quantum memory.
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1.2

3

Distributed Quantum Computation

In order to achieve large scale quantum computation, it is crucial to be able
to progressively build larger controllable quantum systems with many qubits. In
addition, the quantum gates among these qubits should have sufficiently small error
probability, so that these imperfections can be actively suppressed using quantum
error correction [154]. In practice, however, it is an extremely challenging task to
build a controllable quantum system with many qubits (e.g. > 10), as well as high
fidelity quantum gates.
One approach to alleviate such a challenge is to decompose the many-qubit quantum computer into smaller few-qubit, highly-controllable elementary units, which will
be called quantum registers in this thesis. We define a quantum register as a fewqubit device that contains one communication qubit, with a photonic interface; one
storage qubit, with very good coherence times; and several auxiliary qubits, used for
purification and error correction. A critical requirement for a quantum register is
high-fidelity unitary operations between the qubits within the register. The photonic
interface can be used to generate entanglement between communications qubits from
any two quantum registers. In Chapter 2, we justify that the distributed quantum
computation scheme with quantum registers can be very robust against various imperfections in the photonic interface, including photon loss and bit-flip/dephasing
errors.
We identify two promising physical implementations for quantum registers. First,
recent experiments have demonstrated quantum registers composed of few trapped
ions, which can support high-fidelity local operations [124, 85, 169]. The ion qubits
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can couple to light efficiently [20] and were recognized early for their potential in an
optically coupled component [60, 55]. Probabilistic entanglement of remote ion qubits
mediated by photons has also been demonstrated [149, 139, 138].
The second physical implementation uses the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) color centers
in diamond. The NV centers are very common and stable defects, which can be
regarded as naturally built ion-traps. The electronic spin of the NV center can be
used as the communication qubit. It can be initialized and readout optically and
also manipulated with electron spin resonance (ESR) pulses. Similar to ion traps, it
is feasible to optically generate entanglement between the electronic spins from two
remote registers. The proximal nuclear spins provide the memory or ancillary qubits,
which have extraordinarily long coherence times [63] and can be manipulated with
high precision using techniques from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [194, 34].
Different from those well-isolated qubits associated with each ion, the nuclear spins
proximal to the NV centers are always couple to the nuclear spin bath. In Chapter 3,
we show how to isolate a few proximal nuclear spins from the rest of the environment
and use them to construct a quantum register, together with the NV electronic spin.
We describe how coherent control techniques based on magnetic resonance methods
can be adapted to these electronic-nuclear solid state spin systems, to provide not
only efficient, high fidelity manipulation of the registers, but also decoupling from the
spin bath. As an example, we analyze feasible performances and practical limitations
in a realistic setting associated with NV centers in diamond.
Another difference from the trapped ions is that the nuclear spins proximal to
the NV centers always couple to the electronic spin via hyperfine interaction. When
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we optically excite the electronic spin for initialization, readout, or entanglement
generation, the nuclear spin dynamics are governed by time-dependent hyperfine interaction associated with rapid electronic transitions. In Chapter 4, we introduce the
spin-fluctuator model to describe the nuclear spin dynamics induced by the stochastic
hyperfine interaction. We show that due to a process analogous to motional averaging
in NMR, the nuclear spin coherence can be preserved after a large number of optical
excitation cycles. Our theoretical analysis is in good agreement with experimental
results. It indicates a novel approach that could potentially isolate the nuclear spin
system completely from the electronic environment.

1.3

Repetitive Readout Assisted with Nuclear Spin
Ancillae

Besides being a promising candidate for a quantum register, a single NV center can
also be used as a room-temperature nano-magnetometer, because the electronic spin
associated with the NV center can be used as a very good magnetic sensor. Recently,
NV-based nano-magnetometer with high sensitivity has been proposed theoretically
[186] and demonstrated experimentally [141, 6]. The magnetometer sensitivity, however, is currently limited by the signal-to-noise ratio associated with the electronic
spin readout [141]. About 104 averages are needed in order to distinguish the signal
from the background noise.
In Chapter 5, we describe and demonstrate experimentally a new method to improve readout of single spins in solid state. According to our study from Chapter 4,
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the nuclear spins has a relatively slow depolarization rate (up to a few 10 µs), compared to the fast optical readout/polarization of the electronic spin (only ∼ 200 ns).
This motivates us to use quantum logic operations on a quantum system composed
of a single electronic spin and several proximal nuclear spin ancillae to repetitively
readout the state of the electronic spin.
Using coherent manipulation of single NV center in room temperature diamond,
we first demonstrate full quantum control of three-spin system. Then, we make use
of the nuclear spin memory and quantum logic operations to demonstrate ten-fold
enhancement in the total fluorescent signal of the electronic spin readout, as well as
more than two-fold improvement in signal-to-noise ratio. Finally, we demonstrate an
extended procedure to further improve the readout using two nuclear spins. Such a
technique can be directly applied to improve the sensitivity of spin-based nanoscale
diamond magnetometers. In addition, this demonstration represents an important
step towards realization of robust quantum information processors using electronic
and nuclear spin qubits in solid state systems.

1.4

Quantum Repeaters

The goal of quantum key distribution is to generate a shared string of bits between
two distant locations (a key) whose security is ensured by quantum mechanics rather
than computational complexity [79]. Recently, quantum key distribution over 150
km has been demonstrated [190], but the key generation rate decreases exponentially
with the distance due to the fiber attenuation. Quantum repeaters can resolve the
fiber attenuation problem, reducing the exponential scaling to polynomial scaling by
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introducing repeater stations to store intermediate quantum states [26, 59, 39, 191].
The underlying idea of quantum repeater [26, 61] is to generate a backbone of
entangled pairs over much shorter distances, store them in a set of distributed nodes
(called repeater stations), and perform a sequence of quantum operations which only
succeed with finite probability. Entanglement purification operations [11, 51] improve
the fidelity of the entanglement in the backbone, while entanglement connection operations join two shorter distance entangled pairs of the backbone to form a single,
longer distance entangled pair. By relying on a quantum memory at each repeater
station to let different sections of the repeater re-attempt failed operations independently, a high fidelity entangled state between two remote quantum systems can be
produced in polynomial time.
The Duan-Lukin-Cirac-Zoller (DLCZ) quantum repeater protocol [59] uses atomic
ensembles as the quantum memories at repeater stations. Recently, there are many
experimental progress [41, 35, 65] towards realization of the DLCZ protocol. The
challenge for the DLCZ protocol is now shifting towards the realization of scalable
quantum repeater systems which could yield a reasonable communication rate at
continental distances (! 1000km). Thus, the DLCZ protocol should be examined and
adapted to practical experimental considerations, allowing to remove imperfections
such as the finite efficiency of retrieval and single-photon detection and fiber length
fluctuations. In Chapter 6, we present an extension of the DLCZ protocol, keeping the
experimental simplicity of the original scheme while avoiding fundamental difficulties
due to these expected experimental imperfections.
Besides the DLCZ protocol, there are two other representative quantum repeater
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schemes. They are the Briegel-Dur-Cirac-Zoller scheme (BDCZ scheme) [26, 61], and
the Childress-Taylor-Sorensen-Lukin scheme (CTSL scheme) [38, 39]. Different from
the DLCZ protocol with limited controllability and at most 50% success probability
for each entanglement connection operation, the BDCZ and CTSL schemes assume
deterministic (i.e, 100% success probability) entanglement connection (which can be
achieved with physical systems like quantum dots, ion traps, or NV centers). It is of
both theoretical and practical interests to find the optimal implementation within a
given quantum repeater scheme.
In Chapter 7, we introduce a method for systematically optimizing existing repeater schemes and developing new, more efficient schemes. Our approach makes use
of a dynamic programming-based searching algorithm, the complexity of which scales
only polynomially with the communication distance, letting us efficiently determine
near-optimal solutions. We find significant improvements in both the speed and the
final state fidelity for preparing long distance entangled states.
As far as we know, all quantum repeater schemes (e.g., Ref. [59, 26, 61, 38, 39, 191])
will be ultimately limited by the coherence time of the quantum memory [93]. This
is because they all require two-way classical communication. Two-way classical communication is needed for the DLCZ scheme to verify the successful entanglement connection; it is also indispensable for the BDCZ and CTSL schemes to verify successful
entanglement purification before proceeding to the next nesting level over longer distances. For two-way classical communication, however, the time to generation a key
should be at least the communication time between the remote repeater stations,
which unfortunately increases at least linearly with the communication distance due
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to the finite speed of light. Consequently, quantum repeaters with two-way classical
communication have their key generation rates (i.e., the inverse of the key generation
time) decreasing at least linearly with the distance. Thus, the finite coherence time
of the quantum memory ultimately limits the communication distance [93].
Can we design a new quantum repeater protocol that is not limited by the coherence time of the quantum memory? In Chapter 8, we present a new, fast quantum
repeater protocol in which the communication distance is not limited by the memory
coherence time. Our protocol encodes logical qubits with small CSS codes [154], applies entanglement connection at the encoded level, and uses classical error correction
to boost the fidelity of entanglement connection. It is important that the number of
qubits at each repeater station has a favorable scaling with distance, which turns out
to be Poly(Log(L)) for our new repeater with encoding, where L is the number of
repeater stations.

1.5

Anyons and Topological Order

Strongly correlated quantum systems can exhibit exotic behavior called topological order which is characterized by non-local correlations that depend on the system
topology. Such systems can exhibit remarkable phenomena such as quasi-particles
with anyonic statistics and have been proposed as candidates for naturally error-free
quantum computation.
In our three-dimensional world, there are only two types of indistinguishable particles – bosons and fermions – which are symmetric and anti-symmetric under exchange.
One can show [199] that bosons and fermions are the only two types of indistinguish-
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able particles in the three-dimensional world. For two-dimensional systems, however,
indistinguishable particles can be something other than bosons or fermions, and they
are called anyons [200]. For bosons or fermions, we will always obtain the trivial
identity operation by moving one particle around the other. In contrast, anyons have
the exotic property that moving one particle around a second particle can induce
a unitary evolution that is different from identity. For abelian anyons, the unitary
evolution induces an overall phase. For non-abelian anyons, the unitary can evolve
the system from one state to a different state [151]. Such unitary evolutions can be
used to implement quantum gates and achieve intrinsically fault-tolerant quantum
computation [113, 49, 151].
Despite these remarkable properties, anyons have never been observed in nature
directly. In Chapter 9, we describe how to unambiguously detect and characterize such states in recently proposed spin lattice realizations using ultra-cold atoms
or molecules trapped in an optical lattice. We propose an experimentally feasible
technique to access non-local degrees of freedom by performing global operations on
trapped spins mediated by an optical cavity mode. We show how to reliably read and
write topologically protected quantum memory using an atomic or photonic qubit.
Furthermore, our technique can be used to probe statistics and dynamics of anyonic
excitations.

Chapter 2
Scalable Quantum Networks based
on Few-Qubit Registers
2.1

Introduction

The key challenge in experimental quantum information science is to identify
isolated quantum mechanical systems with good coherence properties that can be
manipulated and coupled together in a scalable fashion. Substantial progress has
been made towards the physical implementation of few-qubit quantum registers using
systems of coupled trapped ions [43, 124, 85, 169], superconducting islands [204,
196], solid-state qubits based on electronic spins in semiconductors [162], and color
centers in diamond [203, 98, 37, 63, 153]. While the precise manipulation of large,
multi-qubit systems still remains an outstanding challenge, approaches for connecting
such few qubit registers into large scale circuits are currently being explored both
theoretically [44, 60, 130, 155, 193, 55] and experimentally [122, 18]. Of specific
11
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importance are approaches which can yield fault-tolerant operations with minimal
resources and realistic (high) error rates.
In Ref. [60] a novel technique to scalable quantum computation was suggested,
where high fidelity local operations can be used to correct low fidelity non-local operations, using techniques that are currently being explored for quantum communication
[26, 61, 38]. In this Letter, we present a hybrid approach, which requires only 5 (or
fewer)-qubit registers with local determinstic coupling. The small registers are connected by optical photons, which enables non-local coupling gates and reduces the
requirement for fault tolerant quantum computation [185]. Besides providing additional improvements over the earlier protocol [60] (suppressed measurement errors,
more efficient entanglement purification, and higher final entanglement fidelity), we
perform a reality check for our network-based scheme. Specifically, we analyze two
physical systems where our approach is very effective. We consider an architecture
where pairwise non-local entanglement can be created in parallel, as indicated in
Fig. 2.1. This is achieved via simultaneous optical excitation of the selected register
pairs followed by photon-detection in specific channel. We use a Markov chain analysis to estimate the overhead in time and operational errors, and discuss the feasibility
of large scale, fault-tolerant quantum computation using this approach.
The present work is motivated by experimental advances in two specific physical
systems. Recent experiments have demonstrated quantum registers composed of few
trapped ions, which can support high-fidelity local operations [124, 85, 169]. The ion
qubits can couple to light efficiently [20] and were recognized early for their potential
in an optically coupled component [60, 55]. Probabilistic entanglement of remote ion
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of distributed quantum computer based on many quantum
registers. Each register has five physical qubits, including one communication qubit
(c), one storage qubit (s), and three auxiliary qubits (a1,2,3 ). Local operations for
qubits from the same register have high fidelity. Entanglement between remote registers can be generated probabilistically [38, 57, 178]. Optical MEMS devices [111]
can efficiently route photons and couple arbitrary pair of registers. Detector array
can simultaneously generate entanglement for many pairs of registers.
qubits mediated by photons has also been demonstrated [149, 139]. At the same time,
few-qubit quantum registers have been recently implemented in high-purity diamond
samples [98, 37, 63, 153]. Here, quantum bits are encoded in individual nuclear spins,
which are extraordinarily good quantum memories [63] and can also be manipulated
with high precision using techniques from NMR [194]. The electronic spin associated
with a nitrogen-vacancy (NV) color center enables addressing and polarization of
nuclei, and entanglement generation between remote registers. While for systems of
trapped ions there exist several approaches for coupling remote few-qubit registers
(such as those based on moving the ions [110]), for NV centers in diamond it is
difficult to conceive a direct construction of large scale multi-qubit systems without
major advances in fabrication technology. For the latter scenario the hybrid approach
developed here is required. Furthermore the use of light has the major advantage that
it allows for connecting spatially separated qubits, which reduces the requirement for
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fault-tolerant quantum computation [185].

2.2

Quantum Registers

We define a quantum register as a few-qubit device that contains one communication qubit, with a photonic interface; one storage qubit, with very good coherence
times; and several auxiliary qubits, used for purification and error correction (described below). A critical requirement for a quantum register is high-fidelity unitary
operations between the qubits within the register.
The simplest quantum register requires only two qubits: one for storage and the
other for communication. Entanglement between two remote registers may be generated using probabilistic approaches from quantum communication ([38] and references therein). In general, such entanglement generation produces a Bell state of the
communication qubits from different registers, conditioned on certain measurement
outcomes. If state generation fails, it can be re-attempted until success, with an exponentially decreasing chance of continued failure. When the communication qubits
(c1 and c2 ) are prepared in the Bell state, we can immediately perform the remote
C-NOT gate on the storage qubits (s1 and s2 ) using the gate-teleportation circuit
between registers R1 and R2 . This can be accomplished [82, 67, 55] via a sequence of
local C-NOTs within each register, followed by measurement of two communication
qubits and subsequent local rotations. Since arbitrary rotations on a single qubit can
be performed within a register, the C-NOT operation between different quantum registers is in principle sufficient for universal quantum computation. Similar approaches
are also known for deterministic generation of graph states [9] —an essential resource
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Figure 2.2: Circuits for robust operations. (a) Robust measurement of the auxiliary/storage qubit, a/s, based on majority vote from 2m + 1 outcomes of the communication qubit, c. Robust measurement is denoted by the box shown in the upper left
corner. (b)(c) Using entanglement pumping to create high fidelity entangled pairs
between two registers Ri and Rj . The entanglement pumping is achieved by local
operation and classical communication. Within each register, a local CNOT coupling
gate is applied, and then a robust measurement is performed to one of the auxiliary
qubit. If the two outcomes from both registers are the same, it indicates a successful
step of pumping; otherwise generate new pairs and restart the pumping operation
from the beginning. The two circuits are for the first level pumping and the second
level pumping, purifying bit- and phase-errors, respectively.
for one-way quantum computation [166].

2.3

Robust Operations with Five-Qubit Quantum
Registers

In practice, the qubit measurement, initialization, and entanglement generation
can be fairly noisy with error probabilities as high as a few percent, due to practical
limitations such as finite collection efficiency and poor interferometric stability. As
a result the corresponding error probability in non-local gate circuit will also be
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very high. In contrast, local unitary operations may fail infrequently (pL " 10−4 )
when quantum control techniques for small quantum system are utilized [194, 124].
We now show that the most important sources of imperfections, such as imperfect
initialization, measurement errors for individual qubits in each quantum register, and
entanglement generation errors between registers, can be corrected with a modest
increase in register size. We determine that with just three additional auxiliary qubits
and high-fidelity local unitary operations, all these errors can be efficiently suppressed
by bit-verification and entanglement purification [26, 61]. This provides an extension
of Ref. [60] that mostly focused on suppressing errors from entanglement generation.
We are assuming in the following a separation of error probabilities: any internal,
unitary operation of the register fails with low probability, pL , while all operations
connecting the communication qubit to the outside world (initialization, measurement, and entanglement generation) fail with error probabilities that can be several
orders of magnitude higher. For specificity, we set these error probabilities to pI ,
pM , and 1 − F , respectively. In terms of these quantities the error probability in the
non-local C-NOT gate circuit is of order pCN OT ∼ (1 − F ) + 2pL + 2pM . We now show
how this fidelity can be greatly increased.
Robust measurement can be implemented by bit-verification: a majority vote
among the measurement outcomes (Fig. 2.2a), following a sequence of C-NOT operations between the auxiliary/storage qubit and the communication qubit. This also
allows robust initialization by measurement. High-fidelity robust entanglement generation is achieved via entanglement purification [26, 61, 60] (Fig. 2.2bc), in which lower
fidelity entanglement between the communication qubits is used to purify entangle-
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ment between the auxiliary qubits, which can then be used for the remote C-NOT
operation. To make the most efficient use of physical qubits, we introduce a new
two-level entanglement pumping scheme. Our circuit (Fig. 2.2b) uses raw Bell pairs
to repeatedly purify (“pump”) against bit-errors, then the bit-purified Bell pairs are
used to pump against phase-errors (Fig. 2.2c).
Entanglement pumping, like entanglement generation, is probabilistic; however,
failures are detected. Still, in computation, where each logical gate should be completed within allocated time (clock cycle), failed entanglement pumping can lead to
gate failure. Therefore, we should analyze the time required for robust initialization, measurement and entanglement generation, and we will show that the failure
probability for these procedures can be made sufficiently small with reasonable time
overhead.

2.3.1

Robust measurement

The measurement circuit shown in Fig. 2.2a yields the correct result based on majority vote from 2m + 1 consecutive readouts (bit-verification). Since the evolution of
the system (C-NOT gate) commutes with the measured observable (Z operator) of the
auxiliary/storage qubit, it is a quantum non-demolition (QND) measurement, which
can be repeated many times. The error probability for majority vote measurement
scheme is:





2m + 1
 2m + 1 
m+1
εM ≈ 
+
pL .
 (pI + pM )
2
m+1

(2.1)

Suppose pI = pM = 5%, we can achieve εM ≈ 8 × 10−4 by choosing m∗ = 6 for
pL = 10−4 , or even εM ≈ 12×10−6 for m∗ = 10 and pL = 10−6 . Recently, measurement
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with very high fidelity (εM as low as 6 × 10−4 ) has been demonstrated in the ion-trap
system [97], using similar ideas as above. The time for robust measurement is
t̃M = (2m + 1) (tI + tL + tM ) ,

(2.2)

where tI , tL , and tM are times for initialization, local unitary gate, and measurement,
respectively.

2.3.2

Robust entanglement generation

We now use robust measurement and entanglement generation to perform entanglement pumping. Suppose the raw Bell pairs have initial fidelity F = &|Φ+ '&Φ+ |'
due to depolarizing error. We apply two-level entanglement pumping. The first level
has nb steps of bit-error pumping using raw Bell pairs (Fig. 2.2b) to produce a biterror-purified entangled pair. The second level uses these bit-error-purified pairs for
np steps of phase-error pumping (Fig. 2.2c).
(n ,n )

b p
For successful purification, the infidelity of the purified pair, εE,infid
, depends on

both the control parameters (nb , np ) and the imperfection parameters (F, pL , εM ). For
depolarizing error, we find
3 + 2np
4 + 2 (nb + np )
pL +
(1 − F ) εM
4
3
'
(n +1 '
(n +1
2 (1 − F ) b
(nb + 1) (1 − F ) p
+ (np + 1)
+
3
3
(n ,n )

b p
εE,infid
≈

to the leading order of pL and εM . The dependence on the initial infidelity 1 − F is
exponentially suppressed at the cost of a linear increase of error from local operations
pL and robust measurement εM . Measurement-related errors are suppressed by the
prefactor 1 − F , since measurement error does not cause infidelity unless combined
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(n ,n )

b p
with other errors. In the limit of ideal operations (pL , εM → 0), the infidelity εE,infid

can be arbitrarily close to zero [103]. On the other hand, if we use the standard
entanglement pumping scheme [26, 61] (that alternates purification of bit and phase
errors within each pumping level), the reduced infidelity from two-level pumping is
always larger than (1 − F )2 /9. Therefore, for very small pL and εM , the new pumping
scheme is crucial to minimize the number of qubits per register.
We remark that a faster and less resource intensive approach may be used if the
unpurified Bell pair is dominated by dephasing error. And one-level pumping may
be sufficient (i.e. no bit-error purification, nb = 0). For dephasing error, we have
(0,n )

p
εE,infid
≈ (1 − F )np +1 +

2+np
pL
4

+ 2 (1 − F ) εM by expanding to the leading order of

pL and εM .
The overall success probability can be defined as the joint probability that all
successive steps succeed. We use the model of finite-state Markov chain [144] to
directly calculate the failure probability of (nb , np )-two-level entanglement pumping
(n ,n )

using Ntot raw Bell pairs, denoted as εE,fb ailp (Ntot ). See Ref. [103] for detailed analysis.
(n∗b ,n∗p )
For given F , pL , and εM , the purified pair has minimum infidelity ∆min = εE,infid
,
)
*
obtained by the optimal choice of the control parameters n∗b , n∗p . Then, we calcu-

late the typical value for Ntot , by requiring the failure probability and the minimum
(n∗b ,n∗p )
infidelity to be equal, εE,fail
(Ntot ) = ∆min . The total error probability is
(n∗b ,n∗p )
εE ≈ εE,fail
(Ntot ) + ∆min = 2∆min .

(2.3)

The total time for robust entanglement generation t̃E is
)
*
t̃E ≈ &Ntot ' × tE + tL + t̃M ,

(2.4)
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Figure 2.3: Contours of the total error probability after purification εE (a,c) and
total number of unpurified Bell pairs Ntot (b,d) with respect to the imperfection
parameters pL (horizontal axis) and F (vertical axis). (a,b) Two-level pumping is used
for depolarizing error, and (c,d) one-level pumping for dephasing error. pI = pM = 5%
is assumed.
where tE is the average generation time of the unpurified Bell pair.
Figure 2.3 shows the contours of εE and Ntot with respect to the imperfection
parameters pL and 1 − F . We assume pI = pM = 5% for the plot. The choice of
pI and pM (< 10%) has little effect to the contours, since they only modifies εM
marginally. For initial fidelity F0 > 0.95, the contours of εE are almost vertical; that
is, εE is mostly limited by pL with an overhead factor of about 10. The contours of
Ntot indicate that the entanglement pumping needs about tens or hundreds of raw
Bell pairs to ensure a very high success probability.
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Clock cycle time and effective error probability

We introduce the clock cycle time tC = t̃E + 2tL + t̃M ≈ t̃E and the effective
error probability γ = εE + 2pL + 2εM for general coupling gate between two registers,
which can be implemented with a similar approach as the remote C-NOT gate [67].
We now provide an estimate of clock cycle time based on realistic parameters. The
time for optical initialization/measurement is tI = tM ≈

ln pM τ
,
ln(1−η) C

with photon collec-

tion/detection efficiency η, vacuum radiative lifetime τ , and the Purcell factor C for
cavity-enhanced radiative decay. We assume that entanglement is generated based on
detection of two photons [57, 178], which takes time tE ≈ (tI + τ /C) /η 2 . If the biterrors are efficiently suppressed by the intrinsic purification of the entanglement generation scheme, one-level pumping is sufficient; otherwise two-level pumping is needed.
Suppose the parameters are (tL , τ, η, C) = (0.1 µs, 10 ns, 0.2, 10) [78, 182, 106] and
(1 − F, pI , pM , pL , εM ) = (5%, 5%, 5%, 10−6 , 12 × 10−6 ). For depolarizing errors, twolevel pumping can achieve (tC ,γ) = (997 µs, 4.5 × 10−5 ). If all bit-errors are suppressed by the intrinsic purification of the coincidence scheme, one-level pumping is
sufficient and (tC ,γ) = (140 µs, 3.4 × 10−5 ). Finally, tC should be much shorter than
the memory time of the storage qubit, tmem . This is indeed the case for both trapped
ions (where tmem ∼ 10 s has been demonstrated [121, 86]) and proximal nuclear spins
of NV centers (where tmem approaches 1 s [63]) [103].
This approach yields gates between quantum registers to implement arbitrary
quantum circuits. Errors can be further suppressed by using quantum error correction.
For example, as shown in Fig. 2.3, (pL , F ) = (10−4 , 0.95) can yield γ ≤ 2 × 10−3 ,
well below the 1% threshold for fault tolerant computation for approaches such as
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Figure 2.4: The architecture of MEMS-based mirror arrays and multi-channel detectors for quantum computer that supports parallelism. The inset illustrates that we
can use both the electronic and nuclear spins for the NV-based quantum register.
the C4 /C6 code [115] or 2D toric codes [167]; (pL , F ) = (10−6 , 0.95) can achieve
γ ≤ 5 × 10−5 , which allows efficient codes such as the BCH [[127,43,13]] code to be
used without concatenation. Following Ref. [181], we estimate 10 registers per logical
qubit to be necessary for a calculation involving 104 logical qubits and 106 logical
gates.

2.4

Architecture Supports Parallelism

It is important that the architecture of the network-based quantum computer
supports parallelism. In particular, it should be able to couple many pairs of qubits
that grows linearly with the total number of qubits, as well as simultaneous measurements and local unitary gates. In the following, we show an architecture supporting
parallelism for the network of NV centers, using MEMS-based mirror arrays and
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multi-channel detectors, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. (A similar architecture has been
proposed by Ref. [148].)
The quantum computer operates on a piece of diamond with many NV centers.
Each NV center can be used as a quantum register (left inset) consisting of communication, storage, and auxiliary qubits. The emitted photons from each NV centers can
be routed by a set of MEMS-based mirrors, split by the beam splitter, and detected
by the two detectors from the multi-channel detectors.
There are as many independently controlled mirrors (and detectors) as the number
of NV centers we want to manipulate, and it is possible to couple many pairs of NV
centers at the same time. Because for each pair of NV center, the emitted photons
will trigger only two detectors along the routed optical paths, and a successful click
pattern will generate entanglement between the pair of NV centers. Since different
pairs do not interfere with each other, many pairs of NV centers (qubits) in the
computer can be coupled simultaneously. Recently, large scale MEMS-based optical
cross-connect switch with more than 1100 ports has been demonstrated [112]. Since
that we only need MEMS response time faster than the clock cycle time tC (˜0.1 ms),
MEMS devices with response time less than 0.003 ms [184] should be sufficient.

2.5

Conclusion

In summary, we have analyzed a hybrid approach to fault-tolerant quantum computation with optically coupled few-qubit quantum registers. With a reasonable
overhead in operational time and gate error probabilities, this approach enables the
reduction of an experimental challenge of building a thousand-qubit quantum com-
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puter into a more feasible task of optically coupling five-qubit quantum registers. We
have provided an architecture that supports parallel operations for many quantum
register pairs at the same time. We further note that it is possible to facilitate faulttolerant quantum computation with special operations from the hybrid approach such
as partial Bell measurement [103] or with systematic optimization using dynamic programming [101].

Chapter 3
Coherence and control of quantum
registers based on electronic spin
in a nuclear spin bath
3.1

Introduction

The coherence properties of isolated electronic spins in solid-state materials are
frequently determined by their interactions with large ensembles of lattice nuclear
spins [46, 118]. The dynamics of nuclear spins is typically slow, resulting in very
long correlation times of the environment. Indeed, nuclear spins represent one of
the most isolated systems available in nature. This allows, for instance, to decouple
electronic spin qubits from nuclear spins via spin echo techniques [162, 88]. Even more
remarkably, controlled manipulation of the coupled electron-nuclear system allows one
to take advantage of the nuclear spin environment and use it as a long-lived quantum
25
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memory [187, 142, 150]. Recently, this approach has been used to demonstrate a
single nuclear qubit memory with coherence times well exceeding tens of milliseconds
in room temperature diamond [63]. Entangled states composed of one electronic spin
and two nuclear spin qubits have been probed in such a system [153]. The essence
of these experiments is to gain complete control over several nuclei by isolating them
from the rest of the nuclear spin bath. Universal control of systems comprising a
single electronic spin coupled to many nuclear spins has not been demonstrated yet
and could enable developing of robust quantum nodes to build larger scale quantum
information architectures.
In this Letter, we describe a technique to achieve coherent universal control of a
portion of the nuclear spin environment. In particular, we show how several of these
nuclear spins can be used, together with an electronic spin, to build robust multi-qubit
quantum registers. Our approach is based on quantum control techniques associated
with magnetic resonance manipulation. However, there exists an essential difference
between the proposed system and other previously studied small quantum processors,
such as NMR molecules. Here the boundary between the qubits in the system and
the bath spins is ultimately dictated by our ability to effectively control the qubits.
The interactions governing the couplings of the electronic spin to the nuclear qubit
and bath spins are of the same nature, so that control schemes must preserve the
desired interactions among qubits while attempting to remove the couplings to the
environment. The challenges to overcome are then to resolve individual energy levels
for qubit addressability and control, while avoiding fast dephasing due to uncontrolled
portion of the bath.
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Before proceeding we note that various proposals for integrating these small
quantum registers into a larger system capable of fault tolerant quantum computation or communication have been explored theoretically [103, 32] and experimentally [18, 149]. These schemes generally require a communication qubit and a few
ancillary qubits per register, in a hybrid architecture. The communication qubits
couple efficiently to external degrees of freedom (for initialization, measurement and
entanglement distribution), leading to an easy control but also fast dephasing. The
ancillary qubits instead are more isolated and can act as memory and ancillas in error
correction protocols. While our analysis is quite general in that it applies to a variety
of physical systems, such as quantum dots in carbon nanotubes [137] or spin impurities in silicon [150], as a specific example we will focus on the nitrogen-vacancy (NV)
centers in diamond [63, 153, 88]. These are promising systems for the realization of
hybrid quantum networks due to their long spin coherence times and good optical
transitions that can be used for remote coupling between registers [100].

3.2

System Model

To be specific, we focus on an electronic spin triplet, as it is the case for the NV
centers. Quantum information is encoded in the ms ={0,1} Zeeman sublevels, separated by a large zero field splitting (making ms a good quantum number). Other
Zeeman sublevels are shifted off-resonance by an external magnetic field Bz , applied
along the N-to-V axis. The electron-nuclear spin Hamiltonian in the electronic rotat-
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Figure 3.1: a) System model, showing the electronic spin in red and the surrounding
nuclear spins. The closest nuclear spins are used as qubits. Of the bath spins, only the
spins outside the frozen core evolve due to dipolar interaction, causing decoherence.
b) Frequency selective pulses, in a 3-qubit register.
ing frame is
+
Izj + Sz Aj · I&j + Hdip
+
+ j &j
z
z
ωL Izj + 11+S
&ω1 · I + Hdip
= 11−S
2
2
H = ωL

+

(3.1)

where S and I j are the electronic and nuclear spin operators, ωL is the nuclear Larmor
frequency, Aj the hyperfine couplings and Hdip the nuclear dipolar interaction, whose
strength can be enhanced by the hyperfine interaction [140]. When the electronic
spin is in the ms =1 state, nearby nuclei are static (since distinct hyperfine couplings
make nuclear flip-flops energetically unfavorable in the so-called frozen core [109])
and give rise to a quasi-static field acting on the electronic spin. The other bath
nuclei cause decoherence via spectral diffusion [202, 140], but their couplings, which
determine the noise strength and correlation time, are orders of magnitude lower
than the interactions used to control the system. While in the ms =0 manifold all
the nuclear spins precess at the same frequency, the effective resonance frequencies
in the ms =1 manifold, ω1j , are given by the hyperfine interaction and the enhanced
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g-tensor [37, 140], yielding a wide range of values. Some of the nuclear spins in the
frozen core can thus be used as qubits. When fixing the boundary between system and
environment we have to consider not only frequency addressability but also achievable
gate times, which need to be shorter than the decoherence time.

3.3

Control

Control is obtained with microwave (µw) and radio-frequency (rf) fields. The
most intuitive scheme, performing single-qubit gates with these fields and two-qubit
gates by direct spin-spin couplings, is relatively slow, since rf transitions are weak.
Another strategy, requiring only control of the electronic spin, has been proposed
[96, 107]: switching the electronic spin between its two Zeeman eigenstates induces
nuclear spins rotations about two non parallel axes that generate any single-qubit
gate. This strategy is not the most appropriate here, since rotations in the ms =0
manifold are slow 1 . We thus propose another scheme to achieve universal control on
the register, using only two types of gates: 1) One-qubit gates on the electronic spin
and 2) Controlled gates on each of the nuclear spins. The first gate can be simply
obtained by a strong µw pulse. The controlled gates are implemented with rf-pulses
on resonance with the effective frequency of individual nuclear spins in the ms =1
manifold, which are resolved due to the hyperfine coupling and distinct from the bath
frequency 2 . Achievable rf power provides sufficiently fast rotations since the hyperfine
The rotation rates are faster for large external fields, which however reduce the angle between
the two axes of rotations, thus increasing the number of switchings and the gate time.
1

This leaves open the possibility to operate on the bath spins to implement collective refocusing
schemes.
2
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Figure 3.2: Quantum circuits for controlled gates U among two nuclear spins (A)
and a nuclear and the electronic spin (B). The gates A, B, C are defined such that
U = eiα AZBZC and ABC = 11, where Z is a π rotation around z [154]. Φα is a
phase gate: |0' &0| + |1' &1| eiα/2 and the gate α indicates eiα/2 11.
interaction enhances the nuclear Rabi frequency when ms =1 3 . Any other gate needed
for universal control can be obtained combining these two gates. For example, it is
possible to implement a single nuclear qubit rotation by repeating the controlled gate
after applying a π-pulse to the electronic spin. Controlled gates between two nuclei
can be implemented by taking advantage of the stronger coupling to the electron as
shown in Fig. 3.2(A). As long as the hyperfine coupling is several times larger than
the nuclear coupling, the scheme avoiding any direct nuclear interaction is faster.
Although selectively addressing ESR transitions is a direct way to perform a controlled
rotation with the electronic spin as a target, this is inefficient as the number of nuclear
spin increases. The circuit in Fig. 3.2(B) performs the desired operation with only
the two proposed gates on a faster time scale.
When working in the ms =1 manifold, each nuclear spin qubit is quantized along
a different direction and we cannot define a common rotating frame. The evolution
3
The rf field, being perpendicular to the electronic zero-field splitting, is enhanced by second
order electron-nuclear cross-transition [1].
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Figure 3.3: Rf pulse scheme for 1 nuclear spin gate in the ms =1 manifold. With
tp =β/Ω̄ and fixing ψ1 =α-λ and ψ2 =π-λ, the time delays are t1 = T2 − tp − tπ − α+γ
and
ω
t2 = T2 − tπ + α+γ
.
ω
must be described in the laboratory frame while the control Hamiltonian is fixed in a
given direction for all the nuclei (e.g. along the x-axis). This yields a reduced rf Rabi
,
frequency Ω̄ = Ωrf cos ϕ1 2 cos θ1 2 + sin ϕ1 2 (where {θ1 , ϕ1 } define local quantization
axes in the ms =1 manifold and Ωrf is the hyperfine-enhanced Rabi frequency). The
propagator for a pulse time tp and phase ψ is
UL (Ωrf , tp , ψ) = e−i[ωtp −(λ−ψ)]σz̃ /2 e−iΩ̄tp σx̃ /2 e−i(λ−ψ)σz̃ /2
where {σx̃ , σỹ , σz̃ } are the Pauli matrices in the local frame and λ is defined by
tan (λ) = tan ϕ1 / cos θ1 . An arbitrary gate U = Rz̃ (γ)Rx̃ (β)Rz̃ (α) can be obtained
by combining UL with an echo scheme (Fig. 3.3), which not only refocuses the extra
free evolution due to the lab frame transformation, but also sets the gate duration to
any desired clock time common to all registers. Fixing a clock time is advantageous
to synchronize the operation of many registers. This yields a minimum clock time
j −1
T ≥ 4π × MaxΩ̄j ,ωj {Ω̄−1
j + (ω1 ) }.
1

In order to refocus the fast electronic-spin dephasing given by the frozen core nuclear spins, we need to embed the control strategy described above in a dynamical
decoupling scheme [195] without loosing universal control, as explained in the follow-
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ing. The electron-bath Hamiltonian is given by Eq. (3.1), where the index j now runs
over the spins in the bath. Neglecting for the moment the couplings among nuclei, we
can solve for the evolution of the electronic spin under an echo sequence. By defining
U0 and U1 the propagators in the 0 and 1 manifold respectively and assuming that the
nuclear spins are initially in the identity state (high temperature regime), we calculate
the dynamics of the electronic spin, ρe (t) = [11 + (|0' &1| fee (t) + h.c.)] ρe (0), where
.
/
fee (t) = Tr U1 U0 U1† U0† = [1 − 2 sin2 (θ1j ) sin2 (ω1j t/2) sin2 (ωL t/2)] is the function

describing the echo envelope experiments [173, 37]. Since in the ms =0 subspace all
the spins have the same frequency, fee (2nπ/ωL ) = 0 and the electron comes back to
the initial state. Nuclear spin-spin couplings lead to an imperfect echo revival and
ultimately to decoherence via spectral diffusion [202, 140]. The energy-conserving
flip-flops of remote nuclear spins modulate the hyperfine couplings, causing the effective field seen by the electron to vary in time. The field oscillations can be modeled
by a classical stochastic process. The overall evolution of the electronic spin is therefore due to two processes that can be treated separately as they commute: the echo
envelope calculated above and the decay due to a stochastic field, approximated by
a cumulant expansion [119]. For a Lorentzian noise with autocorrelation function
2Ω2 3

G(τ ) = G0 e−t/τc we obtain a spin-echo decay ∝ e− 3τc t for t , τc (or the motional
narrowing regime for τc , t).
By using dynamical decoupling techniques [33] and selecting a cycle time multiple
of the bare larmor precession period it is possible to extend the life-time of the electronic coherence. Figure 3.4 shows how to combine the electron modulation with the
sequence implementing spin gates. The effectiveness of these techniques relies on the
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Figure 3.4: Rf and µw pulse sequence to implement a 1 nuclear spin gate while
reducing the effects of a slowly varying electronic dephasing noise. The black bars
indicate π-pulses, while the first rectangle indicate a general pulse around the x-axis.
τ = T8 − t2π and tϕ = α+γ
.
4ω
ability to modulate the evolution on a time scale shorter than the noise correlation
time. The noise of the electron-nuclear spin system is particularly adapt to these
decoupling schemes. Consider for example the NV center. The measured electron dephasing T2∗ time is about 1µs in natural diamonds [37], as expected from MHz-strong
hyperfine couplings. The intrinsic decoherence time T2 can be orders of magnitude
longer (T2 ! 600µs). This reflects the existence of a frozen region, where the spin
flip-flops are quenched. The radius of this frozen core is about 2.2 nm [109] and only
spins with hyperfine coupling "2.5 kHz contribute to spectral diffusion. Both the
inverse correlation time (given by the dipolar coupling among carbon spins) and the
noise rms (given by the coupling to the electron) are of order of few kHz. Dynamical
decoupling schemes must thus act on time scales of hundreds of µs. This in turns
sets achievable constraints on the gate speed.
The time of a conditional single nuclear spin rotation must be set so that the
Rabi frequency Ωrf is much less than the frequency splitting between two neighboring spins (in terms of frequencies). Suppose we want to control an n-spin register without exciting bath spins at the Larmor frequency. The minimum frequency
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splitting between two nuclei in the ms =1 manifold will be at best δω =

ωM
n

for

nuclear frequency equally spaced and ωM the maximum hyperfine-induced effective
nuclear frequency. The nuclear frequency spread due to the hyperfine interaction
is then ∆EN =
∆Ee - Ωe -

n+1
ωM .
2

n+1
ωM
2

>

We want the Rabi frequencies to satisfy the constraints:

ωM
n

- Ωrf , where ∆Ee = 2gµB Bz is the gap to other Zeeman

levels (ms =−1 for the NVc) and Ωe the µw power. For a typical choice of 700G magnetic field along the NV axis, we have ∆Ee = 2GHz and ωL = 0.8MHz. Assuming
ωM ≈ 20MHz and n = 4 spins, we obtain the following parameter window (in units
of MHz) 2000 - Ωe - 25, Ωrf , 5. The gate clock time can be as short as a few µs,
allowing hundreds of gates in the coherence time.
Since the scheme presented is based on selective pulses, the most important (coherent) errors will be due to off-resonance effects. If the Rabi frequency is much
smaller than the off-set from the transmitter frequency δω, the off-resonance spin
will just experience a shift (Bloch-Siegert shift) of its resonance frequency, ∆ωbs =
0,
Ω2rf
nΩ2
δω − 1t
Ωrf (t)2 + δω 2 dt# ≈ − 2δω
= − 2ωMrf . This results in an additional phase

acquired during the gate time that needs to be refocused. Note that this error grows
with the register size and constrains Ωrf . When reducing the Rabi frequency to
achieve frequency selectivity, we have to pay closer attention to the rotating-wave
approximation and consider its first order correction, which produces a shift of the
on-resonance spin ∆ωrwa = Ω2rf /4ωM . Other sources of errors are evolution of bystander nuclear spins and couplings among spins. More complex active decoupling
schemes [105, 126, 22] can correct for these errors, allowing to use the ms =1 manifold
as a memory.
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Advanced techniques like shaped pulses, with amplitude and phase ramping, composite pulses [128], pulses optimized via optimal control theory or with numerical
techniques [70, 108, 174] can provide better fidelity. The analytical model of control
serves then as an initial guess for the numerical searches. Pulses found in this way
correct for the couplings among nuclei and are robust over a wide range of parameters (such as experimental errors or the noise associated with static fields). Table 3.1
shows the results of simulations in a fictitious NV system with 1-4 nuclear spins and
effective frequencies in the ms =1 manifold ranging from 15 to 2MHz. We searched
numerically via a conjugate gradient algorithm for a control sequence performing a
desired unitary evolution, by varying the amplitude and phase of the µw and rf fields.
We then simulated the control sequence in the presence of noise, with contributions
from a large, static field and a smaller fluctuating one. The projected fidelities in the
absence of experimental errors are very high, a sign that the fast modulation of the
electron evolution effectively decouples it from the bath. The pulse robustness with
respect to the noise is slightly degraded as the number of spins increases: the noise
induces a spread of the electron resonance frequency, and it becomes more difficult to
find a sequence of control parameters that drives the desired evolution in this larger
Hilbert space for any of the possible electronic frequency. The fidelity degradation is
however modest, and can be partially corrected by increasing the control field intensity. Furthermore, combining these pulses in a dynamical decoupling scheme would
provide an efficient way to coherently control the registers.
The size of the register is eventually limited by the number of available nuclear
spins with a hyperfine coupling strong enough to be separated from the bath. From
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1 spin
F (ideal)
F (noise)
time

2 spins

3 spins

4 spins

0.9999
0.9994
5.0 µs

0.9999
0.9992
0.9995
0.9995
0.9975
0.9925
5.5 µs
6.0 µs
8.5 µs
1
2
Table 3.1: Simulated fidelities (F = |Tr Uw† U /2N |2 ) at the optimal gate time in the
presence of noise. The gate is a π/2 rotation about the local x-axis for qubit 1 in a
register of 1–4 nuclear qubits. The noise parameters are T2∗ = 1.5µs and T2 = 250µs;
the maximum Rabi frequencies are 2π × 10MHz and 2π × 20kHz for the electronic
and nuclear spins respectively. As expected, the optimal gate time increases with the
register size, reflecting both the more complex control required in a larger Hilbert
space and the weaker hyperfine couplings to more distant spins. Similar fidelities
were obtained for a CNOT gate between spin 1 and 2.
experiments and ab-initio calculation [74] we expect hyperfine couplings of ∼ 130MHz
in the first shell, and then a number of about 50 possible nuclear sites with hyperfine
values from 15MHz to 1MHz. Even if the concentration of C-13 is increased (and
the Nitrogen nuclear spin is used) the size of the register will be limited to about 10
spins. Nevertheless such registers would be very useful for memory storage and error
correction purposes.

3.4

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have presented a general approach to the control of a small
quantum system comprising an electronic spin and few nuclear spins in the surrounding spin bath. We have shown that several of the bath spins can be isolated and
effectively controlled, yielding a few-qubit register. These registers can be employed
in many proposals for distributed quantum computation and communication, where
coupling among registers could be provided either via photon entanglement [100]
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or by a movable reading tip [141]. Our control methods enable algorithms needed
for error correction and entanglement purification, while the nuclear spins provide a
long-time memory in the ms = 1 manifold, via active refocusing, and the electron
dephasing is kept under control by dynamical decoupling methods. We thus develop
a modular control scheme, scalable to many registers and applicable to many physical
implementations.

Chapter 4
Coherence of an optically
illuminated single nuclear spin
qubit
4.1

Introduction

Nuclear spins are of fundamental importance for storage and processing of quantum information. Their excellent coherence properties make them a superior qubit
candidate even in room temperature solids. Unfortunately, their weak coupling to
the environment also makes it difficult to isolate and manipulate individual nuclei.
Recently, coherent preparation, manipulation and readout of individual

13

C nuclear

spins in the diamond lattice were demonstrated [63, 98]. These experiments make
use of optical polarization and manipulation of the electronic spin associated with
a nitrogen-vacancy (NV) color center in the diamond lattice [4, 37, 73, 89]. This
38
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enables reliable control of the nuclear spin qubit via hyperfine interactions with the
electronic spin.
In order to be useful for applications in scalable quantum information processing [4], such as quantum communication [38] and quantum computation [104, 103],
the quantum coherence of the nuclear spins must be maintained even when the electronic state is undergoing fast transitions associated with optical measurement and
with entanglement generation between electronic spins. In this Letter, we investigate
coherence properties of such an optically illuminated nuclear spin–electron spin system. We show that these properties are well-described by a spin-fluctuator model
[158, 76, 75, 14], involving a single nuclear spin (system) coupled by the hyperfine
interaction to an electron

1

(fluctuator) that undergoes rapid optical transitions and

mediates the coupling between the nuclear spin and the environment. We generalize
the spin-fluctuator model to a vector description, necessary for single NV centers in
diamond [63], and make direct comparisons with experiments. Most importantly we
demonstrate that the decoherence of the nuclear spin due to the rapidly fluctuating
electron is greatly suppressed via a mechanism analogous to motional narrowing in
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [179, 91], allowing the nuclear spin coherence to
be preserved even after hundreds of optical excitation cycles. We further show that by
proper tuning of experimental parameters it may be possible to completely decouple
the nuclear spin system from the electronic environment. The spin-fluctuator model
discussed here for NV centers can be generalized to other AMO systems (see Refs.
[23, 168] for the recent progress).
More precisely, the optical transitions involve electronic states of several electrons localized at
the NV center.
1
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Figure 4.1: (a) Energy levels (left) and schematic model (right) for optical transitions
between different electronic states (|a' and |b'), with transition rates rba and rab .
The precession of the nuclear spin (&ωa or &ωb ) (blue arrow) depends on the electronic
state (|a' or |b') (orange arrow). (b) Random telegraph trajectory of the electron,
and time-dependent precession of the nuclear spin. (c) Geometric representation of
Larmor precession vectors. (d) The decoherence rate Γ as a function of the differential
precession frequency ∆ω, in units of γ.
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Physical Model

The essential idea of this work is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. We consider an individual
nuclear spin system (I = 1/2, associated with a

13

C atom) that is weakly coupled

to the electronic spin of an NV center via the hyperfine interaction. The transitions
between ground and optically excited electronic states are caused by laser light and
spontaneous emission of photons. The strength of the hyperfine interaction differs
between the ground and the excited electronic states, because they have different
spatial wave functions and thus different overlap with the nucleus. As the electron
undergoes rapid optical transitions, the nuclear spin precesses according to a timedependent effective magnetic field induced by the electron.
This situation can be modeled by considering the electron as a fluctuator with two
states, |a' and |b'. Let us first assume that the incoherent transitions between these
rba

two electronic states |a' # |b' are described by the random telegraph process as shown
rab

in Fig. 6.1(b), which is fully characterized by the classical transition rates rba and rab
(corresponding to the optical pumping rate and the radiative decay rate, respectively,
resulting from an off-resonant optical drive). The nuclear spin will undergo timedependent precession, characterized by vectors &ωa and &ωb for the electronic states |a'
and |b', respectively [Fig. 6.1(a)].
In general, the precession vectors &ωa and &ωb may point along different directions
as shown in Fig. 6.1(c). For example, the nuclear spin can precess around different
axes for different electronic states. Furthermore, the electron undergoes fast optical
transitions and introduces high frequency noise, which, in addition to dephasing,
can induce spin-flips [63]. Therefore, we need to consider the nuclear spin precession
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around a time-dependent, stochastic vector &ω (t), generalizing the earlier scalar model
[75, 14].
Let γ and ∆ω be the typical scales for the electron transition rates and the difference between the qubit precession vectors, respectively. Let us now consider the
limiting case of a fast-fluctuator (γ - ∆ω). In this case we may use a perturbative
approach associated with the small phase shift acquired by the nuclear spin during
one excitation cycle δφ ∼ ∆ω/γ. On average this phase shift will result in a modification of the precession frequency. In addition, due to random variations in the time
spent in different electronic states the phase shift will undergo a random walk with
diffusion constant ∼ δφ2 × γ ∼ ∆ω 2 /γ.
More precisely, to the first order, we have the average precession vector
&&ω ' =

−1
−1
rba
&ωa + rab
&ωb
,
−1
−1
rba + rab

(4.1)

where the weights are proportional to the durations of different states for the fluctuator. As illustrated in Fig. 6.1(c), &&ω ' defines the quantization axis of the spin
system. The difference between the instantaneous precession vector (&ωa or &ωb ) and
&&ω ', ∆&ω = &ωa − &&ω ' can be decomposed into the parallel and perpendicular components. The perpendicular component introduces spin-flips along the quantization
axis at rate Γ1 ∼ (∆ω)2⊥ /γ. The parallel component causes stochastic phase accumulation, leading to dephasing at the rate Γφ ∼ (∆ω)2% /γ. Note that both rates
are inversely proportional to the fluctuator transition rate γ in the limit of fast electronic transitions. The underlying physics is analogous to the motional narrowing of
NMR [179], in which the rapid motion of the environment (corresponding to large γ)
averages out the randomly accumulated phase.
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In the opposite slow-fluctuator limit (γ " ∆ω), the decoherence rate is only
determined by the fluctuator transition rates. For each fluctuator transition, there is
a time variation, δt ∼ 1/γ, which induces an uncertainty in the rotation δφ ∼ ∆ωδt ∼
∆ω/γ ∼ 1. This implies that a single transition of the fluctuator is sufficient to destroy
the coherence of the spin system. The resulting qualitative dependence of the nuclear
spin decay upon difference in Larmor precession is illustrated in Fig. 6.1(d).

4.3

Master Equation Formalism

We now introduce the master equation formalism and illustrate that it is possible
to reduce the system dynamics to a set of linear differential equations, even in the
presence of the non-commutative stochastic precession. We will first solve the spinfluctuator model with the two-state fluctuator described above. After that, we extend
the procedure to include multi-state fluctuators into the formalism.
The incoherent transition of the two-state fluctuator [Fig. 6.1(a)] can be described
by the master equations






 
d 
 pa   −rba rab

=
dt 
 
pb
rba −rab





  pa 



,


pb

(4.2)

where pa and pb are occupation probabilities for states |a' and |b'.
The Hamiltonian of the nuclear spin (depending on the state of the fluctuator) is
&
H = |a' &a| ⊗ Ha + |b' &b| ⊗ Hb , with Ha = &ωa · I& and Hb = &ωb · I.
Since there is no coherence between different fluctuator states, we may write the
density matrix for the composite system as ρ = |a' &a| ⊗ ρa + |b' &b| ⊗ ρb , where
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ρj,21 ρj,22
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 for j = a or b. The unitary evolution of the density matrix ρ


with Hamiltonian H can be decomposed into two uncoupled parts:

d
ρ
dt j

= −i [Hj , ρj ]

for j = a, b. In terms of the Liouville operator, the unitary evolution is
d
ρ&j = Lj ρ&j ,
dt

(4.3)

where the density operator is represented by a column vector ρ&j = (ρj,11 , ρj,12 , ρj,21 , ρj,22 )T
and the Liouville operator by a matrix
)
*
Lj ≡ L [&ωj ] ≡ (−i) Hj ⊗ I − I ⊗ Hj∗ ,

(4.4)

for j = a, b. Notice that the transition matrix depends linearly on the precession
vector, and such linearity implies L [&ωa ] + L [&ωb ] = L [&ωa + &ωb ].
Combining the dynamics of the system and the fluctuator, we may write down
the following master equations:

 

 
rab
d 
 ρ&a   La − rba

=
dt 
 
ρ&b
rba
Lb − rab





  ρ&a 



,


ρ&b

(4.5)

where La and Lb describe the (slow) dynamics of the precession; rba = rba I4×4 and
rab = rab I4×4 are associated with the (fast) incoherent optical transitions between
electronic states, not affecting the nuclear spin.

4.4

Model with Multi-State Fluctuator

We generalize to a multi-state fluctuator, by introducing rij the fluctuator transi+
tion rate from state j to state i, and rjj ≡ i'=j rij the total transition rate from state
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j to all other states. For an N -state fluctuator, the generalized form for Eq.(4.5) is
N

3
d
ρ&i = (λLi − rii ) ρ&i +
rij ρ&j
dt
j'=i

(4.6)

where ρ&j = (ρj,11 , ρj,12 , ρj,21 , ρj,22 )T for j = 1, 2, · · · , N , and rij = rij I4×4 . When there
are M fluctuators, with Nj states for the jth fluctuator, we can always reduce it to
/
one composite fluctuator with N = M
j=1 Nj states.
Given all the parameters {&ωi } and {rij }, we can solve ρ&i (t) exactly from the above

4N linear differential equations [Eq.(4.6)] with initial conditions for {&
ρi (0)}. Finally,
+
the density matrix of the nuclear spin system is ρ& (t) = i ρ&i (t), which together with
Eq. (4.6) provides an exact solution to the generalized spin-fluctuator model.

4.5

Experimental Results

The experimental procedure for probing the dynamics of an optically illuminated
nuclear spin qubit proximal to NV centers in diamond is described in detail in Ref. [63].
The NV center is a spin triplet in the ground electronic state. In the experiment we
optically polarize the electron into ms = 0, in which the hyperfine interaction with
the nuclear spin vanishes to leading order. Furthermore, it is believed [95], and is
confirmed by experimental evidence reported below, that the electronic spin is a good
quantum number during the optical excitation of the NV center. Hence the electron
should mostly remain in the ms = 0 manifold during optical excitation.
However, the hyperfine interaction with the electron can dramatically change the
precession of the nuclear spin by modifying its effective magnetic moment [37]. The
direction and magnitude of the precession vector, which is determined by the effec-
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tive g-tensor [37], varies due to the changes in the contact and dipolar interactions
associated with different electronic states. Under these experimental conditions, the
nuclear precession vectors associated with different electronic states should be proportional to the perpendicular components of the external magnetic field, B⊥ , with a
proportionality constant and direction that depends upon the electronic state. Thus,
we present the experimental data (Fig. 6.2) as functions of the ground state precession frequency ωg (ωg ∝ B⊥ ), which can be accurately measured. Both the optically
induced decoherence rate Γ (the decay rate of the nuclear spin Bloch vector) and the
change in average Larmor precession frequency &&ω ' − ωg were measured for a particular NV center. For the presented data, the optical excitation rate was chosen to
correspond to about one half of saturation intensity.
A comparison between first-principle theory and experiment would require precise
knowledge of nuclear precession vectors for both the ground and excited electronic
states. The experiments, performed at room temperature, involve excitation of multiple excited states, whose wave functions are not known in great detail. To model
quantum dynamics of such a system, we assume that the excited state precession vector has similar order of magnitude to that of the ground state, but might point along
a different direction. In the following, we label the ground state as the first state of
the fluctuator with precession frequency &ωg ≡ &ω1 for the proximal nuclear spin. The
jth excited state has precession vector &ωj , with its three components drawn from a
normal distribution with mean 0 and deviation σω ∼ ωg , for j = 2, · · · , N . We assume that the excitation rate from the 1st to the jth excited state rj1 = R/ (N − 1),
the radiative decay rate r1j = γ = 86 µs−1 [136], and the total excitation rate R = γ.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between experimental data (points) and simulation (lines).
(a) Optically induced decoherence rate Γ as a function of ground state Larmor precession frequency ωg (data adopted from Ref. [63]). (b) Shift of average Larmor
precession frequency |&&ω '| − ωg as a function of ωg . For both plots, the axes are
also labeled in dimensionless units, normalized by the radiative decay rate γ = 86
µs−1 . Experimental data points (blue triangles, red diamonds) include nuclear spins
prepared along both directions (x̂, ẑ) perpendicular to the Larmor precession vector
(ŷ). The full lines are from simulation of the generalized spin-fluctuator model, averaging over 50 different sets of randomly generated excited states, as described in the
text. The simulation assumes N = 3 for the fluctuator (i.e. one ground state and
two excited states [136, 125]). The dashed lines are the statistical standard deviation
of the different realizations. In panel (a), the curves from simulation are manually
shifted upwards by Γ0 = 3.4 × 10−3 γ, as described in the text.
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The transitions among excited states are neglected. According to [136, 125], there
are at least two excited states involved in the optical transition, so we set N = 3.
By choosing σω = 2.5ωg , we find good agreement between theory and experiment as
shown in Fig. 6.2.

4.6

Discussion

In the fast-fluctuating regime (ωg , γ), the experimental decoherence rate increases quadratically with ωg , consistent with the scaling obtained from the fastfluctuator limit. When the precession frequency becomes comparable to the fluctuator transition rates (ωg " 0.2γ), Γ increases sub-quadratically with ωg . This is
because we are in the transition region as indicated in Fig. 6.1(d). In principle, for
even higher precession frequency, the decoherence rate should saturate at the optical
transition rate. Experimentally, however, it is difficult to manipulate the nuclear spin
for very high precession frequency (ωg > 0.2γ) [63].
In addition to the electronic spin-conserving optical transitions analyzed above,
the spin-changing transitions between ms = 0 and ms = ±1 may also induce decoherence of the nuclear spin. However, the hyperfine field from the electron in spin state
ms = ±1 is oriented along the well-defined z-axis [63], which introduces decoherence
for nuclear spin state |↑'X , but not for |↑'Z . This contradicts the observation that the
decoherence rates (with initial states |↑'X and |↑'Z ) are similar for the observed center (see Fig. 6.2). Therefore, we conclude that the spin-changing transitions should
not be the dominant process for optically induced nuclear spin decoherence.
By extrapolating the experimental data to zero external magnetic field, we find
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that there is still a finite decoherence rate Γ0 ≈ 3.4 × 10−3 γ (simulation curves
are offset with additional fitting parameter in Fig. 6.2(a)). Remarkably, these data
indicate that the nuclear spin coherence is still maintained after scattering γ/Γ0 ∼
300 photons by the electron. This insensitivity, enabled via effects analogous to
motional-averaging, is of critical importance for the feasibility of NV-center-based
distant quantum communication [38] and distributed quantum computation [104, 103]
protocols.
The zero field decoherence rate Γ0 is still related to optical transitions, because
it is much larger than the observed decoherence rate of the nuclear spin in the dark
Γdark ≈ 3×10−4 γ [63]. We attribute this zero field decoherence to the orbital motion of
the optically excited states, which produces a “residual” magnetic field at the position
of the nucleus. The residual magnetic field can be present for optically excited states,
because the orbital motion for these states is not quenched [125, 136]. Considering the
nucleus on the second coordination sphere with respect to the vacancy (i.e., r ≈ 2.6 Å),
the magnetic field from the orbital motion is approximately µB /r3 ≈ 500 ∼ 1000 G.
This gives an estimated decoherence rate Γ0 ≈ ∆ω 2 /γ ≈ (1 ∼ 5) × 10−3 γ, which is
consistent with the value observed experimentally.
These observations may allow us to develop new methods to further suppress
optically induced nuclear decay. Specifically, at low temperatures (T < 10 K), it
is possible to resolve individual optical transitions and selectively drive the electron
between the ground state and one excited state. Under these conditions, it should
be possible to eliminate the decoherence Γ0 by applying an external magnetic field
that exactly compensates the residual field from the orbital motion. With the com-
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pensation at this “sweet spot”, the nuclear spin sees the same total magnetic field,
regardless of the state of the electron, and therefore can be completely decoupled
from the electronic environment

4.7

2 3

.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown that the vector spin-fluctuator model provides a
good description for our observations of coherence properties of the optically illuminated nuclear spin qubit. Our theoretical and experimental results demonstrate a
substantial suppression of nuclear spin decoherence due to the mechanism analogous
to the motional averaging in NMR. Our analysis further indicated a new approach
that may allow us to completely decouple the nuclear spin and the electron during
optical excitation. These results are of critical importance for scalable applications
of NV-center-based quantum registers [38, 104, 103].

The decoherence associated with the fluctuations of the compensating field (e.g., δB ∼ 0.1 G
and δω ∼ 10−3 ∆ω) is approximately δω 2 /γ ∼ 10−6 Γ0 , negligible compared with other decoherence
processes.
2

Ionization of the NV center caused by green light might also lead to optically induced decoherence
of the nuclear spin at B=0. Note that ionization probability should be reduced if resonant red light
is used.
3

Chapter 5
Repetitive readout of single
electronic spin via quantum logic
with nuclear spin ancillae
5.1

Introduction

Significant efforts have recently been directed towards the manipulation of several
qubits in quantum systems, ranging from isolated atoms and ions to solid-state quantum bits [19, 90]. These small-scale quantum systems have been successfully used
for proof-of-concept demonstrations of simple quantum algorithms [170, 169, 52]. In
addition, they can be used for potentially important practical applications in areas
such as quantum metrology [123]. For example, techniques involving quantum logic
operations on several trapped ions have been applied to develop an improved ion state
readout scheme, resulting in a new class of atomic clocks [97, 171].
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In this report we describe and demonstrate a technique to enhance the readout of
a single electronic spin in the solid state. Our method makes use of quantum logic
between the single electronic spin and nuclear spin qubits in its local environment
for repetitive readout. While such nuclear spins are generally the source of unwanted
decoherence in the solid-state, recent theoretical [201, 140, 45] and experimental [98,
37, 63, 153, 88] work has already demonstrated that when properly controlled, the
nuclear environment can become a very useful resource, in particular, for long-term
quantum memory.
Our experimental demonstration makes use of a single nitrogen-vacancy (NV)
center in diamond [132]. The electronic ground state of this defect is a spin triplet
(S = 1) and is a good candidate for a logic qubit, on account of its remarkably long
coherence times [7] and fast spin manipulation using microwave fields [152]. Furthermore, the center can be optically spin polarized and measured by combining confocal
microscopy techniques with spin-selective rates of fluorescence [99]. In practice, the
NV readout is far from perfect, especially under ambient, room temperature conditions. This is because laser radiation at 532 nm for readout re-polarizes the electronic
spin to |mS = 0'e before a sufficient number of photons can be scattered for the state
to be reliably determined.

5.2

Basic Idea

Our approach to improving spin readout is to correlate the electronic spin logic
qubit with nearby nuclear spins [103], which are relatively unperturbed by the optical readout, prior to the measurement process. Specifically, we use a single
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Figure 5.1: (A) Illustration of the NV center and its proximal 13 C environment. Inset:
Energy levels of the coupled spin system formed by the NV electronic spin (e) and
the first proximal 13 C nuclear spin (n1 ). With static magnetic field applied along the
NV axis, spin n1 keeps the same quantization axis when spin e is |0'e or |1'e (see
Appendix A). When spin n1 is |↓'n1 (or |↑'n1 ), the microwave field MW1 (or MW2)
resonantly drives spin e between |0'e and |1'e , which can implement the Cn1 NOTe
gate. When spin e is |1'e , the radio-frequency RF field resonantly drives spin n1
between |↓'n1 and |↑'n1 , which can implement the Ce NOTn1 gate. (B) Schematic
illustration of repetitive readout. The red down (up) arrow represents the electronic
spin state |0'e (|1'e ), and blue down (up) arrow represents the nuclear spin state |↓'n1
(|↑'n1 ). (C) Experimental pulse sequences that polarize spin n1 to |↓'n1 and spin e to
|0'e , followed by various probe operations, before fluorescence readout of spin e. (D)
Electronic spin Rabi oscillations driven by the MW1 and MW2 fields, for polarized
spin n1 . The small wiggles for MW2 in the right panel are due to off-resonant driving
of the majority population in the |↓'n1 state. The data is in agreement for finite
detunings and microwave power (solid curves). The right vertical axis shows the
average counts for a single readout. The left vertical axis shows the probability in the
|0'e state, obtained from the average counts (Appendix A). (E) Nuclear spin Rabi
oscillation driven by the RF field, with initial nuclear spin polarization Pn1 = 60 (5) %.
The probe operations in (C) are replaced by the inset pulse sequence.
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(I = 1/2) nuclear spin in the diamond lattice, coupled to the NV electronic spin
via a localized hyperfine interaction, as a memory ancilla qubit. It has eigenstates
|↑'n1 (aligned) or |↓'n1 (anti-aligned) with the local magnetic field. The composite
system is first prepared in a fiducial state, |0'e |↓'n1 , using a sequence of optical, microwave and radiofrequency (RF) pulses. Next, the electronic spin is prepared in
an arbitrary (unknown) state |Ψ'e = α|mS = 0'e + β|mS = 1'e . Before readout,
we perform a sequence of gate operations resulting in the entangled electron-nuclear
state |Ψ'e |↓'n1 → α |0'e |↓'n1 +β |1'e |↑'n2 . The optical measurement process projects
this state into either |0'e |↓'n1 or |1'e |↑'n2 . Each of these two states will fluoresce at
different rates dependent on the value of mS . Within a typical measurement period
less than one photon is counted before the electron spin is repolarized to |0'e , which
indicates that the uncertainty of the spin state measurement is quite large.
The key idea of this work is that the nuclear spin can reveal the former electronic
state because of the correlations established before the electronic spin was reset. To
achieve this, we perform a controlled-not operation, which maps |0'e |↓'n1 → |0'e |↓'n1
and |0'e |↑'n1 → |1'e |↑'n1 , and repeat the optical measurement. Fluorescence counting of these two states can be added to prior measurements in order to decrease
the uncertainty for state discrimination.

If the subsequent readout of the elec-

tronic spin does not destroy the orientation of the nuclear spin, it can be determined via repetitive measurements. In this way we can increase the overall signalto-noise of the measurement process of our logic qubit. While after multiple readout cycles and many quantum logic operations, the nuclear orientation will finally
be destroyed, it is possible to further improve the readout scheme by using a pair
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of ancillary nuclear spins and imprinting the electronic state into a cat-like state
|Ψ'e |↓'n1 |↓'n2 → α |0'e |↓'n1 |↓'n2 + β |1'e |↑'n1 |↑'n2 . In such a case, the state of
the first nuclear spin after repetitive sequence can be periodically “refreshed” using
the information stored within the second nuclear spin. These schemes are closely
related to a quantum non-demolition (QND) measurement [92], as the nuclear spin
population operators Iˆzn1,n2 do not evolve throughout the electronic spin readout and
constitutes good QND observables. Our electronic spin detection is far from perfect,
which precludes an ideal QND measurement, but our scheme nevertheless allows us
to substantially improve the spin readout, as described below.
To implement our repetitive readout technique we use the NV center coupled to
nuclear spins that can be polarized, fully controlled and provide a robust quantum
memory even in the presence of optical radiation necessary for electron readout.
This is achieved through a combination of optical, microwave, and RF fields, as
illustrated in Fig. 1, and discussed in (Appendix A). For the present work, we have
chosen a center with a well-resolved 13 C hyperfine coupling near 14 MHz. We lift the
degeneracy of the |ms = ±1'e spin states by applying a B0 = 30 gauss magnetic field
along the NV axis. Under these conditions, we can selectively address the transitions
of the electronic spin (e) within the subspace of |0'e , |1'e }, conditioned on a certain
nuclear state. The model Hamiltonian for this system, illustrated in Fig. 1A is
H = (∆ + γe B0 )Sˆz + γC B0 Iˆzn1 + ASˆz Iˆzn1

(5.1)

where ∆ = 2.87 GHz is the zero field splitting, γe and γC are the electronic and
nuclear spin gyromagnetic ratios and Iˆzn1 and Sˆz are the spin 1/2 angular momentum
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operators 1 . Coherent oscillations between the |0'e and |1'e states, conditioned on
the first proximal nuclear spin (n1 ) in |↓'n1 (or |↑'n1 ), are selectively driven by the
microwave field MW1 (or MW2). To control nuclear spin n1 we use a resonantly
tuned RF field to address the levels |1'e |↓'n1 and |1'e |↑'n1 , which are energetically
separated due to the hyperfine interaction (Fig. 1A). With these operations, spin n1
is polarized by applying MW1 and RF π pulses, which transfer the polarization from
spin e to spin n1 . Fig. 1E demonstrates Rabi oscillations of a spin n1 using this
procedure. This data indicates that we can achieve its preparation (polarization) and
readout with combined fidelity F ≡ &↓ |ρ# | ↓' ≥ 80%, where ρ# is the reduced density
operator for spin n1 .

5.3

Flip-Flop Dynamics of Two Nuclear Spins

To demonstrate control of two nuclear spins, we study the dynamics of spin n1 after
it is polarized to |↓'n1 , with electron prepared in the |0'e state. Fig. 2 indicates that
the nuclear population, pn1 ,↑ (τ ), oscillates between pn1 ,↑ (0) ≈ 0.2 and pn1 ,↑ (T /2) ≈
0.5 with a period of T = 117 (1) µs (Fig. 2AC). The relatively high contrast of
these oscillations suggests an interaction with a second nuclear spin (n2 ), as the
two nuclei “flip-flop” between the states |↑'n1 |↓'n2 and |↓'n1 |↑'n2 Such excitation
exchange requires a similar Zeeman splitting for the two spins, indicating that the
second nucleus is also a 13 C. We note that the interaction strength, b = π/T = 4.27 (3)
kHz, is several times that of a bare dipolar coupling (2 kHz for two nuclei separated
As described in [37], the nitrogen nuclear spin (I=1) is a constant of the motion for the NV
center and can be ignored. Sˆz is a fictitious spin 1/2 operator for a subspace of the S=1 spin.
1
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Figure 5.2: (A) The coupled spin system formed by the NV electronic spin (e) and
two proximal 13 C nuclear spins (n1 and n2 ). Middle inset: Energy levels for spins n1
and n2 when spin e is in the |0'e state. Right inset: Schematics of electron-mediated
flip-flop between spins n1 and n2 , which is mediated by the second-order hopping via
|1'e |↓'n1 |↓'n2 (or |−1'e |↑'n1 |↑'n2 , not shown). (B) Operations and pulse sequence
to probe dynamics between spins n1 and n2 . The three-spin system is initialized to
|0'e |↓'n1 |↑'n2 , followed by the flip-flop evolution between spins n1 and n2 , before the
final fluorescence readout of spin n1 . (C) Spin flip-flop dynamics between spins n1
and n2 . For three different preparations of the initial state (|↓'n1 |↑'n2 , |↓' &↓|n1 ⊗
ρmixed
, and |↓'n1 |↓'n2 , with ρmixed
= 12 (|↓' &↓| + |↑' &↑|)n2 ), the observed population
n2
n2
in state |↑'n1 , pn1 ,↑ (t), oscillates with the same period T = 117 (1) µs.. For |↓' &↓|n1 ⊗
ρmixed
, spin n1 becomes fully unpolarized at times T2 , 3T
and 5T
. For |↓'n1 |↑'n2 the
n2
2
2
oscillation amplitude is enhanced by a factor of two, while for |↓'n1 |↓'n2 it is almost
completely suppressed. These observation verifies the theoretical prediction, with
flip-flop coupling strength b = 4.27 (3) kHz. (D) Depolarization of spins n1 and n2
under optical illumination. For times longer than 1 µs, the polarizations for spins n1
and n2 decay exponentially with characteristic times τn1 = 13 (1) µs and τn2 = 53 (5)
µs, respectively. These decay times are much longer than the optical readout/pump
time of the electronic spin (about 350 ns). Inset: Log-linear plot.
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by the nearest neighbor distance, 1.54 Å) signifying that their interaction is mediated
by the NV electronic spin (see inset of Fig. 2A and Appendix A), and is described by
the interaction hamiltonian Hint = b(I1+ I2− + I1− I2+ ).
This interaction can be used to effectively control the state of the second nucleus
and of the entire three-spin system. Specifically, a half period of oscillation, T /2,
constitutes a SWAP operation between the two spins. It can be used, e.g., to polarize
the second nuclear spin, as illustrated in Fig. 2BC. In addition, by modifying the
initial states of spin n1 , we can prepare the initial state of the two nuclei in any
of the four possible configurations: {↑↑, ↑↓, ↓↑, ↓↓} (Appendix A). Further control is
provided by changing electronic spin state into |0'e state, in which case the flip-flop
dynamics between spins n1 and n2 disappears (see Fig. S1). This is because spins n1
and n2 have very distinct hyperfine splittings that introduce a large energy difference
(∆E - b) between |↑'n1 |↓'n2 and |↓'n1 |↑'n2 and quench the interaction. Therefore,
we can implement a controlled-SWAP operation between spins n1 and n2 , enabling
full control over spin n2 .
An important property of the nuclear spin memory that enables the repetitive
readout is its robustness under optical illumination. This is illustrated in Fig. 2D.
We observe decreased spin polarization for both nuclei when we increase the duration
of optical illumination tL at fixed optical intensity. For tL longer than 1 µs, the
nuclear spins decay exponentially, with decay times τn1 = 13 (1) µs and τn2 = 53 (1)
µs (inset). Note that spin n2 is less perturbed by the optical transitions between
different electronic states, as it has a weaker hyperfine coupling to the electron [100].
For tL less than 1 µs, the decay is slightly faster, which is likely associated with the
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dynamics of the spin-fluctuator model that describe optically induced depolarization
of single nuclei (see Appendix A and Ref. [100]). Overall, the nuclear spin decay times
are much longer than the optical readout/pumping time (350 ns) of the electronic spin.

5.4

Repetitive Readout with One Nuclear Spin

We now turn to experimental demonstration of repetitive readout. As illustrated
in Fig. 1D, the direct readout of electronic spin is imperfect, with the signal resulting from different electronic states differing by only about 0.004 detected photons per single readout event. Typical experiments therefore require > 105 repetitions of the the pulse sequence in Fig. 1C, to clearly resolve the oscillation signal in
Fig. 1D. To improve the signal, we first polarize both spins e and n1 to the initial
state |0'e |↓'n1 . We next perform some unitary U (t), which prepares the superposition state |Ψ1 ' = (α |0'e + β |1'e ) |↓'n1 that we would like to measure. Instead of
immediately reading out electronic spin, we use a controlled-not gate (Ce NOTn1 ,
achieved by an RF π pulse) to correlate spin e with spin n1 (Fig. 3A). Next, we
optically readout/pump spin e, leaving the spin system in the post-readout state:
)
*
ρpost = |0' &0|e ⊗ |α|2 |↓' &↓| + |β|2 |↑' &↑| n1 . We then read the state of spin n1 via
the electronic spin e by performing a controlled-not operation (Cn1 NOTe , achieved
by an MW1 or MW2 π pulse). This completes a one-step readout of spin n1 , which
can be repeated until it completely depolarizes due to optical illumination.
As a direct illustration of the enhanced readout technique, we present in Fig. 3,
Rabi oscillations of the electronic spin using m subsequent repetitive readouts (Fig. 3B).
The accumulation of signal results in a ten-fold enhancement in amplitude. The
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Figure 5.3: (A) Quantum circuit for M -step repetitive readout scheme assisted by
spin n1 . (M = 60.) (B) Operations and pulse sequences. The initial state |0'e |1'n1
is prepared with six-step pumping of spins e and n1 . The MW1 pulse of duration t
induces the Rabi rotation U (t) of spin e, whose parity information is imprinted to
spin n1 with an RF π pulse (i.e., the Ce NOTn1 gate). After fluorescence readout of
spin e, (M − 1)-repetitive readout of spin n1 is performed by MW1 or MW2 π pulses
(i.e., Cn1 NOTe gates) followed by fluorescence readout. (C) Cumulative Rabi signal
obtained from repetitive readout, summed from m = 1 to M # , for M # = 1, 5, 10, 20, 60
repetitions. The constant background counts are subtracted. (D) Normalized amplitudes |Am | for Rabi oscillation obtained from the m-th readout. |Am | decreases with
m, mostly due to depolarization of spin n1 under optical illumination. (E) Improvement in the SNR using the repetitive readout scheme. Compared to a single readout,
the SNR is increased by 220%. The blue curves in (D) and (E) are simulations with
imperfection parameters estimated from independent experiments (Appendix A).
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performance of the technique is further quantified by using the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) figure of merit for the cumulative readout signal. The optimal SNR is
determined by considering the normalized amplitudes, |Am |, of Rabi oscillations by
fitting each of the m-th readouts to a cosine curve and choosing a normalization such
that the Rabi oscillation with perfect nuclear spin polarization has |A| = 1 (Fig.1B).
The signal is defined as the weighted sum of |Am | up to M # total measurements:
4+
+ "
M"
#
2 2
S(M # ) = M
w
|A
|,
with
weights
{w
}.
The
noise
is
N
(M
)
=
m
m
m=1 m
m=1 wm σm ,

where σm is the uncertainty of the m-th readout. With optimal choice of weights
described in Appendix A, we obtain the optimized SNR as the figure of merit for the
repetitive readout scheme:
5
6 M" 8
6 3 8 Am 882
#
8
8
SNR(M ) = 7
8 σm 8

(5.2)

m=1

In the ideal QND case, each repetitive readout would yield the same |Am | and the
√
SNR would scale with M # . For our experiment, the SNR saturates (Fig. 3E) due to
the decay of the normalized amplitudes (Fig. 3D). Nevertheless, experimental data
shown in Fig. 3E indicate the enhancement of SNR by more than 220%.
In analyzing this result, we note that several factors contribute to the observed
behavior. The sharp decrease of |A2 | can be explained by pulse imperfections, decay
under optical illumination, and finite nuclear spin polarization (blue curve in Fig. 3E,
as detailed in Appendix A). The subsequent amplitude reduction scales exponentially
in m: |Am | = |A2 |η (m−2) with η ≈ 0.95 and is the result of a finite depolarization of
spin n1 induced by each optical readout pulse. Thus the SNR from repetitive readout
is limited by three major imperfections (Appendix A): 1) errors from microwave pulses
(about 7% error probability for each π pulse), 2) depolarization of nuclear spins under
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optical illumination (e.g., about 5% depolarization error to spin n1 induced by each
350 ns readout laser pulse), and 3) imperfect optical pumping of the electronic spin
after each readout. The first two imperfections limit the initial nuclear spin polarization to about 60% (Appendix A). The second imperfection also affects the repetitive
optical readout, yielding the overall exponential decay in the amplitude |Am | with
increasing m. The third imperfection could be made very small with sufficiently long
optical pumping, but this is not optimal for our repetitive readout scheme, because
optical illumination also induces depolarization of the nuclear spins that store useful
information. To mitigate the perturbation to the nuclear spins, we choose 350 ns
green optical pumping pulses that result in 80% electronic spin polarization in the
state |0'e . This affects all readouts immediately proceeded by an optical readout
pulse (i.e., m = 2, · · · , M ), which attenuates the signal amplitude (Appendix A).
Note that the imperfections from microwave π pulses can be effectively suppressed by
population transfer via adiabatic passage or pulses with amplitude/phase modulation
[128, 194, 108, 34].

5.5

Repetitive Readout with Two Nuclear Spins

As an indication of how the readout can be improved further, we now consider
the use of two ancillary nuclear spins. Specifically, we may also correlate the state
of spin e with spin n2 , in addition to spin n1 . Since the decay time of spin n2
is about four times longer than that of spin n1 (Fig. 2D), the information stored
in spin n2 persists after spin n1 has been depolarized under optical illumination.
This remaining polarization can be transferred to spin n1 and repetitively readout
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Figure 5.4: (A) Quantum circuit for concatenated M -step repetitive readout scheme
assisted by both spins n1 and n2 . (M = 60.) (B) Operations and pulse sequences.
Ideally, the GHZ-like state α |0'e |↓'n1 |↓'n2 + β |1'e |↑'n1 |↑'n2 with the parity information of spin e imprinted to both spins n1 and n2 is created before the first readout.
After the first round of M -step repetitive readout, spin n1 gets depolarized, but spin
n2 maintains its polarization. The spin state of spin n2 is swapped to spin n1 , which
is then detected during the second round of M -step repetitive readouts. (C) Normalized amplitude |Am | obtained from the m-th readout. There is an “revival” in the
signal amplitude starting from m = M + 1, after the SWAP operation between spins
n1 and n2 . (D) Improvement in the SNR using the double repetitive readout scheme.
Compared to a single readout, the SNR is increased by 170%. The blue curves in (C)
and (D) are simulations with imperfection parameters estimated from independent
experiments (Appendix A).
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again. To demonstrate this scheme, we initialize both nuclear spins in the state
|↓'n1 |↓'n2 and prepare the electronic spin in a superposition state (α |0' + β |1')e
that we would like to detect. First, we use the operation (Ce NOTn1 -SWAP-Ce NOTn1 )
to prepare the GHZ-type state |Ψ' = α |0'e |↓'n1 |↓'n2 + β |1'e |↑'n1 |↑'n2 . Next, we
optically readout/pump spin e, leaving the system in state ρ#post = |α|2 |0 ↓↓' &0 ↑↑| +
|β|2 |0 ↑↑' &0 ↑↑|. We then perform M − 1 repetitive readouts of spin n1 , in the
manner described above, until spin n1 is depolarized. At this point, spin n2 is still
directly correlated with the first measurement of the e spin. This information can be
transferred to spin n1 by a nuclear SWAP gate. Thus, the parity information can be
measured again by performing a second round of M-step repetitive readout. These
operations are summarized in the quantum circuit (Fig. 4A) and pulse sequences
(Fig. 4B).
Experimentally we demonstrate the “revival” in the signal amplitude |Am | after
the SWAP (Fig. 4C), which leads to an associated jump in the SNR curve (Fig. 4D)
for M = 61. This shows that we can indeed use the second nuclear spin to further
enhance the readout efficiency. While ideally, we expect that the repetitive readout
scheme assisted by two nuclear spins should improve the absolute SNR more than a
single nuclear spin, experimentally this is not so, as more errors are accumulated due
to initialization and pulse imperfections. These errors that reduce the signal amplitudes for the readout assisted by the nuclear spins, compromising the overall SNR
improvement. Nevertheless, our experiments clearly demonstrate that it is possible
to further boost the relative SNR using additional nuclear spins.
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5.6

Conclusion

In conclusion, our work introduces and demonstrates a technique to enhance the
readout of individual electronic spins and opens the door to a number of important
potential applications in solid-state quantum information science. While we have
demonstrated an enhancement for coherent Rabi oscillations, any set of pulses acting
on the electronic spin (e.g. a spin echo sequence) can be implemented. This should
have immediate applications to NV-based nano-magnetometry [141, 6, 186]. Since
the duration of the entire repetitive readout sequence (∼ 150µs in Fig. 3B) is shorter
than the typical echo duration in pure diamond, SNR improvements directly translate into increased magnetic field sensitivity. In addition, our scheme can also be
performed with resonant optical excitations (λ ≈ 637 nm) resolvable for NV centers
at cryogenic temperatures. Here we can exploit the spin structure of optical excitedstates [136, 72, 8] to readout the electronic spin much more efficiently with reduced
perturbation to the nuclear spin [100]. Under these conditions, our technique can
be used to achieve a single-shot readout of the electronic spin. In turn, this can be
employed to perform robust QND measurements of nuclear spin qubits which will be
direct use for distributed quantum networks [103, 63, 55, 9]. Therefore, our experiments demonstrate that manipulation of several nuclear spin ancillae surrounding
central electronic spin can be used to implement robust, practically useful quantum
algorithms in solid state.

Chapter 6
A fast and robust approach to
long-distance quantum
communication with atomic
ensembles
6.1

Introduction

Quantum communication holds promise for the secret transfer of classical messages
as well forming an essential element of quantum networks, allowing for teleportation
of arbitrary quantum states and violations of Bell’s inequalities over long distances
[79]. While experimental and even commercial implementation of simple quantum
communication protocols are well established [29, 163], extending these techniques to
distances much longer than the attenuation length of optical fiber remains a challeng66
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ing goal due to exponential attenuation of transmitted signals. Quantum repeaters
[12, 51, 26, 61] overcome the exponential time overhead associated with fiber attenuation and other errors by using a quantum memory and local quantum computation.
Several promising avenues for quantum repeater implementation include both
atomic ensembles [59] and using few qubit quantum computers, such as neutral atoms
in cavity QED [44, 58], ion traps [20] and solid-state single photon emitters [38, 39].
Experimental progress [41, 35, 65] towards realization of the DLCZ protocol [59]
has been especially rapid, with many building blocks demonstrated in the laboratory. The experimental challenge is now shifting towards the realization of scalable
quantum repeater systems which could yield a reasonable communication rate at continental distances (! 1000km). Thus, the DLCZ protocol should be examined and
adapted to practical experimental considerations, allowing to remove imperfections
such as the finite efficiency of retrieval and single-photon detection and fiber length
fluctuations. Our approach extends the DLCZ protocol, keeping the experimental
simplicity of the original scheme while avoiding fundamental difficulties due to these
expected experimental imperfections.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we will review the DLCZ protocol and
describe our new approach which uses a new basis to encode each qubit. Section III
compares both the DLCZ protocol and our approach in the presences of imperfections.
Section IV estimates the time scaling of our approach and compares three specific
implementations. Section V summarizes our results.
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6.2
6.2.1

Atomic-ensemble-based Quantum Repeaters
The DLCZ protocol: a review

The DLCZ protocol [59] starts with entanglement generation (ENG) by counting
the interfering Stokes photons scattered from a pair of distant atomic cells x and y.
This generates an entangled state
9
: √
|ξφ 'x,y = Ŝx† + eiφ Ŝy† / 2 |vac'x,y ,

(6.1)

with Ŝx† and Ŝy† the creation operators of spin-wave modes in the two cells respectively, and φ the phase difference between left and right channels for Stokes photons [134]. Then, entanglement connection (ENC) is performed on two pairs of entangled atomic cells |ξφ1 'xL ,yC and |ξφ2 'xC ,yR , obtaining a further separated entangled pair |ξφ1 +φ2 'xL ,yR probabilistically. The ENC step provides built-in purification
against many imperfections – photon loss, atomic excitation loss and dark counts.
In the final step, post-selection is used to obtain an effectively polarization entangled
state
: √
9
8 P ME;
8Ψ
= eiφ Ŝx†1 Ŝy†2 + Ŝx†2 Ŝy†1 / 2 |vac'

(6.2)

from two parallel pairs |ξφ 'x1 ,y1 |ξφ 'x2 ,y2 , which overcomes static phase errors (time
independent φ’s).
There are two important merits of the DLCZ protocol. First, it has intrinsic
purification of errors due to photon loss (in the fiber, the quantum memory, and the
photon detector) and significantly relaxes the experimental requirement for quantum
repeater. In addition, the time scaling of the DLCZ protocol is always sub-exponential
and very close to polynomial when the retrieval and detection efficiency is high.
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However, the DLCZ protocol does not purify all kinds of errors. For example, time
dependent φ’s (due to fiber length fluctuation) induce phase error, which cannot be
taken out as a common factor in Eq.(6.2), since the two pairs of entangled atomic cells
are not produced at the same time. Such phase error is accumulated and doubled
after each level of ENC. In addition, combined photon loss during ENG and ENC
may also induce phase error not purified by the DLCZ protocol. Furthermore, the
DLCZ protocol (dashed line in Fig. 6.2) still has a significant time overhead for
long distances, because of the super-polynomial scaling in the presence of realistic
imperfections. For instance, non-ideal retrieval and detection efficiency (η ≡ ηretrieval ×
ηdetection < 1) during ENC introduces a large vacuum component, suppresses the
success probability of later ENC, and consequently slows down the protocol.
Motivated by these issues, we will extend the DLCZ protocol, mitigating the above
errors.

6.2.2

New approach

We now consider a different approach in which two atomic cells are used at each
node a, labeled (a, H) and (a, V ), to store one qubit, a. The qubit is defined as one
single spin-wave excitation shared between two cells:
<
=
†
†
|H'a = Sa,H
|vac' , |V 'a = Sa,V
|vac' .

(6.3)

When the stored spin waves are converted back into photons, the photons have a polarization (H or V ) consistent with that stored in the originating cell. This qubit basis
√
allows projective measurements along any qubit states, e.g., |±' ≡ (|H'a ± |V 'a ) / 2,
using linear optical operations and photon counting [117]. We will show that in this
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Figure 6.1: Repeater components: (a) Entanglement generation (ENG). (b) Entanglement connection (ENC); indicated operations: retrieve bC and aC [additional 45◦
rotations only for the first level], join on polarizing beam splitter (PBS), detect in ±
basis conditioned on one photon per output, and finally adjust the phase. (c) Entanglement purification (ENP); indicated operations: retrieve a1 , b1 and a2 , b2 [additional
45◦ rotations to purify phase error], interfere a1 , a2 on PBS (same with b1 , b2 ), restore
a3 , b3 conditioned on single photon at a4 and b4 respectively, and finally adjust the
phase.
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logical basis it is possible to perform entanglement purification (ENP) [26, 61] to reduce errors within the logical subspace, including phase fluctuation. Since ENP can
suppress errors within the logical subspace which occur with probability q to O (q 2 ),
only a few ENP levels are needed to obtain high fidelity entanglement.
We now describe our procedures for ENG, ENC and ENP. ENG (Fig. 6.1(a))
is similar to that of the DLCZ protocol, but here two parallel entangled pairs are
generated between a and b:
8 EN G ;
8Ψ

a,b

+
= |ξφ '+
(a,H)(b,H) |ξφ '(a,V )(b,V )

= eiφ (|H'a |V 'b + |V 'a |H'b ) +

(6.4)

|HV 'a |vac'b + e2iφ |vac'a |HV 'b .
The entangled states are prepared in the quantum memory, so no simultaneity is
8
;
required for creating the two states comprising 8ΨEN G . For small excitation probability pc , the whole generation only takes time O (1/pc ), in contrast to O (1/p2c ) for
schemes requiring simultaneity, e.g., coupling between trapped atom and photon [20]
or parametric down conversion [160]. Errors from multi-photon events occur only
with probability p2c , and are considered in later analysis of imperfections.
8
;
The first level of ENC converts two 8ΨEN G states (one between aL and bC , the

other between aC and bR ) into polarization entangled states |Φ+ 'ab = |H'aL |H'bR +
|V 'aL |V 'bR . Only four out of the sixteen terms in the Schmidt decomposition of
8 EN G ;
8 EN G ;
8Ψ
8Ψ
have any contribution to the output state; the remainder
a b
a b
L C

C R

are eliminated by projective measurement during ENC, reducing the probability of
success for ENC from 1/2 to 1/8. At higher levels of ENC, the operations correspond
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Figure 6.2: Comparison between the DLCZ protocol and the new scheme (NS) (without active entanglement purification (ENP)). For each distance, we optimize over
the choice of the control parameters (the half distance between neighboring repeater
stations, L0 , and the elementary pair generation probability, pc ). With efficiency
η = 90% and targeting fidelity F = 90%, we find the most efficient implementations
to create the polarization entangled state (Eq.(6.2)) for both the DLCZ (circled black
dashed line) and the new scheme (squared blue solid line). The fiber attenuation
length is Latt = 20km, with no dynamical phase error. The main plot: we show the
relationship between the (optimized) average creation time tavg and the final distance
L for both schemes, and the empirical estimate (Eq.(6.11)) of the time scaling for
the new scheme (blue dotted line). Over long distances (L ≥ 320km), the polynomial scaling of the new scheme is more favorable than the super-polynomial scaling
of the DLCZ protocol. The inset: we plot the fidelities of the intermediate distances
(Lint = 160, 320, 640 and 1280km), to create polarization entangled states (L = 1280,
F = 90%), with the optimized choice of the control parameters (L0 , pc ) = (80, 0.0027)
and (40, 0.0081) for the DLCZ (tavg ≈ 1900s) and the new scheme (tavg ≈ 380s), respectively. The optimized choices of the control paramters are detailed in Table 6.4
and 6.5.
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to standard entanglement swapping [12, 51], where
8 ±;
8Φ

aL bC

8 ;
⊗ 8 Φ± a

C bR

8 ;
→ 8 Φ+ a

L bR

leads to an entangled pair between L and R with probability 1/2, as detailed below.
The procedure for ENC is illustrated in Fig. 6.1(b). First, the spin waves stored
in qubit bC and aC are retrieved into photons. At the lowest level of ENC, the
polarization of the photons is rotated 45◦ . The rotations transforms |HV 'aC (or
into (|HH' − |V V ')aC (or

bC ) ,

bC )

because for bosonic fields [143]

9
:9
: 9
:
† † 45◦
†
†
† †
SH
SV −→ SH
+ SV†
SH
− SV† = SH
SH − SV† SV† .

Thus, after the polarizing beam splitter (PBS) there will be at least two photons at
8
8
;
;
one output. For incoming state 8ΨEN G a b ⊗ 8ΨEN G a b , all seven terms containL C

C R

ing two excitations in at least one pair of cells in the center repeater node (such as
|HV 'aC (or

bC ) )

do not contribute to the click patterns with one photon at each out-

put. Five terms containing two excitations in one of the left or right repeater nodes
(e.g., |HV 'aL (or

bR ) )

have at most one excitation retrieved from bC and aC , which is

insufficient to give two clicks. Therefore, only the four terms remaining can give the
correct photon detector click patterns.
For all levels of ENC, the photons are then joined on the middle PBS and the
number of photons at two outputs are counted in the {|+' , |−'} basis. With probability 50%, there is one photon at each output, and the connection is successful;
otherwise the process is repeated. If the two photons have orthogonal polarizations,
a bit flip α |H' + β |V ' → α |V ' + β |H' is applied to aL 1 . At higher levels of ENC,
1

The bit and phase flips called for in ENC and ENP can be performed using linear optics the
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Transform of |Φ± 'aL bC |Φ± 'aC bR

Operation

|0000' ±| 0011' ±| 1100' + |1111'

Retrieve
bC , aC

|0000' + |1111'
)
*
± |0'aL |HV 'aC |1'bR
)
*
± |1'aL |HV 'bC |0'bR
|0000' + |1111'

Transform
bC , aC at PBS
One photon
per
mode
(p = 0.5)
Detect in ±,
results m, m#
Phase
shift
#
mm

|00'aL bR + mm# |11'aL bR
|Φ+ 'aL bR

Table 6.1: Entanglement connection procedure applied to |Φ± ' inputs for entangled
pairs between aL and bC , and aC and bR . For clarity, we introduce |0' ≡ |H' and
|1' ≡ |V ' to represent logical states (i.e. states with exactly one excitation), |HV '
for non-logical states with two excitations, and |vac' for states with no excitation
(sometimes omitted). We assume H photons pass through and V photons be reflected
at the middle PBS.
where the 45◦ rotations are not necessary, the bit flip is replaced by the phase flip
α |H' + β |V ' → α |H' − β |V ', as detailed in Table 6.1 2 .
The third component is ENP (Fig. 6.1(c)) which obtains a high fidelity entangled
pair from two pairs. Our procedure uses polarization entangled photons and is similar
to recent experimental investigations [160]. During entanglement purification of bit
errors (bit-ENP), the qubits from two parallel pairs ρa1 ,b1 and ρa2 ,b2 are retrieved from
the quantum memory and joined at PBSs. The photons for two upper outputs are
stored into quantum memory a3 and b3 . The photons for the lower outputs a4 and b4
next time the qubits are retrieved from the quantum memory.
!

"
"
ENC can be summarized as Θm,m
ENC |xy'bc → (x ⊕ y ⊕ 1) (mm ) where mm represents the parity
of two detected photons and the logical states are |0' = |H' and |1' = |V '.
2
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Operation
Retrieve
a1 b1 , a2 b2

8 ";
Transform of |Φn 'a1 b1 8Ψn a2 b2

|0001' + n |1101' + n# |0010' + nn# |1110'
)
*
|00'a3 a4 |HV 'b4
)
*
+ n |HV 'a3 |11'b3 b4
)
*
+ n# |HV 'a4 |00'b3 b4
)
*
+ nn# |11'a3 a4 |HV 'b3

Interfere
a1 , a2
on
PBS;
same
with b1 , b2
One photon
per
lower
output

0

Table 6.2: Bit entanglement purification acting on |Φ+ ' |Ψ+ '. The same notation
as Table 6.1 is used. For such given input states, the click pattern never matches
the right pattern, and bit-error of single input qubit can be filtered completely. The
remaining steps to preserve the desired Bell states are detection of a4 , b4 in ± basis,
a phase shift n · n# based on the measurement results, and storing of the traveling
photons (a3 , b3 ) into atomic ensembles.
are counted in {|+' , |−'} basis. With probability 50%, there is exactly one photon
at each lower output, and the purification is successful; otherwise two new pairs are
created by restarting the process. If the two photons have orthogonal polarizations,
a phase flip is applied to a3 . An example of purification of bit-error is presented in
Table 6.2. During purification of phase errors (phase-ENP), additional 45◦ rotations
are applied to the retrieved qubits and the bit flip is replaced by the phase flip.
The addition of 45◦ rotations effects the basis transform |Φ− ' ↔ |Ψ+ ', leading to
purification of errors of the other type. The truth table of phase-ENP is listed in
Table 6.3. Bit (or phase) errors can be non-linearly suppressed to the second order
during bit-ENP (or phase-ENP) 3 .
summarized
x·(mm! +1)
(x ⊕ u ⊕ 1) (y ⊕ v ⊕ 1) (−1)
|x' |y'
3

ENP

can

be

a4

b4

as

!

Θm,m
EN P |x'a1 |y'b1 |u'a2 |v'b2

→

with binary basis {|0' , |1'} for {|H' , |V '} during
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ρa1 ,b1 \ ρa2 ,b2
Φ+
Φ−
Ψ+
Ψ−

Φ+
Φ+
−
Ψ+
−

Φ−
−
Φ−
−
Ψ−

Ψ+
Ψ+
−
Φ+
−

Ψ−
−
Ψ−
−
Φ−

Table 6.3: Truth table for phase-ENP. Each element give the possible output state
after the purification operation. (”−” for cases with no outputs.)
The three components described above for quantum repeater protocol only use
atomic cells, linear optics, and photon number counting. We remark that the duration
of the retrieved anti-Stokes pulse can be made long (! 1µs) compared to the detector
recovery time by adjusting the intensity and duration of the retrieval pulse. This
enables photon number counting of the anti-Stokes pulse [66].

6.3
6.3.1

Noise and Imperfections
Non-logical errors

We now examine the performance of our new scheme by considering the role
of errors, starting with how imperfections due to inefficiency limit the protocols.
Primarily, we find that inefficiency takes logical states into two types of non-logical
states – those with too few excitations (vacuum type) and those with too many
excitations (multi-excitation type). We represent these errors by density matrix πvac
(a mixed state with at most one excitation between both pairs of cells) or πmulti
(a mixed state with at least one pair of cells with more than one excitation). The
bit-ENP and {|+' , |−'} during phase-ENP, and mm" represents the parity of two detected photons.
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normalized density matrix after mth ENC (Fig. 6.1(b)) can be written as
(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)
ρaL ,bR = plogic ρlogic + p(m)
vac πvac + pmulti πmulti

(6.5)

(m)

where the m-dependent operator ρlogic is the density matrix within logical subspace;
(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

πvac and πmulti also depend on m; and the coefficients plogic , pvac and pmulti are the
probabilities for the logical, vacuum and multi-excitation types, respectively.
(1)

(1)

After the first level of ENC, pvac ∼ 1−η and pmulti ∼ pc , 1. We can demonstrate
that these three probabilities remain stable (see Appendix B) for all higher levels
of ENC, by considering the un-normalized state after (m + 1)th ENC for the new
(m+1)

approach: ρ̃a,b

(m+1) (m+1)

(m+1) (m+1)
πvac

= p̃logic ρlogic + p̃vac
(m+1)

p̃logic

p̃(m+1)
vac
(m+1)

p̃multi

(m+1) (m+1)

+ p̃multi πmulti , with

*
1 (m) (m) )
≈ ηplogic plogic 1 + p(m+1)
err,new + O (pc )
2
1 (m)
≈ ηplogic p(m)
vac (1 + O (pc ))
2
1 (m) (m)
≈ ηplogic pmulti (1 + O (pc ))
2

where the probability for the new logical error from the multi-excitation states (accompanied by photon loss) is
p(m+1)
err,new ∼ (1 − η) pc .
(m+1)

The total logical error probability perr

has two contributions: the accumulated
(m)

logical errors from both input pairs for ENC, perr , and the new logical error
p(m+1)
− 2p(m)
err
err ∼ (1 − η) pc .

(6.6)

We can calculate for the new scheme,
m
p(m)
err ∼ (2 − 1) (1 − η) pc .

(6.7)
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A more detailed calculation (see Appendix B) , in which πvac and πmulti are further
divided into subspaces with different number of excitations (e.g. πvac is subdivided
into zero-excitation and one-excitation subspaces), verifies the stability of the prob(m)

(m)

(m)

ability distribution of plogic , pvac and pmulti . (Similarly, dark count can also induce
errors in logical subspace with probability ∼ pdark (1 − ηs ), which is however negligible
due to very low dark count probability pdark .)
For the DLCZ protocol, only two cells are used to store entanglement. Besides
the logical states (single excitation in two cells), we can similarly define the vacuum
states (with no excitation) and multi-excitation states (with two or more excitations).
Contrary to our approach, the probability distribution is not stable – both vacuum and
multi-excitation probabilities increases with distance (see Appendix A). The vacuum
probability soon becomes the dominant term, which reduces the success probability
of ENC significantly, resulting in super-polynomial (but still sub-exponential) time
scaling (Fig. 6.2). The logical error probability for the DLCZ protocol has the same
(m)

(m)

(m)

form as Eq.(6.6) up to the coefficient, but the ratio pmulti /plogic (thus perr ) grows with
distance (see Appendix A), which accounts for the sharp decrease of fidelity for the
DLCZ protocol (see inset of Fig. 6.2). To maintain good final fidelity, the initial error
(1)

pmulti (and pc ) should be very small, which demands longer generation time of an
elementary pair for the DLCZ protocol.
In essence, by requiring at least one excitation in the ensemble, our qubit subspace
is automatically purified of vacuum and multi-excitation type errors during ENC. The
closest analog to the DLCZ protocol is our new scheme without ENP, i.e., only ENC.
At longer distances, our approach is further improved in comparison to the DLCZ
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protocol due to the reduced amplitude of vacuum terms.

6.3.2

Logical errors

So far, we have only considered the effects of inefficiency that maps states between
logical and non-logical subspace by changing the number of excitations. Besides inefficiency, there are other imperfections, which preserve the number of excitations but
induce errors within the logical subspace, such as interferometric pathlength fluctuation and linear optical misalignment. For example, the interferometric pathlength
8
;
fluctuation leads to a phase difference δ, which changes 8ΨEN G a,b into a mixture:
8 EN G ;
8Ψ

a,b

)
*
→ eiφ |H'a |V 'b + eiδ |V 'a |H'b

(6.8)

+ |HV 'a |vac'b + e2iφ+iδ |vac'a |HV 'b .

where φ is static phase difference between left and right channels. Since the last two
terms with |HV ' will be removed during the first level of ENC, the static phase φ
has no effect. However, the probability of being in an undesired logical state |Ψ− ' is
sin2 2δ . The first level of ENC with the combined two inputs of Ψ− and Ψ+ gives Φ− ,
>
;
producing a phase error with probability 2pphase−err = 2 sin2 2δ , proportional to the

variance of the interferometric phase fluctuation. This error will be amplified during
subsequent ENC’s, because the survival probability of the state Φ− (the logical error)
is twice as much as that of Φ+ (the desired component).
We expect that there is little correlation in phase fluctuation between different
sections of the fiber, and the variance of the phase fluctuation is proportional to the
length of the fiber
> 2;
δ = 2DL0 ,

(6.9)
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where D is the phase diffusion coefficient of the fiber. If the phase fluctuation satisfies
gaussian distribution, the phase error probability
pphase−err

?
@
*
1)
2 δ
= sin
=
1 − e−DL0 .
2
2

(6.10)

For example, D = 10−3 rad2 /km, L0 = 10km, and pphase−err ≈ 0.5%.
Also, a small probability (perr ) of linear optical misalignment per ENC or ENP
step is modeled as depolarizing errors. Later, we will demonstrate that errors within
the logical subspace restrict the final fidelity of the DLCZ protocol, while for our new
approach additional active purification can correct such logical errors to achieve high
fidelity.

6.4

Scaling and Time Overhead for Quantum Repeater

6.4.1

Scaling analysis

Based on the calculation of the success probability at each level of connection/purification,
we can obtain the estimated average time for various schemes. In Fig. 6.2, we compare our approach to the DLCZ protocol. For the DLCZ protocol, the average creation time for a distant pair contains a super-polynomial contribution (but still subexponentially) with distance, due to instability of the vacuum component. For our
new scheme, the scaling is strictly polynomial with distance, tavg ∝ Lα , where the
exponent α = α (η) explicitly depends on the efficiency.
We remark that the DLCZ protocol is slightly more efficient for short final dis-
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tances (L ≤ 160km). The DLCZ protocol can skip the entanglement connection
and exploits post-selection to create the polarization entangled state, while the new
scheme requires the first level of ENC to eliminate those unwanted components and
prepare the polarization entangled state. The post-selection has success probability
1/2, two times more efficient than the success probability 1/4 for the first level of
ENC of the new scheme.
For the new scheme (without ENP), we can use the stable probability distribution
to estimate the average time:
!
log2 1.5

tavg = t0 (L/L0 )
where t0 =

1 L0 L0 /Latt
e
pc η c

2(2−η)4
η 2 (3−2η)

"

(6.11)

is the elementary pair generation time, pC is the elemen-

tary pair generation probability, L0 is half the distance between neighboring repeater
stations, and L is the final distance. The exponent can be understood as an overhead from the finite success probability for ENC, pEN C ≈

η 2 (3−2η)
.
2(2−η)4

The constant

1.5 in Eq.(6.11) is the empirical estimate of the overhead from the waiting time to
obtain two independent pairs versus the single pair. In Fig. 6.2, the differences between the simulated data and Eq.(6.11) are attributed to the empirical factor (1.5)
and an overall factor from the overestimate of the success probability for the first
level of ENC. According to Eq.(6.7), one can always reach good final fidelity if the
elementary pair generation probability pc scales as L0 /L. Therefore, the average distant pair generation time scales exactly polynomially with distance tavg ∝ Lα , with
9
:
4
α = 1 + log2 (1.5) + log2 η2(2−η)
2 (3−2η) .
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Figure 6.3: Average time versus final fidelity with no phase errors. For fixed final
distance L = 1280, we plot the (final) fidelity dependence of the (optimized) average
pair creation time, for the DLCZ protocol (black dashed lines), new scheme without ENP (blue solid lines), and new scheme with ENP (red dashdotted lines), with
efficiency η to be 90% (circles), and 95% (no circles).
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6.4.2

Comparison between different schemes

Besides the DLCZ protocol and our new approach without ENP, we now consider
a scheme with ENP, which has one phase-ENP after the second level of ENC. We
may compare these schemes by using t − F plots – a parametric plot of tavg and F
as a function of excitation probability pc . For given noise model and efficiency η, a
repeater scheme corresponds to a curve on t − F plane.
In the absence of interferometric pathlength fluctuation (Fig. 6.3), the new approach without ENP is about 5 times faster than the DLCZ protocol, for η = 90%.
As given by the previous discussion, this improvement is due to better control of
inefficiency-induced imperfections. There is a time overhead for the new approach
(with ENP) as compared to the new approach (without ENP). Within each implementation, the higher the efficiency η, the faster the quantum repeater. For high
final fidelity (1 − F ≤ 10%), the curves approach straight lines with slope −1, be−1
cause t ∝ p−1
c ∝ (1 − F ) .

When interferometric pathlength fluctuation (leading to initial phase error) is
non-negligible, active ENP is needed. We use a diffusion model for the pathlength
fluctuation, as detailed in Sec. 6.3.2. In Fig. 6.4, t − F curves are plotted, assuming
the phase diffusion coefficient D = 10−3 rad2 /km, corresponding to pphase−err ≈ 0.5%
over L0 = 10km. Unlike Fig. 6.3 where only inefficiency is considered, there is an
upper bound in final fidelity for each implementation. Both the DLCZ protocol and
new approach (without ENP) suffer from the initial phase error, with final fidelity
no more than 65%, while new approach with ENP maintains high final fidelity up to
97%. For high retrieval and detection efficiency (η = 95%), new approach (with ENP)
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Figure 6.4: Average time versus final fidelity with phase errors. This shows the same
optimized approaches as Fig. 6.3 but with finite interferometric pathlength fluctuation characterized by the phase diffusion coefficient D = 10−3 rad2 /km. Inclusion of
ENP (red dashdotted lines) yields a dramatic improvement in time for high fidelity
operations.

can produce 1280km entangled pairs with fidelity 90% at a rate of 2 pairs/hour, even
in the presence of substantial dynamical phase errors.

6.5

Conclusion

In summary, our new approach to long distance quantum communication uses
a different qubit basis which prevents the growth of vacuum and multi-excitation
probabilities. This keeps the ENC success probability high and error probability low,
and leads to true polynomial scaling even in the presence of realistic inefficiencies. We
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can achieve a bandwidth of 1 (or 2) entangled pair(s) per six minutes for F ≈ 90%
(or 78%) and negligible initial phase error. The new approach also allows active
entanglement purification, which combined with built-in purification of transmission
loss errors allows purification of arbitrary errors in quantum communication.
Although the present approach shows a dramatic improvement in communication
rates and robustness compared to original the DLCZ protocol, the bandwidth remains
relatively slow, even when very high efficiencies and very long-lived quantum memory
are assumed. While such high efficiencies might ultimately be achievable (see Ref.
[188] for recent progress), other approaches need to be considered that can further
improve the effective communication bandwidth. For example, we can use many
cells per node to improve the bandwidth. In this case, the improvement is at least
linear with the number of cells, making it possible to realize long distance (1280km)
entangled state generation bandwidth of the order of one pair per second.
A simple Monte Carlo optimization of efficient use of the cells shows that we can
increase the bandwidth by a factor of r = M 1.12 , where M is the increment of factor
of physical resources. Recently, it has also been suggested that multiple cells can
be used to further facilitate the quantum repeater, in the presence of memory errors
from the quantum memory [47].
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L (km)
tavg (s)
L0 (km)
pc
Ff in

20
0.0013
10
0.26
90%

40
0.0065
20
0.18
90%

80
0.046
40
0.13
90%

160
0.44
40
0.040
90%

320
5.8
40
0.011
90%

640
95
80
0.010
90%

1280
1900
80
0.0027
90%

2560
6 × 104
80
7×10−4
90%

5120
3 × 106
80
2×10−4
90%

10240
3 × 108
80
5×10−5
90%

Table 6.4: This table provides detail information for Fig. 6.2. With efficiency η =
90%, targeting fidelity F = 90% and fiber attenuation length Latt = 20km, the
immunized average time tavg and optimized control parameters (L0 , pc ) are listed
with respective to various final distances for the DLCZ protocol.

L (km)
tavg (s)
L0 (km)
pc
Ff in

20
0.0051
5
0.26
90%

40
0.020
10
0.17
90%

80
0.10
20
0.11
90%

160
0.68
40
0.087
90%

320
5.4
40
0.037
90%

640
45
40
0.017
90%

1280
380
40
0.0081
90%

2560
3 × 103
40
4×10−3
90%

5120
3 × 104
40
2×10−3
90%

Table 6.5: This table provides detail information for Fig. 6.2. With efficiency η =
90%, targeting fidelity F = 90% and fiber attenuation length Latt = 20km, the
minimized average time tavg and optimized control parameters (L0 , pc ) are listed
with respective to various final distances for the new scheme.

10240
3 × 105
40
1×10−3
90%

Chapter 7
Optimal approach to quantum
communication using dynamic
programming
7.1

Introduction

Sequential decision making in probabilistic systems is a widely studied subject
in the field of economics, management science and engineering. Applications range
from problems in scheduling and asset management, to control and estimation of
dynamical systems [15]. In this paper we make the first use of these techniques
for solving a class of decision making problems that arise in quantum information
science [154, 21]. Specifically we consider the optimal design of a so-called quantum
repeater for quantum communication. Such repeaters have potential application in
quantum communication protocols for cryptography [13, 10, 209] and information
87
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processing [82], where entangled quantum systems located at distant locations are
used as a fundamental resource. In principle this entanglement can be generated by
sending a pair of entangled photons through optical fibers. However, in the presence
of attenuation, the success probability for preparing a distant entangled pair decreases
exponentially with distance [79].
Quantum repeaters can reduce such exponential scaling to polynomial scaling
with distance, and thus provide an avenue to long distance quantum communication
even with fiber attenuation. The underlying idea of quantum repeater [26, 61] is to
generate a backbone of entangled pairs over much shorter distances, store them in a
set of distributed nodes, and perform a sequence of quantum operations which only
succeed with finite probability. Purification operations [11, 51] improve the fidelity
of the entanglement in the backbone, while connection operations join two shorter
distance entangled pairs of the backbone to form a single, longer distance entangled
pair. By relying on a quantum memory at each node to let different sections of
the repeater re-attempt failed operations independently, a high fidelity entangled
state between two remote quantum systems can be produced in polynomial time. A
quantum repeater protocol is a set of rules that determine the choice and ordering
of operations based upon previous results. An optimal protocol is one that produces
entangled pairs of a desired fidelity in minimum time within the physical constraints
of a chosen implementation.
The complexity of finding the optimal repeater protocols can be understood via
the following analogous example problem [15]: given a sequence of rectangular matrices M1 M2 . . . Mn , such that Mk is dk × dk+1 dimensional, find the optimal or-
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der of multiplying the matrices such that the number of scalar multiplications is
minimized. This is a typical example of a nesting problem, in which the order in
which operations are carried out effects the efficiency. For example, if M1 = 1 × 10,
M2 = 10 × 1 and M3 = 1 × 10, then (M1 M2 )M3 takes only 20 scalar operations,
while M1 (M2 M3 ), requires 200 scalar multiplications. A brute force enumeration of
all possible nesting strategies and evaluation of their performance is exponential in n.
To solve this problem more efficiently, we observe that the optimal nesting strategy
(M1 . . . (. . . ) . . . Mp )(Mp+1 . . . Mn ) should carry out the solution to its subparts optimally, i.e., the nesting (M1 . . . (. . . ) . . . Mp ) should represent the best nesting strategy
for multiplying M1 M2 . . . Mp . This is the well-known dynamic programming strategy [15], in which one seeks to optimize a problem by comparing different, already
optimized sub-parts of the problem. Dynamic programming enables us to find the
optimal solution to the original problem in time that is polynomial in n.
Quantum repeaters also have a nested (self-similar) structure, in which shorter
distance entanglement is used to create longer distance entanglement, which is then
used in turn for further extending the distance between entangled pairs. This structure allows us to use the methods of dynamic programming to find optimal nesting
strategies for designing quantum repeater protocols.
We now proceed to detail the specific optimization problem, then discuss our
dynamic programming solution to the problem. We next examine two representative schemes that we wish to optimize [the Briegel-Dur-Cirac-Zoller scheme (BDCZ
scheme), Refs. [26, 61], and the Childress-Taylor-Sorensen-Lukin scheme (CTSL scheme),
Refs. [38, 39]], and find significant improvements in both preparation time and final
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Figure 7.1: Quantum repeater scheme from Refs. [26, 61] (BDCZ scheme). (a) In a
typical realization with N + 1 = 9 nodes, the number of qubits per nodes is bounded
by 2 log2 2N = 8. (b)-(d) Two entangled pairs with distance 1 are connected (orange
rounded rectangle) at node #1 to produce an entangled state with distance 2, which is
stored (purple arrows) in the qubits at higher level. (e)-(g) Another entangled state
with distance 2 is produced to purify (purple arrows) the entangled state stored in
qubits at higher level. Similarly, entangled states with distance 2n can be connected
to produce entangled state with distance 2n+1 , which may be further purified, as
indicated in (a).
fidelity of long distance entangled pairs.

7.2
7.2.1

Dynamic Programming Approach
General quantum repeater protocol

Quantum repeater protocols have a self-similar structure, where the underlying
operations at each stage of the repeater have the same basic algorithms. In other
words, the structure of the problem remains the same at each stage, while the parameters can be different. A generic quantum repeater consists of three kinds of
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Figure 7.2: Quantum repeater scheme from Refs. [38, 39] (CTSL scheme). (a) This
scheme has exactly two qubits per node. The communication qubits (green nodes) are
used for entanglement generation and short-term storage; the storage qubits (black
nodes) are used for long-term storage. (b) With the help of local gates (orange solid
rounded rectangles) between communication and storage qubits, the entangled state
between communication qubits can be used to implement entangling gates (e.g. the
Controlled NOT gate) between storage qubits from neighboring nodes. The effective
remote gate is highlighted by the orange dashed rounded rectangle. Such remote gate
is sufficient for entanglement connection and purification of storage qubits. The communication qubits are omitted in the following plots. (c)-(d) Entanglement connection to produce an unpurified entangled state with distance n. (e)-(g) Entanglement
connection to produce an unpurified entangled state with distance n − 2 to purify
the entangled state with distance n. (f ’)(f”) Illustration of multi-level pumping. An
entangled state with distance n − 4 is used to purify an entangled state with distance
n − 2, and the (purified) latter is used to purify an entangled state with distance n.
The only difference between (f) and (f”) is the fidelity of the entangled state with
distance n − 2. The latter has higher fidelity.
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operations: entanglement generation, entanglement connection, and entanglement
purification. Entangled pairs are first generated and stored over a short distance
L0 . At the first nesting level, two entangled pairs of distance L0 can be extended
to distance L1 ∼ 2L0 via entanglement connection [209]. Due to limited fidelity of
the short pairs and the imperfections from the connection operations, the fidelity of
the longer pair produced by connection is generally lower than those of the shorter
ones. Nevertheless, the fidelity of the longer pair can be improved via entanglement
purification, which is able to extract high-fidelity entangled pairs from an ensemble
of low-fidelity ones using operations that are local (restricted to qubits within a given
node) [11, 51]. An efficient approach of entanglement purification is entanglement
pumping [26, 61], which purifies one and the same pair by using low-fidelity pairs
with constant fidelity 1 . Thus, at the (k + 1)th nesting level, the three underlying operations (preparation at distance Lk , connection, and purification) lead to preparation
at a distance Lk+1 ∼ 2Lk 2 .

7.2.2

Inductive optimization

We now define the optimization problem:
Def: For given physical resources, desired distance Lfinal , and final fidelity Ffinal ,
an optimal protocol minimizes the expected time to have an entangled pair of
In principle, there exist repeater schemes (see [61] and references therein) that work much faster.
For those schemes, however, the number of memory qubits per repeater station scales at least linearly
with the final distance, which make them impractical.
1

Since we must wait for entanglement generation and purification to succeed before proceeding
to the next nesting level, the overall time for successful pair generation is generally much longer
than that of classical communication over the given distance.
2
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fidelity F ≥ Ffinal at a distance L ≥ Lfinal .
To solve this optimization problem, the choice of parameters for the quantum
operation cannot be viewed in isolation—one has to trade off the desire of low present
cost (in terms of time) with the undesirability of high future costs. If one tries to
enumerate and test all possible adjustable parameters, the complexity to search for the
optimized implementation scales at least exponentially with the number of repeater
nodes. A simple example is provided if we make our only adjustable parameter
choosing between zero and one purification step at each stage of the protocol. For the
BDCZ scheme with 128 + 1 repeater nodes, there are already 2128 ! 1038 possibilities,
which is beyond the capability of current computers. Thus a systematic searching
method is needed to find the optimized implementation out of such a huge parameter
space.
Based on the above self-similar structure, we may express the optimized protocol
to produce long entangled pairs in terms of a set of optimized protocols for producing
shorter pairs. The general searching procedure can be performed inductively, as
detailed in Table 7.1. We make a discrete set of target fidelities (see Sec. 7.2.6),
F = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fq }, such that only a finite number of different optimal protocols
with shorter distances need to be developed. The complexity for each step of our
optimization procedure is shown in the table; the full procedure scales as O(q 2 n2 ),
where the O(n) repetitions of step 3 take the most time 3 . In practice, we found
the full search of step 3 to be unnecessary—the search can be restricted to pairs of
distance n/2 ± O(log(n)), leading to complexity O(q 2 n log(n)).
For the CTSL scheme, there will be another O(q) overhead, associated with O(q) possible fidelity
choices of the entangled state for the Controlled NOT gate (Fig. 7.2b).
3
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1. Find and store implementations that optimize the average time (for
all fidelities f1 , . . . , fq ) with dist = n = 1, taking O(q)
2. Assume known optimized implementations (for all fidelities) with
dist ≤ n
3. Find optimized implementations to produce unpurified pairs (for
all fidelities) with dist = n + 1 by trying (connecting) all combinations
of known optimized implementations with dist ≤ n, with complexity of
order O(q 2 n)
4. Find optimized implementations to produce purified pairs (for all
fidelities) with dist = n + 1 by trying all combinations of unpurified pairs
with dist = n + 1, pumping for m = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · times; complexity goes
as O(mmax q 2 )
5. Store the optimized implementations (for all fidelities) with dist =
n + 1, based on step 4.
6. Replace n by n + 1, and go to step 2.
Table 7.1: Inductive search using dynamic programming.

7.2.3

Repeater schemes and physical parameters

So far, we have only taken a general perspective in explaining quantum repeater
protocols and describing the procedure of inductive searching using dynamic programming. In this subsection, we specify the parameters to be optimized by examining the
schemes of the quantum repeater, physical restrictions on entanglement generation
for current techniques, and the error models of local quantum gates. Only with a
functional relationship between physically adjustable parameters and repeater operation outputs, can we find the optimized implementations for procedure 1, 3 and 4 in
Table 7.1.
There are several different schemes for building a quantum repeater that differ
primarily in the amount of physical resources utilized. For example, in the BDCZ
scheme [26, 61] (Fig. 7.1), the maximum number of qubits in the quantum memory (to
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store intermediate states for connection and purification) required for each repeater
node increases logarithmically with the total number of repeater nodes. In the CTSL
scheme [38, 39] (Fig. 7.2), an efficient way to use quantum memory is proposed, and
only two qubits are needed for each node, regardless of the total number of repeater
nodes. One of the two qubits is called the communication qubit, which is optically
active and can be used to generate entanglement with other communication qubits
from neighboring nodes. The other qubit is called the storage qubit, which can be used
to store quantum state over very long time. As shown in Fig. 7.2(b), with the help
of local gates (orange solid rounded rectangles) between communication and storage
qubits, the entangled state between communication qubits can be used to implement
teleportation-based gates (e.g., the Controlled NOT gate) between storage qubits
from neighboring nodes [82, 103, 104]. Such remote gates (orange dashed rounded
rectangle) are sufficient for entanglement connection and purification of the storage
qubits; communication qubits are providing the necessary resource mediating the
gates between remote storage qubits. For clarity, we will omit the communication
qubits in the following discussion, but still keep track of the mediated operation
between remote storage qubits.
To model errors in the physical operations, we need to introduce a number of
parameters determined by the quantum hardware. For entanglement generation, the
relationship between the fidelity of the elementary pair, F0 , and the generation time,
τe , depends on the physical parameters (such as the signal propagation speed, c, the
fiber attenuation length, Latt , the efficiency of single photon collection and detection,
ε, and the distance of elementary pair, L0 ) and the specific approach to generate en-
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tanglement. For example, for the entanglement generation approach using scattering
A
.2(1−ε)/ε B
L
as proposed in Refs. [38, 39], F0 = F0 (τe ) = 12 1 + 1 − τe0c eL0 /Latt
.
For entanglement connection and pumping, the dominant imperfections are er-

rors from measurement and local two-qubit gate, which we model with a depolarizing
channel. In particular, the model for measurement is quantified by a reliability parameter [26, 61], η, which is the probability of faithful measurement. For example, a
projective measurement of state |0' would be
P0 = η |0' &0| + (1 − η) |1' &1| .
Similarly, the model for local two-qubit gate is characterized by a reliability parameter
[26, 61], p. With probability p, the correct operation is performed; otherwise the state
of these two qubits is replaced by the identity matrix [26, 61]. For example, the action
on a two qubit operation Uij would be
Uij ρUij† → pUij ρUij† +

1−p
Trij [ρ] ⊗ Iij ,
4

where T rij [ρ] is the partial trace over the subsystem i and j, and Iij is the identity operator for subsystem i and j. Generally, the reliability parameters (η and p) should be
reasonably high (i.e., above some thresholds [26, 61]), so that the suppression of error
from entanglement pumping dominates the new errors introduced by entanglement
connection and entanglement pumping 4 .
We neglect the time associated with local operations, which is usually much shorter than the
communication time between neighboring repeater stations. Non-negligible gate operation time can
be easily included in our optimization.
4
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Optimization parameters

We now list the adjustable parameters we can optimize over during procedures 1,
3 and 4 in Table 7.1.
1. During the entanglement generation, there is freedom to choose the generation
time τe , which is determined by the success probability and the communication
time. Generally, the higher the success probability, the shorter the generation
time and the lower the fidelity of the entangled state, so the generation time
and the fidelity should be balanced [38, 39].
2. During the entanglement connection, the distances of two shorter pairs can be
adjusted, while the total distance is kept unchanged.
3. During entanglement purification, the number of steps is also adjustable, which
should balance the gain in fidelity and the overhead in time.

7.2.5

Additional operations

Besides the above operations from the original quantum repeater schemes, there
are some additional operations that might be useful. For example, we may skip several intermediate repeater nodes (node-skipping) to generate entanglement between
distant nodes directly with a substantially lower success probability. Also, during
entanglement pumping, we might consider multi-level pumping [60], which is to nest
several levels of entanglement pumping together before the next level of entanglement connection (Fig. 7.2(f”)). Multi-level pumping can produce entangled pair with
higher fidelity than single-level pumping. Such additional operations can be easily in-
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corporated into the search procedures 1, 3, and 4 in Table 7.1. We will show that the
dynamic programming approach can use these additional operations appropriately,
to reduce the average time, extend the upper bounds for achievable final fidelity, and
even improve the threshold for the reliability parameters of p and η.

7.2.6

Shape parameter approximation and average time approximation

We use two important approximations throughout the analysis: the shape parameter approximation and average time approximation.
In the shape parameter approximation [61, 38, 39], we use two numbers, the
fidelity and the shape parameter (F, v) to classify non-ideal entangled states during
our inductive optimization procedure. For a pair of entangled qubits, we assume
that the density matrix is diagonalized in the Bell basis ρ = diag (F1 , F2 , F3 , F4 ),
with F1 ≥ F2 ≥ F3 ≥ F4 by an appropriate ordering of the Bell basis. The fidelity
F ≡ F1 is the probability of finding the pair in the desired Bell state. The shape
parameter v ≡

F3 +F4
1
2 (F2 +F3 +F4 )

measures, e.g., the relative ratio of bit error to phase

error in the generated pair. We may classify various entangled states according to
(F, v), and use this classification to facilitate the bookkeeping of different states. For
intermediate distances, we only keep track of the minimum time (and the associated
density matrix) for each class of states labeled by (F, v), rather than for each possible
state. This significantly alleviates the computational storage requirements of dynamic
programming. Meanwhile, since we only use a subset of states to optimize longer
distance pairs, the obtained protocol might be a little slower (no more than 10%)
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than the optimal one.
In our average time approximation, we only keep track of the average time for
entanglement generation, connection and pumping, instead of the full distribution
function. This underestimates the time for entanglement connection, because the
average time to generate both sub-pairs is longer than the maximum of the average
individual times for two sub-pairs. Fortunately, our comparison between the average
time approach and the Monte Carlo simulations show that the average times from
the average-time approximation and from Monte Carlo simulations only differ by a
factor of about 2 for both the BDCZ and the CTSL schemes. In Fig. 7.6, the time
distributions from Monte Carlo simulation are plotted.

7.3
7.3.1

Results and Discussion
Improvement of BDCZ and CTSL schemes

With procedure as listed in Table 7.1, we implemented a computer program to
examine the mean time to prepare entangled pairs and to search according to our
dynamic programming prescription through the parameter space outlined above. We
looked for optimal protocols for a quantum repeater for all distances ≤ 1280 km and
target fidelities ≥ 0.8. Unless otherwise specified, we use Latt = 20km, ε = 0.2, and
η = p = 0.995 for the rest of the discussion. We first fix L0 = 10km, and we will
consider the optimization of L0 to justify such choice later. To visualize the results,
the profile of the optimized time (smooth surface) is plotted in Fig. 7.3(a)(b) with
respect to the final distance (from 10km to 1280km) and the fidelity (from 0.90 to
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0.99) for both the BDCZ and the CTSL schemes. The calculation optimizes over
the elementary pair generation (both distance and generation time), the connecting positions, and the number of pumping steps, with spacing between neighboring
repeater nodes of 10km; both additional operations (node-skipping and multi-level
pumping) are also included for the optimization. For comparison, the unoptimized
time profiles (meshes) for the BDCZ and the CTSL schemes are also plotted. The
unoptimized protocol assumes fixed elementary pair fidelity (F0 = 0.96 and 0.99 for
BDCZ and CTSL, respectively), simple connection patterns (detailed in Ref. [26, 61]
and [38, 39]), and constant number of pumping steps.
As expected, the unoptimized protocol always takes longer time than the optimized protocol for the same final distance and target fidelity. Time profiles for the
unoptimized protocols have stair-like jumps in Fig. 7.3(a)(b). For the BDCZ scheme
(Fig. 7.3(a)). The jumps occurring with increasing distance (occurring at distances
L/L0 = 2p + 1 = 1, 3, 5, 9, 17, 33, · · · ) are the results of time overhead from the additional level of connection; the jump occurring with at Ff inal = 0.98 is due to the
sudden change in the number of pumping steps from 1 to 2. Similarly, for the CTSL
scheme (Fig. 7.3(b)), the two jumps are due to the change of the number of pumping
steps from 1 to 2 and finally to 3. For the optimized protocols, the time increases
smoothly with increasing final distance and fidelity.
The improvement factor (i.e., the ratio between the times for unoptimized and optimized protocols) is plotted for both the BDCZ and the CTSL schemes in Fig. 7.3(c)(d).
As we might expect, the previously mentioned jumps lead to sharp stripes where the
improvement factor changes discontinuously. There are several regions where the op-
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Figure 7.3: Plots of time profiles and improvement factors. Speed-up in time associated with various final distance and fidelity. (a) t (Ff inal , L) for unoptimized (meshes)
and optimized (smooth surface) implementations of the BDCZ scheme; (b) for the
CTSL scheme. (c) Pseudocolor plot of the improvement factor, tunopt /topt , for the
BDCZ scheme; (d) for the CTSL scheme, in the region (Ff inal > 97.5), the improvement factor tunopt /topt → ∞. The default parameters are Latt = 20km, ε = 0.2, and
p = η = 0.995.
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timization gives significant improvement. For example, for the BDCZ scheme, the
vertical bright stripes indicate that the optimization provides a time-efficient way to
generate entangled pairs for distance (2p + δ+ ) L0 (with δ+ > 0), gaining a factor of
about 10; the horizontal bright stripes indicate that efficiently arranging the number
of pumping steps can also speed up the scheme by a factor of about 30 or even more.
For most of the optimized protocols, a distant pair is divided into two shorter pairs
with similar distance and fidelity (symmetric partition), but occasional asymmetric
partitioning can further reduce the time by about 10%.
For the BDCZ scheme, the correspondence between jumps and stripes essentially
accounts for all the features of the improvement plot (Fig. 7.3(c)). For CTSL scheme,
however, besides the stripes, there is also a region (with distance L > 100km and
fidelity F $ 97.5%) where the improvement factor is infinity—optimization not only
boosts the speed, but also extends the upper bound of achievable fidelity for distant
pairs.
We also study the improvement for other choices of reliability parameters, p and
η, especially those values close to the threshold [26, 61]. Suppose the reliability parameters are p = η = 0.990. In Fig. 7.4(a)(c), we plot the speed-up in time associated
with various final distance and fidelity for the BDCZ scheme. For both (optimized
and unoptimized) protocols, the highest achievable fidelity is approximately 97.5%
(compared to 99% in Fig. 7.3(c)), limited by errors from local operations. The improvement factor ranges between [1.5, 600] (compared to [1, 100] in Fig. 7.3(c)). Apart
from these differences, the key features (horizontal and vertical stripes) of improvement from optimization are very similar between Fig. 7.3(c) and Fig. 7.4(c).
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Figure 7.4: Plots of time profiles and improvement factors. The subplots are arranged
in the same way as Fig. 7.3. Local operations have lower reliability parameters,
p = η = 0.990. (a)(c) For the BDCZ scheme, the optimization procedure only
improves the speed of the quantum repeater, and does not extend the achievable
region in the F-L plot. (b)(d) For the CTSL scheme, for distances longer than
200km, the improvement factor, tunopt /topt → ∞. Here, the reliability parameter
(p = η = 0.990) is insufficient to create distant entangled pairs with the unoptimized
implementation, but the optimized implementation (with multi-level pumping) is still
able to create high-fidelity distant entangled pairs, because multi-level pumping lowers
the threshold of the reliability parameters for the CTSL scheme.
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Figure 7.5: Two example implementations with targeting final distance L = 11L0 and
fidelity Ff inal = 0.976, using the CTSL scheme. Each storage qubit is represented
by ”*”. All the relevant entangled states are shown. The order to produce these
entangled states are from bottom to top; states on the same row can be produced
simultaneously. There are two kinds of entangled states – purified entangled states
(type-A, solid black line) and unpurified entangled states (type-B, dashed blue line).
On the left side of each purified entangled state, there is a label ”Ak”, and this number
k indicates that this purified entangled states is obtained from k steps of entanglement
pumping. (a) The unoptimized (left) implementation has three pumping steps after
each entanglement connection, with average time of about 11 sec to produce the
pair wanted. (b) The optimized (right) implementation is from optimization over
pair generation time, connection position, and the number of pumping steps. The
optimized choice of connection position does not necessarily break the long pair into
two almost identical shorter pairs; for example, the entangled state pointed by the
black arrow in the 9th row is obtained by connecting two very different shorter pairs
in the row below. In addition, the possibility of multi-level pumping is also taken into
account during the dynamic programming. As pointed by the red arrows, the pair
of storage qubits in the third row pumps the pair in the second row, and the latter
pumps the pair in the first row. The average time is about 1.5 sec for the optimized
implementation, about 8 times faster than the unoptimized one.
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For the CTSL scheme, however, unoptimized and optimized protocols behave very
differently, when p = η = 0.990. As shown in Fig. 7.4(b)(d), the unoptimized protocol
cannot effectively create entangled pairs for distances longer than 200km, while the
optimized protocol is still able to efficiently create distant entangled pairs with very
high fidelity. Thus our optimization lowers the threshold requirement for the CTSL
scheme of quantum repeater.
To understand the reason for the improvement of the highest achievable fidelity
(Fig. 7.3(d)) and the parameter threshold (Fig. 7.4(d)), we examine the optimized
protocol of CTSL scheme in the next two subsections.

7.3.2

Comparison between optimized and unoptimized protocols

We first compare the detailed procedures between two (optimized and unoptimized) protocols using CTSL scheme to produce a pair with final distance L = 11L0
and fidelity Ff inal = 97.6%, with default reliability parameters p = η = 0.995. We
choose the highest fidelity achievable by the unoptimized protocol, so that we will see
almost all features that give improvements. The results for the unoptimized protocol
(Fig. 7.5(a)) follows Refs. [38, 39] exactly, while the optimized one (Fig. 7.5(b)) is
from our systematic search using dynamic programming. They differ in the following
aspects: (1) during entanglement generation, the optimized implementation generates elementary pairs with fidelity lower than 0.99 to reduce the generation time, and
uses entanglement pumping afterwards to compensate the fidelity loss; (2) during
entanglement connection, the rule of producing long pair from two almost identical
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Figure 7.6: Monte Carlo simulation for unoptimized/optimized implementations for
(a) the BDCZ scheme and (b) the CTSL scheme, with final distance 1280km and
fidelity 0.97. The time distributions for distant pairs are plotted, with red (blue)
bars for optimized (unoptimized) implementation. In each plot, the red (blue) diamond indicates the estimated time from average-time approximation (Sec. 7.2.6) for
optimized (unoptimized) implementation. The average-time approximation provides
a good estimate up to some overall factor (2 ∼ 3) which is not very sensitive to the
implementation.
shorter pairs is slightly modified (e.g., the pair pointed by the black arrow in the 9th
row is from connection of two quite different pairs in the 10th row); (3) the number
of pumping steps after each connection varies from 0 to 3 for optimized implementation; (4) finally, the optimized implementation uses multi-level pumping, which will
be discussed in detail in the next subsection. For clarity, the additional operation
of node-skipping is suppressed in the optimization here. The overall average time is
reduced from 11 sec to 1.5 sec, improved by a factor of 8.
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Note that our optimization results based on average time approximation (see
Fig. 7.6 and Sec. 7.2.6) are confirmed by the Monte-Carlo simulation of the optimized
protocols, verifying the substantial speed-up.

7.3.3

Multi-level pumping

We now consider the additional operation of multi-level pumping in more detail.
We discuss multi-level pumping only for the CTSL scheme, but not for the BDCZ
scheme. (In the BDCZ scheme, to introduce multi-level pumping requires additional
quantum memory qubits.) In the original unoptimized protocol [38, 39], the purified
entangled state with distance n (between the 0th and the nth nodes (n > 5)) is produced by entanglement pumping, and the entangled states used for pumping (called
pumping-pairs) are unpurified entangled states with distance n − 2 (Fig. 7.2(f)). The
fidelity of these pumping-pairs with distance n − 2 are limited by the connection
operation, which imposes an upper-bound for the fidelity of the purified pair with
distance n. The underlying restriction is that the pumping-pair is unpurified.
We may lift this restriction by allowing the use of a purified pumping pair. This
is multi-level pumping. For example, the pumping-pair with distance n − 2 may
also be produced by entanglement pumping from pumping-pairs with distance n − 4
(Fig. 7.2(f’)), and so on. By doing multi-level pumping, the fidelity of the pumpingpair with distance n − 2 is increased (Fig. 7.2(f”)), and the same for the fidelity
upper-bound for the entangled state with distance n. While multi-level pumping can
increase the fidelity, it also slows down the repeater scheme.
When the reliability of local operations is above the threshold for the unoptimized
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protocol (e.g. p = η = 0.995), we find that multi-level pumping is necessary only for
the last two or three levels to the high-fidelity pair we want to produce. Such multilevel pumping can be identified in the optimized implementation – for example, as
indicated by red arrows in Fig. 7.5(b), the pair of storage qubits in the third row
pumps the pair in the second row, and the latter pumps the pair in the first row.
On the other hand, when the reliability of local operations is below such threshold
(e.g. p = η = 0.990), multi-level pumping is needed almost after every entanglement
connection.
If we exclude the possibility of multi-level pumping in dynamic programming, the
infinite improvement factor for pairs with distance L > 100km and fidelity F $ 97.5%
in Fig. 7.3(d) would disappear. Similarly, in Fig. 7.4(d), without multi-level pumping,
there would be no improvement of the parameter threshold, and even the optimized
protocol could not efficiently create distant (L > 200km) entangled pairs. For the
CTSL scheme, multi-level pumping not only enables us to prepare entangled pairs
with very high fidelity, but also lowers the required threshold of the reliability parameters (p and η) for local operations. Therefore, the flexibility to include additional
operations in our dynamic programming provides a new perspective on the optimization of quantum repeater schemes.

7.3.4

Other improvements

In addition to the previously discussed features in the plots of improvement factor,
there is an overall improvement for all final distances and fidelities. Such overall
improvement comes from the optimized choice of the distance (by node-skipping)
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and the generation time for each elementary pair used. Such overall improvement
is about 1.5 (or 2 ∼ 3) for the BDCZ (or CTSL) scheme, which indicates that the
original choice of uniform distance L0 = 10km and initial fidelities F0 = 96% (or
99%) are quite close to the optimal.
Finally, we consider if it is possible to gain some additional speed-up if we are
allowed to choose the location of the nodes of the quantum repeater. In order to
answer this question, we discretize the distance into smaller units, e.g. 1km , Latt .
Since the distance of each elementary pair is determined by the dynamic programming, the optimized location of the nodes can be inferred from the distances of the
elementary pairs. We find that the speed-up due to optimization over the location
of the nodes is fairly small, no more than 15% in time (for cases with final distances
larger than 200km). Generally we find that as long as the node spacing is less than
the attenuation length (L0 < Latt ), a quantum repeater can be implemented almost
optimally.

7.3.5

Experimental implications

Throughout our analysis we have assumed relatively high fidelity of local measurements and operations (η = p = 0.995 or 0.99) and memory times exceeding total
communication times. Recent experiments with tapped ions [124, 97], neutral atoms
[16], and solid state qubits [63] are already approaching these values of fidelity and
memory times. At the same time, high initial entanglement fidelity (F0 ≈ 96% or
99%) is also needed for the optimized protocols. Entanglement fidelity of about 90%
can be inferred from recent experiments with two ions in independent traps [139].
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While optimization procedure can yield protocols compatible with fairly low initial
fidelity and high local error rates, in practice these errors introduce a large overhead
in communication time.
Besides the schemes considered here, there exist other quantum repeater schemes,
in particular the Duan-Lukin-Cirac-Zoller scheme (DLCZ scheme) [59] that requires
a smaller set of quantum operation and relatively modest physical resources. The
original DLCZ scheme does not use active entanglement purification and hence cannot
correct arbitrary errors. In such a case, optimization is straightforward and has been
discussed in [59]. Recently, the DLCZ scheme has been extended to include active
entanglement purification in order to suppress e.g. phase noises [102, 207]. The
extended DLCZ scheme becomes very similar to the BDCZ scheme in terms of the
self-similar structure. The technique of dynamic programming can be applied to
optimize the extended DLCZ scheme as well.

7.4

Conclusion

We have demonstrated how dynamic programming can be a powerful tool for
systematically studying the optimization of quantum repeater protocols. We find
substantial improvements to two specific repeater schemes [26, 61, 38, 39]. Beyond
searching for optimal choices in previously known elements of the schemes (entanglement generation, connection, and pumping), our systematic study can also incorporate more sophisticated additional operations, such as node-skipping, multi-level
pumping, and the flexible location of repeater stations. In particular, our multi-level
pumping procedure extends the maximum achievable fidelity for distant pairs. It
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should be possible to include additional possibilities to the optimization problem of
quantum repeater, such as different choices of entanglement generation and possibly more efficient usage of local qubits [191, 120]. It would also be interesting to
study the optimization problem of quantum repeater with finite storage time of the
quantum memory [93, 47]. Even the optimized protocols have a rather limited speed
(corresponding to generation of one high-fidelity pair over 1280 km in 1 ∼ 100 s
(see Fig. 7.6). Therefore, improvement of experimental techniques (to obtain higher
local operation fidelities and more efficient atom-photon coupling) as well as development of new theoretical approaches to speed-up quantum repeaters still remain an
outstanding goal. Furthermore, the dynamic programming techniques may find application in other outstanding problems in quantum information science, such as the
optimization of quantum error correction for fault tolerant quantum computation. In
particular, the optimization of the network-based quantum computation scheme with
minimal resources [103, 104] might be possible.

Chapter 8
Quantum Repeater with Encoding
8.1

Introduction

Quantum key distribution generates a shared string of bits between two distant
locations (a key) whose security is ensured by quantum mechanics rather than computational complexity [79]. Recently, quantum communication over 150 km has been
demonstrated [190], but the key generation rate decreases exponentially with the
distance due to the fiber attenuation. Quantum repeaters can resolve the fiber attenuation problem, reducing the exponential scaling to polynomial scaling by introducing repeater stations to store intermediate quantum states [26, 39, 191]. Dynamic
programming-based search algorithm can optimize the key generation rate and the
final-state fidelity of the quantum repeaters [101]. Using additional local resources
(i.e., more quantum bits per station), the key generation rate can be further improved
by multiplexing different available pairs [47] and banding pairs according to their fidelities [192]. However, since all these protocols use entanglement purification that
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requires two-way classical communication, the time to purify pairs increases with the
distance and all these protocols are relatively slow. Thus, the finite coherence time of
quantum memory ultimately limits the communication distance [93]. As illustrated in
Fig. 8.1, the estimated key generation rate sharply decreases as soon as the memory
error becomes dominant.
Here we propose a new, fast quantum repeater protocol in which the communication distance is not limited by the memory coherence time. Our protocol encodes
logical qubits with small CSS codes [154], applies entanglement connection at the
encoded level, and uses classical error correction to boost the fidelity of entanglement
connection. We eliminate the time-consuming entanglement purification operation
over long distances and also avoid the resource-consuming procedure of quantum
error correction. We find that the new repeater protocol with small CSS codes can
extend the communication distance (103 ∼ 106 km) and maintain an efficient key generation rate (above 100 bits/sec) using finite local resources (30 ∼ 150 qubits/station)
that scale logarithmically with distance.
In Sec. 8.2, we describe the idealized quantum repeater protocol to overcome the
fiber attenuation problem, emphasizing the possibility of simultaneous entanglement
connection and pointing out three other major imperfections (entanglement infidelity,
operational errors, and memory errors) that still needs to be suppressed. In Sec. 8.3,
we consider an example of quantum repeater with repetition code to suppress the bitflip errors. In Sec. 8.4, we provide the general protocol for quantum repeater with CSS
code that can suppress both bit-flip and dephasing errors. In Sec. 8.5, we compute the
final fidelity achievable with our protocol, which in principle can be arbitrarily close
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to unity using large and efficient CSS code. In Sec. 8.6, we calculate the maximum
number of connections depending on the code and the imperfections, and we also
estimate the key generation rate. In Sec. 8.7, we discuss potential improvements and
other applications.

8.2

Fast Quantum Communication with Ideal Operations

We start by describing an idealized quantum repeater protocol, where fiber attenuation is the only problem to be overcome. As illustrated in Fig. 8.2, there are L
repeater stations, and the separation between the neighboring stations is of the order
of the fiber attenuation length. The Bell pairs |Φ+ ' =

√1
2

(|0' |0' + |1' |1') between

neighboring repeater stations are independently generated and verified. Then entanglement connection (swapping) [10, 209] is applied to connect these Bell pairs into a
long Bell pair. Each intermediate repeater station measures the two local qubits in
the Bell basis (called Bell measurement, see the inset of Fig. 8.2) and announces 2
classical bits of information, which uniquely specify the four possible measurement
outcomes and enables the determination of the Pauli frame for the remaining qubits
(i.e., the choice of local Pauli operators that adjust the long Bell pair to |Φ+ ' [115]).
This is a deterministic process requiring local operation and (one-way) classical communication.
The entanglement connection can be applied simultaneously
1

We use the rest frame of the repeater stations.

1

for all intermediate
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Rate !bits#sec"

1000
100
10
1
0.1
0.01
100

1000

104
l0L !km"

105

106

Figure 8.1: Comparison between the conventional and new repeater protocols, in
terms of the generation rate of Bell pairs or secret bit pairs (i.e., the sustained bandwidth of the repeater channel). The memory coherence time is assumed to be tcoh = 10
sec, and the nearest neighbor spacing is l0 = 10 km. (i) The blue curve is the BDCZ
protocol (with the maximum number of qubits per station increasing logarithmically
with distance, see scheme C in Ref. [61]). The sharp decrease in rate is attributed to
blinded connection and purification [93] when the memory error becomes dominant
(i.e., time ! 0.01τcoh = 0.1 sec). (ii) The red dashed curve is the parallel protocol
(with the number of qubits per station increasing at least linearly with distance, see
scheme B in Ref. [61]). (iii) The black dotted reference curve is the inverse of the classical communication time between the final stations. Since all conventional repeater
protocols rely on two-way classical communication, their rates always stay below the
reference curve unless parallel or multiplexed [192] repeater channels are used. (iv)
The orange horizontal thick line is our new repeater protocol with encoding (with the
number of qubits per station increasing logarithmically or poly-logarithmically with
distance). Since our protocol runs in the one-way communication mode, the rate is
independent of the communication distance, and can reach above the black dashed
curve. Our protocol is much more efficient over long distances than conventional
protocols.
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1. Genera!on
Bell Measurement

2. Connec!on

a

b
2 bits

3. Pauli Frame

a

X

b

Z

Figure 8.2: Idealized quantum repeater. There are L = 5 repeater stations. Each
intermediate station has two physical qubits. Step 1. (Generation) Bell pairs
between neighboring repeater stations are generated. Step 2. (Connection) The
qubits at the intermediate stations are measured in the Bell basis (see the inset).
Step 3. (Pauli Frame) The Pauli frame for qubits at the outermost stations is
determined, based on the outputs of intermediate Bell measurements. Finally, one
remote Bell pair between the outermost stations is created.
stations, because the quantum circuit for Bell measurement does not depend on the
Pauli frame. It is the interpretation of the measurement outcome that depends on
the Pauli frame. Fortunately, we can wait until we collect all 2(L − 2) announced
classical bits from intermediate stations, and decide the Pauli frame for the final
distant Bell pair. In addition, without compromising the security for quantum key
distribution, the two final (outermost) stations can measure their qubits in random X
and Z basis and announce their choices of the basis even before receiving classical bits
from intermediate stations. Half of the time, they will find that they choose the same
basis (in the Pauli frame) and obtain strongly correlated measurement outcomes that
can be used for secret keys [68]. Thanks to the simultaneous entanglement connection,
the idealized quantum repeater can be very fast and the cycle time τc is just the
total time for entanglement generation and connection between neighboring repeater
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stations.
In practice, however, there are three major imperfections besides the fiber attenuation. (1) The generated entangled state ρ between neighboring repeater stations is
not the perfect Bell state |Φ+ ', characterized by the entanglement fidelity
> 8 8 ;
F0 = Φ+ 8 ρ 8Φ+ ≤ 1.

(8.1)

(2) The local operations for entanglement connection have errors [26, 39, 191, 101].
For example, the local two-qubit unitary operation Uij would be
Uij ρUij† → (1 − β) Uij ρUij† +

β
Trij [ρ] ⊗ Iij ,
4

(8.2)

where β is the gate error probability, Trij [ρ] is the partial trace over the subsystem
i and j, and Iij is the identity operator for the subsystem i and j. The projective
measurement of state |0' would be
P0 = (1 − δ) |0' &0| + δ |1' &1| ,

(8.3)

where δ is the measurement error probability. (3) The quantum memory decoheres
with rate γ. We model the memory error probability for storage time τc as µ =
1 − e−γτc ≈ γτc . The action of the memory error on the ith qubit would be
ρ → (1 − µ) ρ +

µ
Tri [ρ] ⊗ Ii ,
2

(8.4)

where Tri [ρ] is the partial trace over the subsystem i, and Ii is the identity operator
for the subsystem i.
In the following two sections, we will present the new repeater protocol. Our new
repeater protocol replaces the physical qubits (in Fig. 8.2) with encoded qubits (in
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Fig. 8.3), generates the encoded Bell pairs between neighboring stations, connects the
encoded Bell pairs at intermediate stations simultaneously, and determines the Pauli
frame for the encoded Bell pair shared by the final stations. In Sec. 8.3 we provide
an illustrative example of quantum repeater with 3-qubit repetition code that can fix
only bit-flip errors. In Sec. 8.4 we propose our new protocol with CSS codes that can
fix all imperfections listed above.

8.3

Quantum Repeater with Repetition Code

To illustrate the idea, we first consider an example that uses the 3-qubit repetition
code to encode one logical qubit
8 ;
8 ;
80̃ = |000' and 81̃ = |111' ,

(8.5)

which can fix one bit-flip error. Although it cannot fix all the errors given in Sec. 8.2,
this example illustrates all other key elements of the new repeater protocol and it can
be easily generalized to the CSS encodes that can fix all the errors as discussed in
Sec. 8.4.
8 C
8
First, we generate the encoded Bell pair 8Φ̃+

12

=

√1
2

8 ; 8 ;*
)8 ; 8 ;
80̃ 80̃ + 81̃ 81̃
be1
2
1
2

tween neighboring stations 1 and 2, as illustrated in the upper-left panel of Fig. 8.3.
We need at least six qubits from each station: three for memory qubits (blue dots)
and three for ancillary qubits (gray dots). There are three steps: (i) We locally
8 ;*
8 ;
)8 ;
prepare the encoded state √12 80̃ 1 + 81̃ 1 and 80̃ 2 and store them in the memory

qubits (in blue squared boxes); (ii) we generate three copies of the physical Bell pairs
:⊗3
9
|0+1 |0+2 +|1+1 |1+2
√
between ancillar qubits (gray lines); (iii) we use the entanglement
2
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2
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0
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Zi

0
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2

3

0 0 + 1 1

(ii)
0 + 1

1

0 0 + 1 1

4

0 0 + 1 1

2. Encoded Connec!on
a1

b1

a2
a3

b2
b3

)n

2‐bits

2‐bits

3. Pauli Frame
Use outputs {Xi } and
{Zi } to obtain the encoded

~
~
X and Z with high accuracy.

0 0 + 1 1

Figure 8.3: Repeater protocol with encoding. Each repeater station has 2n memory qubits (blue dots) and O (n) auxiliary qubits (gray dots). Here n = 3. Step
1. (Encoded Generation) Between two neighboring stations (upper-left
8 ; panel):
8 ;
80̃ or 8+̃ =
(i) memory
qubits
are
fault-tolerantly
prepared
in
the
encoded
states
)8 ; 8 ;*
80̃ + 81̃ , (ii) purified physical Bell pairs are generated between auxiliary qubits
√1
2
8 C
8 ; 8 ; *
)8 ; 8 ;
8
(connected gray dots), (iii) an encoded Bell pair 8Φ̃+
= √1 80̃ 80̃ + 81̃ 81̃
AB

2

A

B

A

B

between neighboring stations is created using encoded CNOT gate (achieved by n
pairwise, teleportation-based CNOT gates [82, 208, 103]). Step 2. (Encoded Connection) Encoded Bell measurements are simultaneously applied to all intermediate
repeater stations, via pairwise CNOT gates between qubits ai and bi followed by measurement of the physical qubits (the lower-left panel). Using classical error correction,
the outcomes for the encoded Bell measurement can be obtained with a very small
effective logical error probability Q ∼ q t+1 [Eq. (8.11)]. The outcome is announced as
2 classical bits (purple star) at each intermediate repeater station. Step 3. (Pauli
Frame) According to the outcomes of intermediate encoded Bell measurements, the
Pauli frame [115] can be determined for qubits at the outermost stations. Finally,
one encoded Bell pair between the final (outermost) stations is created.
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resources of 3 physical Bell pairs to implement 3 teleportation-based CNOT gates
[82, 208, 103], applied transversally between the memory qubits storing the encoded
8 ;*
8 ;
)8 ;
states √12 80̃ 1 + 81̃ 1 and 80̃ 2 :
1
√ (|000'1 + |111'1 ) ⊗ |000'2
(8.6)
2
1
→ √ (|000'1 |000'2 + |111'1 |111'2 ) ,
(8.7)
2
8 C
8
which gives us exactly the desired encoded Bell pair 8Φ̃+ . Similarly, we can gen12
8 C
8 +
erate encoded Bell pairs 8Φ̃
between neighboring stations j and j + 1, for
j,j+1

j = 2, · · · , L − 1.

8 C
8 C
8
8
Then we connect the encoded Bell pairs 8Φ̃+
and 8Φ̃+
to obtain the longer
12
23
8 C
8
encoded Bell pair 8Φ̃+ . The idea is to perform the encoded Bell measurement over
13

the two encoding blocks at station 2. We use 2a and 2b to refer to the left and the
right encoding blocks at station 2, respectively. As shown in Fig. 8.3 (see step 2 and

the lower-left panel), we apply three pairwise CNOT gates between the two encoding
blocks {ai } and {bi } at station 2. To see the possible outcomes of this procedure, we
rewrite the initial state in terms of Bell states between stations 1 and 3,
8 C
8 C
8 +
8
⊗ 8Φ̃+
8Φ̃
1,2a
2b,3


8 C
8 C
8 C
8 C
8 +
8
8
8

Φ̃
⊗ 8Φ̃+
+ 8Φ̃−
⊗ 8Φ̃−
1
 8

13
2a,2b
13
2a,2b
=  8 C

8
8
8
C
C
C
2 8

8 +
8 −
8 −
+
+ 8Ψ̃
⊗ 8Ψ̃
+ 8Ψ̃
⊗ 8Ψ̃
13
2a,2b
13
2a,2b

8 C
8
C
8 ; 8 ;
8 ; 8 ;
8 +
8+̃ 80̃ + 88Φ̃−
8−̃ 80̃

Φ̃
⊗
⊗
8
1
2a
2b
2a
2b
13
13
→  8 C
8
C
2 8
8 ; 8 ;
8 ; 8 ;
8
+ 8Ψ̃+
⊗ 8−̃ 2a 80̃ 2b + 8Ψ̃−
⊗ 8−̃ 2a 81̃ 2b
13

13





,
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8 C
8 ; 8 ; * 88 ± C
8 ; 8 ;* 8 ;
)8 ; 8 ;
)8 ; 8 ;
8 ±
1
80̃
80̃
81̃ 81̃ , 8Ψ̃
80̃ 81̃ ± 81̃ 80̃ , 8±̃
√
√1
=
= 2
±
=
where 8Φ̃
1
3
1
3
1
2
1
2
2a
2
13
13
8 ; *
)8 ;
80̃ ± 81̃
√1
. To complete the encoded Bell measurement, we projectively mea2a
2a
2

sure the logical qubits of these two encoding blocks as follows: (1) The logical qubit
8 ;
for 2a should be measured in the {8±̃ } basis, which can be achieved by measuring the
8 ;
physical qubits {ai } in the {|±'} basis. Since 8+̃ = 12 (|+ + +' + |+ − −' + |− + −' + |− − +')
8 ;
and 8−̃ = 12 (|− − −' + |− + +' + |+ − +' + |+ + −'), there will be an odd number
8 ;
of |+' outputs if the encoded qubit is in state 8+̃ , and an even number of |+' outputs
8 ;
if the encoded qubit is in state 8−̃ . (2) The logical qubit for 2b should be measured
8 ; 8 ;
in the {80̃ , 81̃ } basis, which can be achieved by measuring the physical qubits {bi }
8 ;
in the {|0' , |1'} basis. There should be three |0' outputs for state 80̃ , and three
8 ;
|1' outputs for state 81̃ . The pairwise CNOT gates and projective measurement of
physical qubits are summarized in the lower-left panel of Fig. 8.3.

We now show the suppression of bit-flip errors due to the repetition code [Eq. (8.5)].
If one of the physical qubits in 2b is bit-flipped, the measurement outcomes for 2b
will contain two correct outputs and one erroneous output. Choosing the majority
output, we can identify and correct the erroneous output, and still obtain the logical
bit encoded in 2b correctly. We emphasize that only classical error correction is used.
If there is one physical qubit in 2a that suffers from a bit-flip error, this error will
not affect the outputs for 2a, as bit-flip errors commute with the operators to be
measured; this error may affect one corresponding physical qubit in 2b, which can
be identified and corrected using the majority. Therefore, we can obtain the logical
outcomes for both 2a and 2b, and the suppressed effective logical error probability
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 3 
 3 
 
 
Q =   qb2 +   qb3 ≈ 6qb2 , qb ,
 
 
2
3

(8.8)

where qb ≤ 4β + 2δ + µ is the effective error probability for each bi to give the wrong
output (Appendix. C.1).
To complete the entanglement connection, station 2 announces the outcomes for
its two logical qubits from the encoded Bell measurement, which contains two classical
bits of information and determines the Pauli frame for the encoded Bell pair shared
between stations 1 and 3. Note that the detailed outputs of physical qubits are only
important to obtain the logical outcomes, but not needed for communication among
stations. Similarly, we can perform entanglement connection for all the intermediate
stations. Furthermore, these entanglement connections can still be applied simultaneously for all intermediate striations, as described in Sec. 8.2. The final stations
8 C
8 ; 8 ; *
)8 ; 8 ;
8
share the encoded Bell pair 8Φ̃+
= √12 80̃ 1 80̃ L + 81̃ 1 81̃ L , whose Pauli frame
1L

is determined by the 2(L − 2) announced classical bits from all intermediate stations.

8.4

Quantum Repeater with CSS Code

In this section, we will generalize the repeater protocol from the 3-qubit repetition
code to any [[n, k, 2t + 1]] CSS code [154], which encodes k logical qubits with n
physical qubits and fixes up to t (bit-flip and dephasing) errors. For simplicity, we
will focus on the CSS codes with k = 1, which includes the well studied [[5, 1, 3]],
[[7, 1, 3]] (Steane), and [[9, 1, 3]] (Shor) codes. Extension of the protocol to k > 1 is
straightforward. The CSS code can be regarded as a combination of two classical
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error correcting codes C X and C Z , which fix dephasing errors and bit-blip errors,
respectively. The error syndromes for the code C X (or C Z ) can be obtained if we
have the outputs for the n physical qubits measured in the X (or Z) basis.
The relevant properties of the CSS codes are summarized as follows: (1) The measurement of logical operator X̃ (or Z̃) can be obtained from projective measurement
of physical qubits in the X (or Z) basis. (2) The outputs from measurements of physical qubit in the X (or Z) basis should comply with the rules of the classical error
correcting code C X (or C Z ), which can fix up to tX (or tZ ) errors in the n output
bits. (For example, the 3-qubit repetition cod can fix up to tZ = 1 bit-flip error as
discussed in Sec. 8.3.) Suppose each output bit has an (uncorrelated) effective error
probability q ∼ β +δ +µ, after fixing up to t errors the remaining error probability for
D
E
the logical outcome is O (q t+1 ), assuming t = min tX , tZ . (3) The encoded CNOT

gate can be implemented by n pairwise CNOT gates between two encoding blocks
[154]. Such pairwise CNOT gates do not propagate errors within each encoding block,
and it can be be used for preparation of encoded Bell pairs.
We find that each repeater station needs approximately 6n physical qubits (see
Appendix C.2 for details), including 2n memory qubits to store the two encoded qubits
that are entangled with the neighboring stations, and approximately 4n ancillary
qubits for the fault-tolerant preparation of the encoded qubits and generation of nonlocal encoded Bell pairs between neighboring repeater stations. There are three steps
for each cycle of the new repeater protocol:
1. Generate encoded Bell pairs between two neighboring stations (see the upper8 ;
left panel of Fig. 8.3): (i) We initialize the memory qubits in logical states 80̃ and
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)8 ; 8 ;*
80̃ + 81̃ at each station fault-tolerantly (with errors effectively uncorrelated

among physical qubits from the same encoding block) 2 . (ii) We use entanglement
purification to obtain purified Bell pairs between two neighboring stations [61]. Each
purified Bell pair can be immediately used for a teleportation-based CNOT gate [82,
208, 103]. (iii) According to the property (3) of the CSS code, we need n teleportationbased CNOT gates to implement the encoded CNOT gate and obtain the encoded
8 C
98 ; 8 ;
8 ; 8 ; :
8
= √12 80̃ j 80̃ j+1 + 81̃ j 81̃ j+1 between neighboring stations j
Bell pair 8Φ̃+
j,j+1

and j + 1.

2. Connect the encoded Bell pairs, performing encoded Bell measurement at all
intermediate stations simultaneously (see step 2 of Fig. 8.3). At each intermediate
station, we first apply the pairwise CNOT gates between qubits ai and bi , with ai
from the control block and bi from the target block, for i = 1, · · · , n (as shown in the
lower-left panel in Fig. 8.3). Then we projectively measure the physical qubits in the
X basis for ai and in the Z basis for bi . According to the property (2) of the CSS
code, we can use the classical error correcting code C X (or C Z ) to fix up to t errors
in {ai } (or {bi }), leaving only O (q t+1 ) for the logical error probability. Thus, the
outcomes for the encoded X̃ and Z̃ operators of the encoded Bell measurement can
be obtained with high accuracy of O (q t+1 ). Similar to the idealized repeater, each
intermediate repeater station announces 2 classical bits of information of the encoded
Bell measurement.
8 ;
8 ;
We can achieve fault-tolerant preparation of the logical state 80̃ (or 8+̃ ) by two approaches.
One approach uses several copies of the logical states to distill a purified logical state with negligible
⊗n
⊗n
contribution from initial correlated errors [180]. Alternatively, we may start with |0'
(or |+' ),
projectively measure the x-stabilizers using fault-tolerant circuit, and update the stabilizers during
entanglement connection. See Appendix C.2 for details.
2
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3. According to the 2(L−2) announced classical bits from all intermediate repeater
stations, choose the Pauli frame at the final repeater stations for the shared encoded
Bell pair.

8.5

Error Estimate

In order to calibrate the encoded Bell pair obtained from the new repeater protocol, we need to generalize the definition of entanglement fidelity, because the encoding
enables us to correct small errors that deviate from the logical subspace. We define
the entanglement fidelity as
8 C
F 8
8
8
F = Φ̃+ 8 R [ρfina,Bell ] 8Φ̃+ ,

(8.9)

where R represents the (ideal) recovery operation with quantum error correction
[177]. The entanglement fidelity F can calibrate the security for the protocol and
bound the maximum information leaked from the final stations 3 . F can also be
practically obtained from the correlation measurement between the final repeater
station (Appendix C.3).
We emphasize that the property of fault-tolerance can be maintained throughout
the entire repeater protocol (fault-tolerant initialization, transverse CNOT gate, and
encoded qubit measurement), so the errors for individual physical qubits are effectively uncorrelated. With some calculation (see Appendix. C.1), we estimate that the
effective error probability (per physical qubit) is
q = 4β + 2δ + µ,

(8.10)

According to Ref. [131], if the two final stations share a Bell pair with fidelity F = 1 − 2−s , then
Eve’s mutual information with the key is at most 2−c + 2O(−2s) where c = s − log2 (2 + s + 1/ ln 2).
3
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Note that q does not explicitly depend on F0 , because for level-m purified Bell pairs
(see Appendix C.4) the operational errors (β and δ) dominate the super-exponentially
suppressed infidelity approximately (1 − F0 )2

m/2

. Then the effective logical error prob-

ability for each encoding block (caused by more than t errors from the encoded block)
is
Q=







n  n 
 n
3

  j
n−j
≈
  q (1 − q)



j=t+1
j
t+1




 t+1
q ,


(8.11)

where the approximation requires small q. Since any logical error from the repeater
stations will affect the final encoded Bell pair, the entanglement fidelity is
F = (1 − Q)2L ,

(8.12)

with infidelity 1 − F ≈ 2LQ for small Q.
For large codes, we may evaluate Eq. (8.11) under the assumptions n - t - 1.
9 1+1/2n :t+1
e
nq
1
Approximating the combinatorial function in this limit yields Q ≈ √2πt
,
t+1

which indicates that for large codes with n ∝ t, Q can be arbitrarily small when
q " qc ≈ limn,t→∞

t+1
.
e1+1/2n n

Numerically, we can evaluate the complete sum in

Eq. (8.11) and we find qc ≈ 5%, which corresponds to ∼ 1% per-gate error rates.
In addition, CSS codes with n " 19t exist for arbitrarily large t (according to the
Gilbert-Varsharov bound, see Eq. (30) in Ref. [30]). Therefore, our new repeater
protocol with encoding provides a scalable approach for long distance quantum communication.

Maximum connection L*
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Figure 8.4: From Eqs. (8.11, 8.13), the maximum number of connections L∗ is estimated as a function of the effective error probability q, assuming F ∗ = 0.95, for
various CSS codes [181] listed in Table 8.1. For q < 0.03, L∗ scales as 1/q t+1 .

8.6

Example Implementations

We now consider the implementation of the new repeater protocol. Given the effective error probability q and the target fidelity F ∗ , we can use Eq. (8.12) to calculate
the maximum number of connections

L∗ =

ln F ∗
.
ln (1 − Q)

(8.13)

This provides a unitless distance scale over which Bell pairs with fidelity F ∗ can
be created. According to Eqs. (8.11,8.13), we can estimate L∗ as a function of q,
which is plotted in Fig. 8.4 assuming F ∗ = 0.95 for various CSS codes. Since L∗
scales as q −(t+1) for q " 3%, we can significantly increase L∗ by considering efficient
quantum codes with large t. For example, given q = 0.3%, we estimate the maximum
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Name
No encoding
Repetition-3
Repetition-5
Hamming
Bacon-Shor
Golay
BCH
QR

Code
[[n, k, 2t + 1]]
–
[3, 1, 3]
[5, 1, 5]
[[7, 1, 3]]
[[25, 1, 5]]
[[23, 1, 7]]
[[127, 29, 15]]
[[103, 1, 19]]

128

Resources

Distance

(qubits/station)

(km)

4
18
30
42
150
138
–
–

180
1.0 × 104
1.0 × 106
1.4 × 103
4.3 × 103
3.7 × 105
4.0 × 107
2.4 × 1011

Table 8.1: Local resources, and maximum communication distance for the new repeater protocol. In the case of no encoding, each station has 2 qubits for entanglement
connection, and 2 additional qubits for entanglement purification to obtain highfidelity purified Bell pairs. For repetition codes (with single square bracket), only one
type of errors (bit-flip or dephasing) can be suppressed. For other CSS codes (with
double square brackets), both bit-flip and dephasing errors can be suppressed. The
local resources are estimated to be 6n qubits for each station (Appendix C.2). The
distance is estimated from Eqs. (8.11,8.13), assuming parameters q = 0.3%, F ∗ = 0.95
and l0 = 10 km.
number of connections L∗ ≈ 9, 1.4 × 102 , and 3.7 × 104 for cases of no encoding,
[[7, 1, 3]] Hamming code, and [[23, 1, 7]] Golay code, respectively. If we choose the
nearest neighbor spacing to be l0 = 10 km (about half the fiber attenuation length),
the corresponding maximum distances will be 90 km, 1.4 × 103 km, and 3.7 × 105
km. The new protocol can easily reach and go beyond intercontinental distances. In
Table 8.1, we summarize the local resources and maximum communication distance
for the new protocol with different encoding.
Besides maximum distances, we also estimate the key generation rate, which is
the inverse of the cycle time for the new protocol. For fast local operations (systems
such as ion traps [123, 170] and NV centers [98, 63] can achieve almost MHz rate for
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local operations), the cycle time is dominated by creating purified Bell pairs between
neighboring stations
τc ≈ κ

l0 el0 /latt
.
v η2

(8.14)

We find that τc ≈ 0.9κ ms, given the parameters of l0 = 10 km, the fiber attenuation
length latt ≈ 20 km, the signal propagation speed v ≈ 2 × 105 km/s, and the overall efficiency for collecting and detecting single photon η ≈ 0.3. The dimensionless
prefactor κ is the time overhead to ensure that n purified Bell pairs are obtained
between neighboring stations. Since there are approximately 4n ancillary qubits for
entanglement generation at each station, the rate to generate unpurified Bell pairs
also increases with n. Thus, κ is not sensitive to the choice of n. As detailed in
Appendix C.4, we estimate κ ≈ 8 for β = δ = 10−3 and F0 = 0.95 with depolarizing
error, and the purified pair has fidelity 0.9984 after three levels of purification. Therefore, for the parameters considered here, approximately 6n qubits at each station can
achieve τc ≈ 7 ms, which is sufficient for quantum key generation rate of 100 bits/sec
over long distances.

8.7

Discussion

Our new repeater protocol is significantly faster than the standard repeater protocols over long distances [26, 39, 191, 101], because the time-consuming procedure of
entanglement purification of distant Bell pairs is now replaced by local encoding with
simple CSS code and classical error correction. The new protocol runs in the one-way
communication mode, so the key generation rate is independent of the communication distance, and only limited by the cycle time for encoded Bell pair generation and
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entanglement connection. The key generation rate can be further improved by having
higher efficiency η, improved fidelity F0 , smaller separation between stations l0 , and
more qubits per repeater station. In addition, the rate can also be increased by using
CSS codes with k > 1 (e.g., the [[127, 29, 15]] BCH code mentioned in Fig. 8.4), along
with a small modification to the protocol that each intermediate station sends 2k
classical bits associated with k Bell measurements.
Asymptotically, CSS codes with n " 19t exist for arbitrarily large t [obtained
from the Gilbert-Varsharov bound, see Eq. (30) in Ref. [30]]. Thus, the effective
logical error probability Q [Eq. (8.11)] can be arbitrarily small for q " 5%, and
n ∝ t ∼ ln L is a small number increasing only logarithmically with L. In practice,
however, it is still challenging to initialize large CSS encoding block fault-tolerantly
with imperfect local operations. To avoid complicated initialization, we may construct
larger CSS codes by concatenating smaller codes with r nesting levels, and the code
size scales polynomially with the code distance, n ∝ tr ∼ (ln L)r . Alternatively, we
may consider the Bacon-Shor code [5]; the encoding block scales quadratically with
the code distance n = (2t + 1)2 ∼ ln2 L, and the initialization can be reduced to the
preparation of (2t + 1)-qubit GHZ states.
If the imperfections are dominated by the dephasing errors, we may use the
[2t + 1, 1, 2t + 1] repetition code [e.g., use the (2t + 1)-qubit GHZ states |+ · · · +' ±
|− · · · −' with |±' =

√1
2

(|0' ±| 1') to encode one logical qubit]. The repetition code

has the advantage of small encoding block and efficient initialization (see Table 8.1).
For example, given q = 0.3% and F ∗ = 0.95, we estimate L∗ ≈ 1.0 × 103 and 1.0 × 105
for 3-qubit and 5-qubit repetition codes, respectively. Such simple repetition encoding
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can be useful for quantum networks as well [161].
Our repeater protocol can also generate high fidelity entanglement over long distances. For example, F ∗ = 0.999 and L∗ ≈ 730 can be achieved with q = 0.3% and
the [[23, 1, 7]] Golay code. Such high fidelity entanglement might be useful for applications such as quantum state teleportation and distributed quantum computation
[103]. Since quantum circuits for state-teleportation or teleportation-based CNOT
gate only use Clifford group operations, the generated entanglement can be immediately used in these circuits without waiting for the classical information of the Pauli
frame. The adjustment of the Pauli frame has to be postponed until the classical
information is received 4 .
Suppose good quantum memory (with coherence time longer than the communication time) is available at the final stations, real distant Bell pairs (rather than just
strings of secret bits for quantum key distribution) can be generated. For on-demand
generation of distant Bell pairs, the time delay (l0 L/c) associated with the classical
communication to specify the Pauli frame is inevitable, and the total time to create
one Bell pair on-demand is τc + l0 L/c. For offline generation of distant Bell pairs that
are stored in good quantum memory for later use, we have to assume that there are
enough qubits at the final stations to store all Bell pair generated, while the number of qubits at each intermediate station remains unchanged. Up to the time delay
(l0 L/c) for the first Bell pair , our quantum repeater channel can create distant Bell
pairs at the rate 1/τc , again corresponding to the flat curve in Fig. 8.1.
Good quantum memory with coherence time longer than the communication time might be
needed.
4
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Conclusion

In summary, we have proposed a new, fast quantum repeater protocol for quantum key distribution over intercontinental distances. Our protocol fault-tolerantly
generates a backbone of Bell pairs with CSS encoding, and uses simple procedure of
classical error correction during connection. Our protocol using simple CSS code can
provide secure quantum communication over thousands or even millions of kilometers, with 0.3% effective error probability per physical qubit and 0.95 target fidelity
for the final Bell pair (see Table 8.1). The quantum key generation rate can be above
100 bits/sec, only limited by the Bell pair generation between neighboring stations.

Chapter 9
Anyonic interferometry and
protected memory in atomic spin
lattices
9.1

Introduction

By definition, topologically ordered states [199] cannot be distinguished by local
observables, i.e. there is no local order parameter. They can arise as ground states of
certain Hamiltonians which have topological degeneracy and which provide robustness against noise and quasi-local perturbations. These properties of such systems are
attractive for quantum memories. However, the local indistinguishability makes measuring and manipulating the topological states difficult because they are only coupled
by global operations. One way to access this information is to measure properties
of the low lying particle-like excitations. In two dimensions, the quasi-particles act
133
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like punctures in a surface which can have anyonic statistics and their topological
properties are probed by braiding different particle types around each other. The
existence of anyons also implies a topological degeneracy [64]. Quantum Hall fluids
at certain filling fractions are believed to have topological order and there is a vigorous experimental effort to verify anyonic statistics in these systems [151]. A standard
approach is to perform some kind of interferometry where one looks for non-trivial
action on the fusion state space upon braiding. This is manifested as the evolution of
a non-trivial statistical phase in the abelian case, or a change in the amplitude of the
participating states in the non-abelian case. Some experimental evidence consistent
with observation of abelian anyonic statistics in a ν = 2/5 filled Quantum Hall state
has been reported [31] but an unambiguous detection of anyons is still considered an
open issue [172].
Spin lattice Hamiltonians can also exhibit topological order [114] and such Hamiltonians can be built with atoms [56] or molecules [145] trapped in an optical lattice 1 .
A significant advantage of using atomic systems is that the microscopic physics is well
known and there are established techniques for coherent control and measurement.
Suggestions have been made for how one would design anyonic interferometers in
these systems by using local spin operations to guide excitation along braiding paths
[25, 156, 206].
We here present a new approach that directly measures topological degeneracy
and anyonic statistics using global operations. The technique involves coupling be1
An optical lattice can be formed by interference from counter-propagating laser beams, which
creates a periodic pattern. The resulting periodic potential can trap neutral atoms via the Stark
shift.
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tween a probe qubit (single ancilla spin qubit or optical mode) and topologically
ordered atomic spins in an optical lattice. A many body interaction between spins is
mediated by coupling to a common bosonic mode of the radiation field via techniques
of cavity QED [135, 84, 48, 24] or, alternatively, via a common phonon mode in ion
traps [42]. Our approach avoids localizing and guiding excitations while enabling the
measurement of the statistical phase associated with arbitrary braiding paths.
We also note that recent experiments have demonstrated braiding operations on
small networks of non-interacting qubits encoded in photon polarization [133, 157],
which generates a simulation of anyonic interferometry [87]. However, since the background Hamiltonian vanishes in such systems, they are not protected from noise
and the particle interpretation of the “excitations” is ambiguous. In contrast, the
technique developed here allows one to probe directly dynamic evolution of anyonic
quasi-particles within the parent Hamiltonian. In addition, our mechanism can be
used to perform reading and writing of qubits initially encoded in light or atoms into
topological memory, which may be useful for offline storage during a computation
and for applications in long distance quantum communication [26, 101].

9.2

Atomic and Molecular Spin Lattices in Optical
Cavities

We focus on physical systems in which a two-dimensional optical lattice is placed
within a high-finesse optical cavity as illustrated in Fig. 9.2a. To be specific, we
consider the 2D square lattice Hamiltonian introduced by Kitaev [113] where each
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edge of the lattice represents a spin-1/2 particle (see Fig. 9.1a). Each vertex v or
each face f is associated with an operator Hv = Πj∈star(v) σjx or Hf = Πj∈∂f σjz . These
operators collide on an even number of edges and hence mutually commute. We seek
to encode in the +1 coeigenspace of these local stabilizers by choosing the so-called
surface-code Hamiltonian:
Hsurf = −U

3
v

Hv − J

3

Hf .

(9.1)

f

(U, J > 0). The ground states of Hsurf have a degeneracy dimHgr = 22g+h where
g is the genus of the surface and h is the number of holes [50]. Designing lattices
with genus g > 0, such as the surface of a torus, is challenging, but it is possible to
create several holes (h > 0) in a planar lattice by, for instance, deactivating regions
of the lattice with focused far detuned lasers. Alternatively, the planar code with
specific boundary as shown in Fig. 9.1a provides a ground state degeneracy of 2. The
logical states are coupled by the operators: Z̃ = Πj∈CZ σjz and X̃ = Πj∈CX σjx where
the configurations CZ (CX ) are strings on the lattice (dual lattice) as illustrated in
Fig. 9.1a.
There are several experimental proposals to implement the spin lattice Hamiltonians with topological order. For example, Kitaev’s honeycomb lattice Hamiltonian
Hhcb (see Fig. 9.1b)[114] can be designed in optical lattices with ultracold atoms using controlled spin exchange interactions [56, 189], or with molecules using microwave
induced dipole-dipole interactions [145]. With an appropriate choice of coupling parameters [114], the honeycomb lattice Hamiltonian has a gapped abelian phase with
a low energy effective Hamiltonian locally equivalent to Hsurf . In the following, we
will assume the system interacts via Hsurf , but our results are also applicable to other
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spin lattice Hamiltonians.
We now consider how to implement the global operations for the spin lattice
system. In particular, we are interested in a specific type of global operation: products of Pauli operators on a set of spins whose corresponding edges in the lattice
form a connected string. Such global operators are called string operators. For example, the generators for the encoded qubits (Z̃ and X̃) are string operators (see
/
Fig. 9.1a). All string operators are equivalent to SCz = j∈C σjz up to local single
/
spin rotations, where C is the set of selected spins. In particular, SCx = j∈C σjx =
9/
: 9/
:
9/
:
z
H
S
H
,
where
H
is the global Hadamard rotation on all memj
j
j
C
j
j
j

ory spins with Hj for the jth spin. Thus, we can use two global Hadamard rotations
to convert SCz into SCx .
In our setup, the topological memory consists of a spin lattice of trapped atoms
or molecules inside an optical cavity as illustrated in Fig. 9.2a. The off-resonant
interaction between the common cavity mode and selected spins is described by the
quantum non-demolition (QND) Hamiltonian [197, 176]:
H = χa† a

3

σjz .

(9.2)

j∈C

Here we assume that the cavity mode has a large detuning ∆ from a spin-dependent
optical transition as shown in Fig. 9.2b. The coupling strength is χ = g 2 /2∆, where
g is the single-photon Rabi frequency for the cavity mode. The QND Hamiltonian
preserves the photon number na = a† a of the cavity mode. In addition, the cavity
mode also interacts with an ancilla spin, which will be used to probe anyonic statistics
associated with quasi-particles.
Similar to the previous schemes [25, 206] to measure anyonic statistics, we assume
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(a)

(b)

CX
v

f

CZ

k

Figure 9.1: Generators for the encoded qubits. (a) A planar code which encodes one
logical qubit in the ground states. There is a spin-1/2 particle (filled dot) for each
edge of the lattice. The interactions of the local Hamiltonian Hsurf are along edges
that bound a face f , and edges that meet at a vertex v. The strings CX,Z indicate
paths of products of σ x,z operators that are logical operators on the code. (b) A
nearest neighbor local Hamiltonian Hhcb on the honeycomb lattice, with a spin-1/2
particle for each lattice site. The (green, red, blue) edges represent interactions of
type (σ x σ x ,σ y σ y ,σ z σ z ) with coupling strength (Jx , Jy , Jz ). In the limit that the
interactions along the blue links are much stronger than those along the other links,
the ground subspace has a gapped Z2 topological phase [114]. Physical (σ x , σ y , σ z )
spin operations as part of the strings CX,Z are indicated by bold (green, red, blue)
circles around the spins. We may implement the vertical string operation in two steps:
first apply σ x rotations to the spins with green circles and then apply σ y rotations to
the spins with red circles. Each step can be implemented with selective addressing
[40, 80]. At qubit k, the string crossing, the operation is σkx σkz .
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selective addressing of spins in the lattice so that we can perform single spin rotations.
The key new ingredient, however, is that we use the common cavity mode to mediate
global string operators. We assume that a string of selected atoms can be coupled to
the common cavity mode simultaneously, using a control laser beam with appropriately shaped intensity profile [40, 80] as described in Appendix D.1.1. In this way,
we avoid problems involving maintaining adiabaticity and localization while braiding quasi-particles. And most importantly, we are able to achieve controlled-string
operations (Λ [SCx,z ]) for an arbitrary string C.
The idea of controlled-string operations can be illustrated by considering a situation when the cavity mode is first prepared in some superposition of zero and
one photon states. Within this subspace, the evolution of the QND Hamiltonian for
interaction time τ = π/2χ yields
G

U = exp [−iHτ ] = (−i)NC

=







I

H

j∈C

σjz

Ina

for na = 0


/


 (−i)NC j∈C σjz for na = 1

(9.3)

,

where NC is the number of elements in C, and the second equality uses the identity
1
2
exp −i π2 σjz = −iσjz . This unitary evolution will apply the string operator SCz to the

topological memory, conditioned on one cavity photon. With such controlled-string
operations, we can conveniently access the topological memory, and build anyonic
interferometry to probe braiding statistics and dynamics of quasi-particles.
In practice, however, it is actually easier to control the ancilla spin rather than
to directly manipulate the photon number state. Therefore, in the following, we will
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present two approaches to controlled-string operations between the ancilla spin and
the topological memory.

9.3

Controlled-string Operations

The key operation of the single photon approach is the evolution of the QND interaction described by equation (9.3). In addition, the cavity mode interacts with
a single ancilla spin using spectroscopically resolvable energy levels as shown in
Fig. 9.2c. Starting with no photon in the cavity mode |vac' and ancilla spin in
state α |0'A + β |1'A , we can coherently couple the number state of the cavity mode
with the state of the ancilla spin by adiabatically increasing the Rabi frequency ΩA (t)
of the control laser until it is much larger than the single-photon Rabi frequency g # .
The intermediate state is then α |0'A ⊗ |vac' − β |1# 'A ⊗ a† |vac', having the photon
number fully correlated with the ancilla spin. Applying the QND interaction with the
intermediate state realizes the desired controlled-string operation conditioned on the
state of the ancilla spin. Finally, we can reverse the state mapping by adiabatically
decreasing the Rabi frequency, which coherently annihilates the photon of the cavity
mode and restores the ancilla spin to its logical subspace spanned by {|0'A , |1'A }.
Following the procedure summarized in Fig. 9.2d, we can achieve the controlled-string
operation:
Λ [SCz ] = |1'A &1| ⊗ SCz + |0'A &0| ⊗ I.

(9.4)

The second approach to controlled-string operations is based on the idea of geometric phase gates [198]. Here, the bosonic field of the cavity mode starts in a
coherent state, rather than a superposition of zero and one photon states. If our
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Figure 9.2: Cavity-assisted controlled-string operation based on single photon approach. (a) Inside a cavity, an optical lattice carries spins for topological memory,
with individual spin addressability [40, 80]. (b) The energy levels of a selected memory spin (|0' and |1') interacting dispersively with the cavity mode, which implements
the QND Hamiltonian of equation (9.2). The coupling coefficient is χ = g 2 /∆, with
single-photon Rabi frequency g and detuning ∆ from the excited state |e'. A control laser with Rabi frequency Ωr (t) couples to the metastable state |r', and it is
two-photon resonance with the cavity mode. (c) The energy levels of the ancilla spin
(different from memory spins) and the cavity mode for the single photon approach.
A different control laser with Rabi frequency ΩA (t) connects the states |1'A ⊗ |vac'
and |1# 'A ⊗ a† |vac', and enables coherent creation and absorption of a cavity photon
conditioned on the ancilla spin. (d) Cartoon illustration of the procedure for the implementation of single-photon approach for controlled-string operations: (1) Initialize
the ancilla spin (the left highlighted spin) in a superposition state α |0'A + β |1'A
(blue for |0'A and red for |1'A ), with no photon in the cavity and state |ψ'S for the
topological memory. (2) Coherently create a cavity photon (orange shade) for ancilla
spin state |1'A (upper branch); no photon is created for ancilla spin state |0'A (lower
branch). (3) Switch on the interaction between the cavity photon and the selected
spins. If there is a cavity photon (orange shade), a non-trivial evolution SCz (pink
dots) is implemented. (4) Turn off the interaction and coherently absorb the cavity
photon into the ancilla spin. Finally the state α |0'A ⊗ |ψ'S + β |1'A ⊗ SCz |ψ'S is
prepared.
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transformation restores the bosonic field to the initial coherent state, the entire system will accumulate a quantum phase (geometric phase), which is twice the area
enclosed by the trajectory in phase space of the bosonic field. We activate the geometric phase gate using an ancilla spin which experiences the QND interaction with
the cavity mode that can be selectively turned on and off [40, 80]. As illustrated
in Fig. 9.3 and detailed in Appendix D.1.2: if the ancilla spin is in state |0'A , the
enclosed area vanishes; if the ancilla spin is in state |1'A , the enclose area has a different sign depending on whether the topological memory is in +1 or −1 subspace
associated with the string operator SCz , yielding again equation (9.4).
Various imperfections such as the addressing error, photon loss, and deviation
of the QND interaction can degrade the controlled-string operation. The influence
from these imperfections can be effectively minimized —deep optical lattice should be
applied to suppress the addressing error NC εaddress , a cavity with high Purcell factor
P can be used to reduce the photon loss [165, 146], and quantum control techniques
may be introduced to correct the deviation of the QND interaction to arbitrarily
high order [194, 27]. In addition, if we use Kitaev’s honeycomb lattice model [114]
(Fig. 9.1b) to implement the the toric code Hamiltonian, there will be an additional
error associated with the string operation, NC εhcb ≈ NC

Jx2 +Jy2
,
4Jz2

due to the effective

leakage from the low-energy manifold [62]. As discussed in Appendix D.4, the error
probability for controlled-string operation is approximately
εstring (NC ) ≈ λ

,
NC /P + NC (εaddress + εhcb ) ,

(9.5)

where the pre-factor λ = 2π (and 4π 2 ) is for the single photon (and geometric phase
gate) approach.
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9.4

Accessing Topological Quantum Memory

Controlled-string operations provide an interface between the probe qubit which
features easy access and efficient manipulation, and the topological memory which
provides good storage. To store quantum states we require two operations: the
SWAPin gate which swaps the state of a probe qubit A to memory M initialized in
8 ;
80̃
and the SWAPout which swaps back to a probe qubit prepared in |0'A .
M
- .
- .
SWAPin = HA · Λ Z̃ · HA · Λ X̃ ,
- .
- .
SWAPout = Λ X̃ · HA · Λ Z̃ · HA ,

- .
where HA is the Hadamard gate acting on the probe qubit, and Λ S̃ represents

a controlled-string operation. In addition, universal rotations of the encoded qubit
(generally, arbitrary unitaries generated by string operators) over the topological
memory can be implemented either by teleportation of quantum gates or by direct
geometric phase gate. (See Appendix D.5 for details.) We remark that the ancilla spin
can also be entangled with another ancilla spin from a different cavity, and therefore
our topological memories can be used for quantum networks [55, 130, 9, 103].
To compare the topological memory and unprotected single-spin memory, we introduce the decoherence rate q for the unprotected spin due to low-frequency noise.
The topological memory can significantly reduce the decoherence rate to q ×(δh/J)N ,
where δh , J is the magnitude of the noise perturbation on individual spins and
N is the length of the minimal string associated with the generators for encoded
qubits [113]. Meanwhile, errors associated with four controlled-string operations
4εstring (N ) should be taken into account. Therefore, in terms of total error prob-
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Figure 9.3: Phase accumulation for the approach with geometric phase gate [equation (D.2)]. We use |↑'S and |↓'S to represent +1 and −1 subspaces of memory spins
associated with the string operator SCz , respectively. (a)(b) When the ancilla spin is
in |0'A state, the enclosed area vanishes. When the ancilla spin is in |1'A state, (c)
for the subspace |↑'S the enclose area is |αβ|; (d) for the subspace |↓'S the enclosed
area is − |αβ|. The quantum phase accumulated is twice the area enclosed.
ability, the topological memory outperforms the single-spin memory for storage time
t > 4εstring (N ) /q. (See Appendix D.4 for details).

9.5

Anyonic Interferometry

We now describe how to use controlled-string operations to extract the statistical
phase acquired when braiding abelian anyons. The definition of anyonic statistics
usually relies on the adiabatic transport of quasi-particles around each other [3], with
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the required condition of adiabaticity to keep the system in the same manifold of
excited states and prevent exciting additional degrees of freedom. Note that this
procedure relies explicitly on the existence of the Hamiltonian. This is fundamentally different from anyonic simulation approaches [87, 133, 157] not using topological
Hamiltonian, which only probe the non-trivial commutation relations of spin operators and initially entangled quantum states. However, anyonic statistics is a property
of quasi-particles associated with the Hamiltonian and not just with some specially
prepared initial state.
For our spin lattice system with Hsurf , there are two types of anyons [113]: (1) zparticles on the vertices and (2) x-particles on the faces of the lattice(see Fig. 9.4a,b).
These anyons are created in pairs (of the same type) by string operators: |ψ z (l)' =
Slz |ξ' and |ψ x (l)' = Slx" |ξ', where |ξ' is some ground state of the spins, and Slz =
Πj∈l σjz and Slx" = Πj∈l" σjx are string operators associated with string l on the lattice
and string l# on the dual lattice, respectively (see Fig. 9.4). In our approach, string
operators can be used to effectively move quasi-particles quickly along the string
trajectory but without exciting other quasi-particles. For example, effective motion
of quasi-particles with/without braiding is shown in Fig. 9.4a,b. This evolution is
described by
Slx4" Ut3 Slz3 Ut2 Slx2" Ut1 Slz1 |Ψinitial ' = eiθtot |Ψinitial ' ,

(9.6)

where we introduce time delays, represented by unitary evolution Ut , between string
operations. The goal of these delays is to check that the system stays in the manifold
with a fixed number of quasi-particles where time delays lead to only a trivial dynamical phase. On the other hand, if the string operator were to create some complicated
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Figure 9.4: Braiding operations. (a)/(b) We can move x-particles and z-particles in
tangled/untangled loops using string operators to implement operations with/without
braiding of anyons. (c) We can also apply generators for the encoded qubits to achieve
the braiding operation. The braiding statistics of anyons should be invariant under
non-crossing deformations of the loops [71].
intermediate states, time delays would lead to complete decoherence. The total phase
eiθtot includes both the dynamical contribution eiη = ei2J(t1 +2t2 +t3 ) and the statistical
contribution eiθ = −1 (or +1) in the presence (or absence) of braiding. Therefore,
we can unambiguously measure the statistical phase if we can measure eiθtot for both
cases.
The following interference experiment can be used to measure the phase eiθtot .
√
First, we prepare the probe qubit in a superposition state (|0'+|1')/ 2. We then use
controlled-string operations to achieve interference of the following two possible evolutions: if the probe qubit is in state |0', no operation is applied to the memory spins;
if the probe qubit is in state |1', the operation Slx" Ut3 Slz3 Ut2 Slx" Ut1 Slz1 is applied to the
4

2

topological memory, which picks up the extra phase eiθtot we want to measure. After
√
the controlled-string operations, the probe qubit will be in state (|0' + eiθtot |1')/ 2.
√
Finally, we project the probe qubit to the basis of |ξ± ' ≡ (|0' ± eiφ |1')/ 2 with
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φ ∈ [0, 2π), and measure the operator σφ ≡ |ξ+ ' &ξ+ | −| ξ− ' &ξ− |. The measurement
of &σφ ' v.s. φ should have fringes with perfect contrast and a maximum shifted by
φ = θtot . In fact this scheme can be used to measure abelian statistics for an arbitrary
finite cyclic group as described in Appendix D.1.4.
It is crucial to verify that the outcome of the anyonic interferometry is invariant under repeated experiments with deformed string operators (see Fig. 9.4) [71].
For example, the two ground states of the 2D compass model [54] are coupled by
perpendicular global X and Z string operators and the phase measured using the interferometry scheme above would also yield a phase −1 due to the anti-commutation
relations at the crossing spin. Yet the ground states are not topologically ordered
because deformed string operators do not preserve the ground subspace. Since our
anyonic interferometry can test all possible braiding operations, we can unambiguously verify the topological property of anyons.
Various imperfections will degrade the signature of anyonic statistics. The string
operators may have errors that excite unwanted anyons, and the topological memory
may not fully restore to the ground state after braiding. In addition, the topological
memory may have anyons from imperfect initialization. If these anyons are enclosed
by the braiding loops, they will affect the phase factor associated with braiding. However, neither of these imperfections will prevent us from probing anyonic statistics,
since they only reduce the contrast of the anyonic interferometry without shifting the
fringes of &σφ '. We may even distinguish the two types of imperfections from the
contrast. The reduction of the contrast is proportional to the length of the loops for
errors from string operators, while it is proportional to the area enclosed by the loops
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for errors from imperfect initialization (see discussion in Appendix D.1.3).

9.6

Probing and Control Anyonic Dynamics

Our anyonic interferometry provides a tool to study the dynamics of anyons.
First, consider repeating the protocol [equation (9.6)] for anyonic interferometry
with the time delays {tj }j=1,2,3 between the four controlled-string operations. Processes of anyonic creation, propagation, braiding, and annihilation will induce a
time dependence of the final state wavefunction in a general expression: |Ψfinal ' =
α({tj }) |Ψinitial ' + β({tj }) |Ψ⊥ ({tj })', where 
&Ψinitial |Ψ⊥ ({tj })' = 0.Since the reduced
density matrix of the probe qubit is ρ =

1
2






α({tj }) 

, we can measure

α∗ ({tj })
1
1

the complex coefficient α({tj }) using quantum state tomography [154] of the probe
qubit.
Probing anyonic statistics can be regarded as special cases, with α = ei(θ+η) or eiη ,

and β = 0. Although the anyons are immobile for the surface code Hamiltonian, the
mobility of quasi-particles may change when we include local perturbations, because
the excited states with anyons are highly degenerate and any small perturbation to the
Hamiltonian can dramatically change the eigen-wavefunctions. Consider for example
a specific diffusion model for anyons induced by the local perturbation
Hpert =

3

3

hαe σeα ,

(9.7)

α∈{x,y,z} e∈All spins

where the hx,z
field components cause diffusion of x(z)-particles and the hye field
e
component causes diffusion of fermionic particles (pairs of neighboring x-particle and
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z-particle). (See Appendix D.6 for details). The nature of the perturbation (e.g.,
time independent or changing with time) determines diffusion dynamics of anyons,
which can be observed from the coefficient α({tj }) using our anyonic interferometry.
In addition, we can even control the diffusion dynamics of anyons. We introduce
/
/
the effective time-reversal operations Uπz ≡ e∈All spins σez and Uπx ≡ e∈All spins σex ,
which anti-commute with hxe σex and hze σez terms of Hpert , respectively. The combiτ /4

τ /4

τ /4

τ /4

nation of these operations (e.g., Uπz · · · · · ·Uπx · · · · · ·Uπz · · · · · ·Uπx · · · · · ·) is analogous to
spin-echo pulses in NMR [129], which can effectively reverse anyonic diffusion caused
by static perturbations and consequently extend the fringe contrast of anyonic interferometry to longer time delays, as illustrated in Fig. 9.5. In essence, by applying
these global operations, we can localize the anyons without any trapping potential.
(See Appendix D.6 for details.) Note that the anyonic interferometry is closely related to the Ramsey experiments in atomic physics, which can now be performed with
anyonic quasi-particles.

9.7

Outlook

Controlled-string operations can be applied to other lattice Hamiltonians as well
[5, 147], which may provide robust quantum memory with their degenerate ground
states. For example subsystem codes [5] can be constructed out of 2D and 3D nearest
neighbor spin-1/2 interactions that are realizable with atomic systems [56, 145]. Our
approach can be adapted to perform the logical operations generated by strings or
planes of Pauli operators in the 2D and 3D subsystem codes, respectively. In addition,
the ability to measure global operators on a spin lattice provides a means to probe
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Figure 9.5: Fringe contrast of anyonic interferometry as a function of time (in units of
> x 2 ;−1/2
(he )
) for anyonic diffusion. The fringe contrast quickly reduces due to anyonic
diffusion (black dotted line). However, we can extend the fringe contrast to longer
times by applying one (red dotdashed line), four (green dashed line), or ten (blue solid
line) pairs of time-reversal operations of Uπz within the time interval τ . For clarity, we
consider only the diffusion of two intermediate x-particles induced by the perturbation
hxe σex from equation (9.7). We assume that the controlled-string operations are ideal
and the random field hxe is a Gaussian random process with correlation time τc = 10.
(See Appendix D.6 for details.)
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other properties of topological phases. For example, a class of topologically ordered
spin states known as string net states [127], which includes the ground states of Hsurf ,
have the property that they are invariant under large closed loop operations. In the
/
present case, these operators are Xloop (Zloop ) = j∈C closed σ x,z which have expectation
X,Z

value 1. A perturbation on Hsurf in the regime U - J, by, e.g. a magnetic field, acts

like a string tension that reduces the amplitude of large loops (on a vacuum reference
state). In fact there are two phases as a function of the strength of the perturbation.
For very weak perturbations its has been argued that the loop order parameter scales
with the perimeter of the loop while for strong perturbations it scales with the area
[94]. These are known as deconfined and confined phases in analogy to lattice gauge
theory and are examples of phenomena that could be observed using our protocol.
It may also be interesting to consider adapting the present protocol to spin-lattice
systems with non-abelian anyons.

Appendix A
Appendices to Chapter 5
Here we present some detailed information for Chapter 5, including the experimental methods, the derivation of the effective Hamiltonian, the model for nuclear
spin depolarization under optical illumination, the justification of the optimized SNR,
and the simulation for the repetitive readout.

A.1
A.1.1

Methods
Sample

The nitrogen-vacancy color centers used for our repetitive readout experiments
are found within a bulk, single crystal type IIa natural diamond with a remarkably
low native nitrogen impurity concentration. The lack of paramagnetic defects in this
sample is believed to be the primary reason for long (> 500µs) spin dephasing times
of the NV center electronic spin. The

13

C nuclei within the lattice are randomly

distributed and have a natural isotope fraction, 1.1% relative to all carbon nuclei.
152
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Isolation of single NV centers

We isolate single NV centers using standard confocal microscopy techniques. The
NV centers are optically excited using green light (λex = 532 nm, sourced from a
Coherent Compass 315M-100 laser). We focus the green spot to a nearly diffractionlimited spot-size using an oil immersion objective (Nikon CFI Apochromat TIRF
100X, NA = 1.49) focused within a depth of 50 µm of the diamond surface. Fluorescence emission from the lowest lying excited triplet state (3 E level of NV [136])
is collected within the phonon sideband, starting from the zero phonon line (λZP L =
637nm) and extending to 750 nm. This light is focused onto a single-mode optical
fiber (NA=.12, MFD = 4.3µm), which acts as a small aperture spatial filter and rejects light emanating from outside the focal plane. Photons incident on the fiber are
detected using an avalanche photodiode module (PerkinElmer SPCM-AQR-13).
In order to find a single NV center within the diamond, we image a 50µm x 50µm
area within a fixed focal plane by changing the incidence angle of the excitation light
wavefronts at the objective. This is accomplished by using a fast, closed-loop XY
scanning mirror system (Cambridge Technology, 6215H scanning mirrors). Different
focal planes are examined by moving the entire sample, along the tube axis of the
objective, using a closed-loop z-axis piezo stage (Physique Instrument, P-620.ZCD).
The density of NV centers within the sample is small enough that we can resolve single
bright spots and collect light from these emitters. In order to verify that these spots
are single centers, we measure the autocorrelation function of the emitted light in a
Hanbury-Brown-Twiss style setup (g2 (τ )). Furthermore, we monitor the fluorescence
intensity under resonant microwave excitation to verify that these single emitters are
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indeed nitrogen-vacancy centers, with a finite ESR response near 2.87 GHz at zero
applied magnetic field. If an NV center is strongly coupled to a

13

C spin within

the lattice, this appears as an additional splitting in the the spectrum of microwave
response.

A.1.3

Spin control of the NV centers

At room temperature, the three spin eigenstates of the NV center (|0'e , |1'e , and
|−1'e ) are equally populated. Optical excitation at 532 nm, excites the ground state
triplet of the NV to an excited vibronic state, which decays to the first excited triplet
state. The population in these spin states will either radiatively decay back to the
ground state or undergo an intersystem crossover to a metastable singlet state. This
single state will then decay into the |0'e state exclusively. This provides a mechanism
for optical pumping of the NV center spin. After 1 µs period of illumination (near
optical saturation) the |±1'e states are optically pumped to the |0'e state in excess
of 95%. This conveniently prepares an initial state |0'e after readout, but barely
perturbs the any nuclear spin state.
We apply microwave and radiofrequency (RF) fields to individual NV centers by
driving a small copper wire (15µ m diameter) placed on the diamond surface and
secured to an impedance matched stripline waveguide. Three separate frequency
synthesizers are used to generate the three frequencies needed for generating full
spin control of the electronic-nuclear system, identified as MW1, MW2 and RF in
Figure 1D of the main text. These values are cited below. Separate amplifiers for
the microwave (OphirRF, S-Band, 15W, Model XRF738) and RF (ENI, 10W, Model
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310-L) allow us to generate magnetic fields of about 10 gauss. Short microwave pulses,
on the order of 10ns, a generated by gating an SPST switch with an extremely short
rise time (Custom Microwave Components S0947A-02, rise time 3ns). Timing of the
counter gating, RF and microwave pulses and the AOM is coordinated by a multiple
channel TTL pulse generator (SpinCore PulseBlaster ESR-Pro, 400MHz), with up to
2.5ns timing resolution.
For pulsed experiments, measurement of the spin state involves counting the NV
fluorescent photons after optical pumping. This involves monitoring the phonon side
band fluorescence under optical excitation within 100-500ns [136]. Short optical pulses
are achieved using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) with a digital driver (Isomet
1250C-848) setup in a double-pass setup [53]. Rise times of the optical pulses are
about 20ns and thus enable sufficient contrast between the two spin states.
In order to remove systematic fluctuations in the counting rates of the fluorescent
photons (e.g. heating and defocusing of the NV due to long microwave pulses), we
take a series of measurements before each run of the experiment. Prior to any of
our repeated readout experiments, we measure the fluorescence after the following
microwave pulse configurations: (1) no microwave pulse, (2) a single MW1 π-pulse,
(3) a single MW2 π-pulse, and (4) a MW1 and MW2 π-pulse. Conditions (1) and (4)
set the maximum and minimum count rates for the NV center readout and set the
relative scale for the Rabi experiments (Figure 1 of main text).
Random, slow drifting of the counting rates of the NV center (e.g.

due to

day/night temperature cycles or mechanical perturbations) are accounted for by a
software-based feedback mechanism. Prior to each experimental average (∼ 105 rep-
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etitions), we take a reference count rate of the NV fluorescence. If this is outside an
allowed threshold, we vary the scanning mirror and piezo stage voltages in order to
maximize the counting rate. In this way, defocusing of the NV center can be corrected
and stabilized. Over the course of six months, such tracking has enabled us to study
the same center exclusively.

A.1.4

Magnetic field tuning

We use three sets of purpose-built orthogonal coil windings in a quasi-Helmholtz
configuration to apply the static magnetic field for tuning the spin resonance of the
NV. Each winding consists of roughly 100 turns and each pair can generate up to 40
gauss in three orthogonal directions when driven with 4A, direct current. By independently changing the current supplied to each coil pair, we can align the magnetic field
vector relative to the axis of symmetry of the NV center (ẑ). Coarse measurements of
the magnetic field amplitudes are made using a three-axis hall sensor (Ametes MFS3A). For more precise alignment, we measure the ESR response of the NV in both
a continuous wave and pulsed (electron spin echo envelope modulation) manner, as
described below.

A.1.5

Microwave and RF control pulses

As shown in Fig. 1A, we use MW1 to drive the transition between |0'e |↓'n1 and
|1'e |↓'n1 , and MW2 for the transition between |0'e |↑'n1 and |1'e |↑'n1 . The two
transitions differ in energy by ∆ = 13.675 (1) MHz, mostly contributed from the
hyperfine interaction between spins e and n1 . When the microwave (MW) Rabi
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Figure A.1: Fluorescence detected electron spin resonance of the NV center. We
monitor the fluorescence under optical excitation at λex while sweeping the carrier
frequency of the microwave. When the resonance condition is met, we see a drop in
the count rate, signifying a transfer of population to the ms = ±1 states. Here we
show only the portion of the spectrum involving transitions between ms = 0 and 1. In
the absence of any nuclear spins, this condition would occur at single frequency, but is
split due to the hyperfine interaction with nearby nuclear spins. The six lines shown
correspond to coupling of the NV to a nearby 13 C (n1 , I = 1/2) and 14 N (I = 1) with
hyperfine couplings αN and αn1 respectively. The two microwave driving frequencies
(MW1 and MW2) address the | ↓'n1 and | ↑'n1 manifolds and differ in frequency by
αn1 . The MW Rabi frequency (Ω = 7.89 MHz) is sufficiently large to drive the triplet
lineshape for each manifold.
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frequency ΩM W is comparable to the detuning ∆, the effect of off-resonant driving
should be considered. Fortunately, if we are only interested in π-pulses, the effect of
off-resonant driving can be suppressed. For example, we may choose the bare MW
√
Rabi frequency ΩM W = ∆/ 3 = 7.89 MHz with pulse duration π/Ω, which performs
a π rotation for the resonant transition. For the ∆-detuned transition, the effective
√
Rabi frequency is Ω2 + ∆2 = 2Ω, and the operation gives a (trivial) 2π rotation.
Thus, in principle, we can achieve a perfect Cn1 NOTe gate with an MW1 (or MW2)
π pulse, despite the finite detuning ∆.
For this experiment the two resonance frequencies of the microwave transitions are
νM W 1 = 2.962 GHz and νM W 2 = 2.949 GHz. The radiofrequency field is tuned to the
nuclear spin splitting at νRF = 13.675 MHz. We note that the duration for a π-pulse
on this frequency is about 5µs, which indicates a Rabi frequency of almost 100 kHz.
This nuclear Rabi frequency is enhanced from that of a

13

C nucleus (γC = 1.1kHz/

Gauss) due to the pseudo-nuclear Zeeman effect [1]. This affect is due to the fact
that the field inducing transitions of the nuclear spin is enhanced due to the strong
hyperfine coupling between the nucleus and the electronic spin.
In addition, we must also consider the hyperfine interaction with the unpolarized
14

N nuclear spin, with I = 1 and hyperfine coupling strength αN = 2.1 (1) MHz, which

gives the triplet splitting for both transition lines in the ESR spectrum (Fig. SA.1).
At room temperature, the 14 N nuclear spin is in a completely mixed state, with equal
probability in the spin states Iz = 0, ±1.
The splitting associated with

14

N nuclear spin can introduce a small detuning

±αN to the resonant transition, resulting in an error probability ∼ (αN /ΩM W )2 . We
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W
estimate the average error probability for the MW π-pulse to be εM
res ≈ 0.07 for the

resonant transition. In addition, the splitting associated with

14

N can also affect the

∆-detuned transition. In the presence of extra detuning ±αN , the 2π rotation for the
∆-detuned transition is no longer perfect. The estimated average error probability
W
for the MW π-pulse is εM
det ≈ 0.01 for the ∆-detuned transition.

A.2

Effective Hamiltonian

In this appendix, we start with the full spin Hamiltonian that includes both the
electronic spin and the nuclear spins. We obtain the effective Hamiltonian using timeindependent perturbation theory. We then study the hyperfine coupling associated
with the first nuclear spin (n1 ) to justify the claim that the quantization axis of spin
n1 is effectively the same when spin e is |ms = 0'e or |ms = 1'e . Finally, we use
the effective Hamiltonian to study the electron-mediated coupling between the two
nuclear spins n1 and n2 .

A.2.1

Full hamiltonian

To calculate the interaction between nuclear spins, we start with the full spin
Hamiltonian for the ground state triplet (S = 1) of the NV center electronic spin.
We choose a coordinate system with ẑ along the NV axis (the [111] crystal axis), x̂
and ŷ fixed arbitrarily by taking x̂ to lie in a horizontal plane with respect to the
laboratory coordinates.
First, we start by identifying the physical interactions between the spins of the
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system, ordered by their energy (descending):
H = HZF S + HEZ + HHF + HN Q + HN Z + HDD .

(A.1)

HZF S is the zero field splitting term, due to the spin-spin interaction of the two
unpaired electrons comprising the NV center [136]. HEZ is the Zeeman interaction
between the electron and an applied magnetic field B. HHF is the hyperfine interaction between the electronic spin and any nuclear spin within the diamond lattice.
In general, it will have an isotropic Fermi contact contribution and a dipole-dipole
contribution. HN Q are nuclear quadrupolar splitting for nuclei with spin angular momentum I ≥ 1. Only the 14 N nuclear spin of the NV center (I = 1) has a quadrupolar
coupling. Since it was shown in [37] that this spin is a constant of the motion, we
hereby drop the quadrupolar term from the calculation. HN Z is the nuclear Zeeman interaction between the external magnetic field and a nuclear magnetic moment.
Finally, HDD is the dipole-dipole interaction between two nuclear spins.
At static magnetic fields smaller than 100 mT, the symmetry axis of the zero
field splitting (ẑ) defines the quantization axis for the NV center. In this coordinate
system the zero field splitting is:
1
HZF S = ∆(Sz2 − S 2 ) + E(Sx2 − Sy2 )
3

(A.2)

For the ground state of the NV center, ∆ = 2.87 GHz and E ≈ 0 for perfect C3v
symmetry. We can then decompose the Hamiltonian into secular (7) and non-secular
(⊥) terms, depending on whether or not parts of the various interactions commute
with Sz2 :
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H = HN V,% + HN V,⊥ + HB +

39

j
Hhf,%

+

j
Hhf,⊥

j

:

+

where the secular (7) and non-secular (⊥) terms are:

3

j,k
Hnuc
,

j>k

HZF S+EZ,% = ∆Sz2 − γe Bz Sz
HEZ,⊥ = −γe (Bx Sx + By Sy )
3 3
HN Z = −γ0
Bn In(j)
n=x,y,z

j

j
HHF,%
= Sz

3

j
αzn
Inj

n=x,y,z
j
HHF,⊥
=

3 )

n=x,y,z
j,k
HDD
=

3

* j
j
j
In
Sx αxn
+ Sy αyn
j
j,k k
Im
βmn
In ,

m,n=x,y,z

Here I j refers to the the j-th nuclear spin, γe and γ0 are the electronic and

13

C

gyromagnetic ratios, and we note that γe < 0, γ0 > 0. (We assume no g tensor
j
anisotropy for the NV center and have used the convention of ! = 1.) αmn
is the

hyperfine interaction tensor between the electron and the j-th nuclear spin of 13 C and
jk
βmn
are the matrix elements for the dipolar coupling tensor between nuclear spins j

and k. (Note that sans-serif subscripts demarcate the spin and are not exponents).
For remote nuclear spins, the hyperfine interaction is mostly dipolar interaction, while
the Fermi contact interaction dominates for nearby nuclear spins [74].
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Deriving the effective hamiltonian

Since ∆ is the largest energy scale, we may write the effective Hamiltonian in a
1/∆ series. The zeroth order terms commute with ∆Sz2 :
H0 = HN V,% + HB +

3

j
Hhf,%
+

j

3

j,k
Hnuc
.

(A.3)

j>k

The next order correction is the virtual transitions between ms sub-levels driven by
either a transverse external magnetic field or by the hyperfine field of a nearby nuclear
spin. The total perturbation
U = HN V,⊥ +

3

j
Hhf,⊥
.

j

Within each ms subspace (with ms = 0, ±1), the first order Hamiltonian Pms H0 +H1ms
can be found by using second order perturbation theory [205]:
H1ms = Pms U

1
Ems − (11 − Pms ) H0 (11 − Pms )

U Pms ,

where 11 is the identity operator, Pms = |ms ' &ms |e is the projection operator to the
subspace with electronic spin projection ms along the ẑ axis, and Ems = ∆m2s −
ge µe Bz ms is the zeroth-order energy of the electronic spin under HN V,% . Using this
formalism, we obtain the effective Hamiltonian for each ms subspace:
H1ms = −γ0

3
j

3

j
Bm δgmn
Inj +

m,n=x,y,z

3

3

j>k m,n=x,y,z

j
j,k k
Im
δβmn
In + · · ·

(A.4)

where the correction of the g-tensor is

j
δgmn
(ms ) =

(3 |ms | − 2)
∆

'



j
j
j
 αxx
αxy
αxz
(
γe 
 j
j
j

γ0  αyx αyy αyz


0
0
0







,




(A.5)
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and the correction of the nuclear spin interaction due to the electron-mediated process
is



j
j
j
 αxx
αxy
αxz

(3|ms | − 2) 
 j
j
j
δβ j,k (ms ) =
 αyx αyy
αyz

2∆


0
0
0

or equivalently

j,k
δβmn
(ms ) =

T 









k
k
k
 αxx
αxy
αxz


 k
k
k
 αyx αyy
αyz



0
0
0

(3|ms | − 2) 3 j k
αlm αln .
2∆
l=x,y







,



(A.6)

Note we have made the assumption that ∆ - |γe Bz |.

The first term in Eq.(A.4) is the pseudo nuclear Zeeman effect, arising from the
enhancement of the external magnetic field due to the hyperfine interaction [1]. The
enhancement vanishes when we carefully align the external magnetic field along the
& = Bz&ez ). This is because δg j (ms ) ≡ 0 (i.e., all elements vanish in
NV axis (i.e., B
zn
the third row of Eq. (A.5)), and consequently there is no enhancement for external
magnetic field along the z (i.e., NV) axis. Thus, all

13

C nuclear spins share the same

quantization axis (i.e., along the NV axis) and they have the same Zeeman splitting
ω0 = γ0 Bz ≈ 32 (1) kHz, regardless of the individual hyperfine interactions 1 . The
second term in Eq.(A.4) is the electron-mediated interaction among the nuclear spins,
with the correction to the dipolar interaction tensor.
Therefore, we obtain the effective Hamiltonian of the nuclear spin for each ms
Note that our earlier experiment [63] explores a different regime, where the external magnetic
field has a transverse component with respect to the NV axis. Because of the anisotropy of the
g-tensor for proximal nuclear spins, the transverse component can be enhanced depending on the
hyperfine interaction. Thus, the proximal nuclear spins can have very different quantization axes,
and different effective Zeeman splittings as well [37].
1
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subspace
H ms = H0ms + H1ms
= (∆ |ms | − γe Bz ms ) −

3

ω0 Izj + ms

3

j
αzn
Inj +

n=x,y,z

j

3

3

j
j,k
Im
β̃mn
(ms ) Ink

j>k m,n=x,y,z

(A.7)
j,k
j,k
j,k
where β̃mn
(ms ) = βmn
+ δβmn
(ms ) is the total coupling between the j − th and k − th

nuclear spins.
For the ms = 0 subspace, the effective Hamiltonian is
ms =0
Hnuc
=−

3

ω0 Izj +

3

3

j
j,k
Im
β̃mn
(0) Ink .

(A.8)

j>k m,n=x,y,z

j

j,k
When the Zeeman splitting is large (i.e., ω0 - β̃mn
(0)), we neglect the non-secular

terms of δβ and obtain the simplified Hamiltonian for ms = 0:
ms =0
Hnuc

where b

j,k

=

≈−
1
4

9

3

ω0 Izj

+

j

j,k
β̃xx

3

j,k
Izj β̃zz

(0) Izk

+

j>k

+

j,k
β̃yy

+

39
j>k

j,k
iβ̃xy

−

j,k
iβ̃yx

may exist for the ms = 0 subspace.

:

bj,k I+j I−k

)

+ b

*
j,k ∗

I−j I+k

:

,

(A.9)

. Both Ising coupling and flip-flop coupling

For the ms = 1 subspace, the effective Hamiltonian is
ms =1
Hnuc
=−

3
j

ω0 Izj +

3

n=x,y,z

j
αzn
Inj +

3

3

j
j,k
Im
β̃mn
(1) Ink .

(A.10)

j>k m,n=x,y,z

where we have dropped the constant ∆ − γe Bz term for simplicity. The first two
terms imply that the jth nuclear spin precesses around the vector &ω j ≡ −ω0&ez +
8 8
+
j
en , and the quantization axis is &ejz ≡ &ω j / 8&ω j 8. When the hyperfine inn=x,y,z αzn&
8
8
j,k
teractions are sufficiently different 8&ω j − &ω k 8 - β̃mn
(1), all couplings between the
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nuclear spins are suppressed except for the Ising coupling. The simplified Hamitonian for ms = 1 is:
ms =1
Hnuc
≈

where β̃zj,kj zk (1) =

+

m,n=x,y,z

38 8
3
8&ω j 8 Izj +
Izj j β̃zj,kj zk (1) Izkk ,
j
j

(A.11)

j>k

) j*
) *
j,k
&ez m · β̃mn
(1) · &ekz m . For example, with only two proximal

1,2
nuclear spins n1 and n2 , and |&ω 1 − &ω 2 | - β̃mn
(1),

8 8
8 8
ms =1
Hnuc
≈ 8&ω 1 8 Iz11 + 8&ω 2 8 Iz22 + Iz11 β̃z1,2
(1) Iz22 .
1 z2

(A.12)

If spin n2 is in the completely mixed state, then spin n1 has two possible energy
(1). With a nuclear spin Ramsey experiment (Fig. SA.2), we
splittings |&ω 1 | ± 12 β̃z1,2
1 z2
should be able to either resolve such energy splitting (by observing the beating at
frequency β̃z1,2
(1)) or give an upper bound on the magnitude of β̃z1,2
(1).
1 z2
1 z2

A.2.3

Hyperfine coupling for the first nuclear spin

We now justify the claim that spin n1 has approximately the same quantization
axis for both ms = 0 and ms = 1 subspaces. Since the static magnetic field is along
& = Bz&ez , there is no enhancement from the g-tensor. Considering only
the NV axis B
one nuclear spin n1 , we may reduce Eq. (A.7) to
H 1,ms = −ω0 Iz1 + ms

3

1 1
αzn
In

(A.13)

n

For the ms = 0 subspace, spin n1 has the quantization axis n̂ms =0 = &ez . For ms = 1
subspace, we may calculate the quantization axis n̂ms =1 using the hyperfine tensor
(1)

αmn associated with spin n1 .
If the hyperfine coupling is due to the contact interaction that is isotropic, the
1
hyperfine tensor is proportional to the identity matrix, αmn
∝ δmn , and the relevant
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Figure A.2: Ramsey fringes for the nuclear spin n1 . The operations for the nuclear
Ramsey experiment are given in the dashed box. Three difference frequencies ν =
13.672, 13.675, and 13.680 MHz are used for the RF field. The frequency for the
Ramsey fringes is determined by the detuning of the RF field ν − ν0 , where ν0 =
13.675 (1) MHz. There is no significant decay in the amplitude of the Ramsey fringes
up to 1 ms.
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1 1
Hamiltonian can be reduced to −µn Bz Iz1 +Sz αzz
Iz . This implies that the quantization

axis n̂ms =1 = &ez is also along the NV axis. If the hyperfine coupling also contains a
dipolar interaction that is anisotropic, the hyperfine tensor can be characterized by
three principle axes with associated principle values. If one of the principle axis is
fairly close to the NV axis and the three principle values are also quite similar, then
the quantization axis of n1 can be still very close to the NV axis.
The hyperfine tensors have be calculated with density functional theory (DFT)
[74] and obtained from the CW ensemble EPR spectra measurements [69]. In our
experiment, we can measured the projection of the hyperfine tensor along the NV
axis
αz1

8 1
8 4
) *
1
1
1 )2 + α1 2 + (α1 )2 .
8
≡ αzx&ex + αzy&ey + αzz&ez 8 = (αzx
zz
zy

(A.14)

We perform a Ramsey experiment for spin n1 in ms = 1 subspace, which measures the
level splitting between |1'e |↓'n1 and |1'e |↑'n1 to be 13.675 (1) MHz (see Fig. SA.2).
This value also includes ω0 = ±32 (1) kHz contribution of Zeeman splitting due to 30
gauss magnetic field parallel/antiparallel to the NV axis [37]. Thus, the projection of
the hyperfine tensor along the NV axis is αz1 = 13.675 (1) ± 0.032 (1) MHz. On the
other hand, the EPR spectra experiment reported by Felton et. al. has also reliably
measured the hyperfine tensor, which is axially symmetric with α%1 = 18.95 (5) MHz
1
along the direction 70.8◦ from the NV axis, and α⊥
= 13.26 (5) MHz (see Table III

in Ref. [69]). Their measurement was performed at 10 K. The matrix representation
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for this hyperfine tensor is


 17.92 (5)
0
1.62 (2)



α1 = 
0
13.26 (5)
0



1.62 (2)
0
13.82 (5)







 MHz,




(A.15)

in the coordinate system we have chosen, where z-axis is along the NV direction and
the x − z plane contains the first proximal

13

C determines. The CW ensemble EPR

spectra measurements imply αz1 = 13.92 (6) MHz, which matches the value observed
in our single NV experiment with only about 0.2 MHz difference (i.e., about 3σ
deviation). Beside the distinction of single/ensemble measurement, the temperature
difference between the two experiments might attribute to such a small deviation, as
both thermal expansion (1 − a (10K) /a (293K) ∼ 10−4 ) and vibro-electronic effect
may slightly change the electronic spin density distribution and consequently modify
the hyperfine coupling. Because the hyperfine coupling varies strongly for proximal
13

C spins [74], their projection values along the NV axis can be used to reliably identify

the location of the nuclear spin (up to some equivalent lattice sites associated with
the C3V symmetric of the NV center).
According the hyperfine tensor α1 , we estimate the quantization axis n̂ms =1 =
1

sin δ &ex + cos δ &ez for |ms = 1'e , where δ = arctan ααxz
≈ 6.7◦ is the angle between
1
zz

n̂ms =0 and n̂ms =1 . Thus, the nuclear spin eigenstates for ms = 1 subspace differ from
the nuclear spin eigenstates for ms = 1 subspace by a small angle δ. The difference
between these two state is sin 2 δ ≈ 0.007, which is too small to be resolved with the
current precision. Therefore, we have justified to claim that the quantization axis of
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the nuclear spin n1 almost does not depend on the electronic spin state |ms = 0'e
or |ms = 1'e . We may use the simple notation of |0'e |↓'n1 , |0'e |↑'n1 , |1'e |↓'n1 , and
|1'e |↑'n1 provides a good approximation for the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (A.13).
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Figure A.3: Dynamics of nuclear spins for ms = 0 and ms = 1 subspaces. The nuclear
spins n1 and n2 are initialized in |↑'n1 |↓'n2 . When the electronic spin is |ms = 0'e ,
there is a flip-flop process between the two nuclear spins (red curve). When the
electronic spin is |ms = 1'e , the flip-flop process is strongly suppressed (blue curve).
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Spin flip-flop interaction between nuclear spins

We now consider the interaction between two nuclear spins n1 and n2 . According
to Eq. (A.9), the effective spin Hamiltonian between spins n1 and n2 for ms = 0
subspace is
ms =0
1,2 1 2
Hnuc
= ω0 Iz1 + ω0 Iz2 + β̃zz
I1 Iz + b1,2 (I+1 I−2 + I−1 I+2 ),

where we choose b1,2 real by absorbing the complex phase into I+1 . Experimentally,
1,2
we estimate β̃zz
" 0.3 kHz from the nuclear spin Ramsey experiment (as the Ramsey

fringes can be observed even up to 3 ms (Fig. SA.2)), which is one or two orders of
magnitude smaller than b1,2 = 4.27 (3) kHz or ω0 = 32 (2) kHz, which corresponds to
magnetic field of ∼ 30 gauss. The observation is also consistent with the theoretical
1,2
estimate from the hyperfine tensors 2 . For simplicity, we will neglect the β̃zz
term

and consider the following Hamiltonian:
)
*
Hf = ω0 Iz1 + Iz2 + b(I+1 I−2 + I−1 I+2 ),

(A.16)

8 9
:8
8
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2 8
1,2
+ β̃yy
+ iβ̃xy
− iβ̃yx
may introduce an
where b = b1,2 = 8 14 β̃xx
8. Neglecting β̃zz
9
:2
1,2
error with probability β̃zz
/b " 1%, which is actually small compared to other
imperfections. In principle, we may also use quantum control techniques [108] to
1,2
completely compensate the deviation due to finite β̃zz
.

The nuclear spins n1 and n2 have initial poalrization pn1 ≡ pn1 ,↑ − pn1 ,↓ and
pn2 ≡ pn2 ,↑ − pn2 ,↓ , respectively. The initial densitiy matrix of the two nuclear spins
is ρ0 = ρ10 ⊗ ρ20 , with ρ10 = 12 (1 + pn1 Iz1 ) and ρ20 = 12 (1 + pn2 Iz2 ). The evolution of
The hyperfine tensor for n1 is almost diagonal, with off-diagonal matrix elements much less
1
1
1
1
1,2
than the diagonal ones (e.g., αxz
, αxx
, αyy
, αzz
). This suggests that it is very likely that δβzz
,
1,2
1,2
δβxx , δβyy for the electron-mediated nuclear spin coupling between n1 and n2 .
2
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the density matrix of spin n1 is
ρ1 (τ ) = Trn2 {U ρ0 U † } =

1
+ Iz1 (pn1 + (pn2 − pn1 ) sin2 bτ ),
2

(A.17)

where U = exp (−iHf τ ) is the evolution operator and Trn2 traces out the subsystem
of spin n2 . Therefore, the polarization of spin n1 can be written as
pn1 (τ ) = pn1 + (pn2 − pn1 ) sin2 bτ.

(A.18)

We observe that when the two nuclei are polarized equally (pn1 = pn2 ) and pn1 9= 0,
there is no flip-flop between them. For example, consider the two nuclei prepared
in either ↑↑ or ↓↓. In this case, flip-flops are suppressed because of the energy gap
(2ω0 - b) between the ↑↑ and ↓↓ configurations. On the other hand, when both
nuclei are prepared with opposite polarizations (pn1 = −pn2 ), the spin flip-flops are
maximized since the energy gap between ↑↓ and ↓↑ is zero. After a time of τ = π/2b,
the ↑↓ part has evolved to ↓↑ (i.e., the SWAP operation).
Meanwhile, for ms = 1 subspace, the two nuclear spins have very different energy
splittings due to the distinct hyperfine couplings (see the discussion after Eq. (A.10)).
This would suppress the spin flip-flop terms. As shown in Fig. SA.3, the flip-flop
process between spins n1 and n2 are significantly suppressed when the electronic spin
is |ms = 1'e . The residual oscillations are due to the imperfect preparation of the
electronic spin (e.g., optical pumping and π pulses) that induces a small probability
in ms = 0.
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Nuclear Spin Depolarization for Each Readout

The mechanism for depolarization of nuclear spins under optical illumination
is induced by the stochastic electronic optical transitions, which connect multiple
electronic states with different hyperfine interactions to the nuclear spins [100, 63].
The process can described by the master equation that accounts for both the classical stochastic transition of the electronic states and the coherent evolution of the
nuclear spins with state-dependent hyperfine interaction. For fast optical excitation/relaxation, the depolarization of the nuclear spin is suppressed, which increases
the depolarization time for the nuclear spin.
Reducing the transverse magnetic field with respective to the NV axis can further
increase the depolarization time of the nuclear spin [100, 63]. The theoretical description for the depolarization of the nuclear spin under optical illumination is detailed in
[100]. The same theoretical model can also explain the observed double exponential
decay in Fig. 2D, which is associated with the two time scales for dephasing and
depolarizing with respective to the motional-averaged quantization axis [100].
Since the power for the laser pulses is almost the same for the experiments presented in Figures 2, 3,and 4, we may use the depolarization curve (Fig. 2D) to estimate
the relative reduction in polarization for various operations. For the first nuclear spin,
the relative reduction of polarization εn1 is 0.035 ± 0.015 after each 350 ns green laser
pulse. For the second nuclear spin, we estimate the relative reduction of polarization
εn2 is about 0.3 ± 0.1 after 5 µs green laser pulse, and about 0.5 ± 0.1 after 20 µs
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green laser pulse.

A.4

Deriving Optimized SNR

We use the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as the figure of merit for the repetitive
readout scheme. The signal is defined as the weighted sum of the Rabi oscillation
amplitudes obtained from repetitive readout.
"

Signal =

M
3

m=1

wm |Am | ,

(A.19)

with weight wm for the m-th readout. The corresponding noise is
5
6 M"
63
2 σ2 ,
wm
Noise = 7
m

(A.20)

m=1

where σm is the noise for the m-th readout, which can also be obtained experimentally.
The signal-to-noise ratio [77] is defined as
+M "
Signal
m=1 wm |Am |
= 4+
.
Noise
M"
2
2
m=1 wm σm

(A.21)

According to the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have
(2
M '
3
|Am |
2
(wm σm )
≥
σ
m
m=1
m=1
"

M
3

"

N M"
3

m=1

O2

wm |Am |

,

(A.22)

2
where equality is satisfied when wm = |Am | /σm
. Therefore, the optimized SNR is
5
6 M" 8
6 3 8 Am 882
#
8
8
SNRopt (M ) = 7
(A.23)
8 σm 8 .
m=1
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Simulation for the Repetitive Readout

In this appendix, we detail the numerical simulation for both repetitive readout
schemes. We use the transition matrix description to keep track of the state evolution.
With reasonable choice of imperfection parameters, we are able to obtain Am and
SNRopt (M # ) consistent with the experiment.

A.5.1

Transition matrices

We model 8 = 23 levels associated with the electronic spin and two nuclear spins
in the simulation. Because the quantum coherence does not change the outcome of
the repetitive readout, it is sufficient to track the probability distribution over these 8
levels. We use the array &q = (q0↓↓ , q0↓↑ , q0↑↓ , q0↑↑ , q1↓↓ , q1↓↑ , q1↑↓ , q1↑↑ )T to represent the
probability distribution. We consider the transition matrices for various operations
characterized by imperfection parameters. For example, if initial state distribution is
&q0 and transition matrix is T , the final state distribution is T &q0 .
We now list the transition matrices for the operations that are used for spin
initialization and repetitive readout.
1) Transition matrix for MW1 π-pulse is
TMW1 = Wpi ⊗ I↓ ⊗ 112 + Wid ⊗ I↑ ⊗ 112 ,

(A.24)

where




Wpi = 


W
εM
res
W
1 − εM
res



W 
1 − εM
res



W
εM
res



W
W
 1 − εM
εM
det
det

Wid = 

W
W
εM
1 − εM
det
det
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 0 0 


I↑ = 



0 1



 1 0 





0 1

112 = 

W
W
with εM
= 0.07 for the resonant transition and εM
= 0.01 for the ∆-detuned
res
det

transition (see Sec. A.1.5). Similarly the transition matrix for MW2 pi-pulse is
TMW2 = Wpi ⊗ I↑ ⊗ 112 + Wid ⊗ I↓ ⊗ 112 .

(A.25)

2) The transition matrices for nuclear spin depolarization under optical illumination are
Tn1



 1−

= 112 ⊗ 
 ε

εn1
2

εn1
2

1−

n1

2

for n1 , and
Tn2





 1−

= 112 ⊗ 112 ⊗ 
 ε

εn1
2

n1

2

εn1
2



 ⊗ 112

εn1
2

1−

εn1
2







(A.26)

(A.27)

for n2 . The depolarization factors are εn1 = 0.05 for n1 after tgreen = 350 ns green
laser pulse, and εn2 = 0.42 and 0.63 for the second nuclear spin after 5 and 20 µs
green laser pulses (see Sec. A.3). During the M -step repetitive readout, the flipflop evolution between n1 and n2 during the short 1.5 µs interval between sequential
readouts may occur with probability about 5%, which is also effectively included into
εn2 .
3) The transition matrix for optical pumping of the electronic spin is


 1 − εpump,0 1 − εpump,1

TPump = 

εpump,0
εpump,1



 ⊗ 112 ⊗ 112 ,


(A.28)
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where εpump,0 and εpump,1 are the error probability for imperfect pumping. The characteristic time for optical pumping of the electronic spin is τpump = 235 ns, so the 350
ns green laser pulse has εpump,1 = 0.25. In addition, we also assume that there will
be εpump,0 = 2% of the population from m = 0 to m = 1 state.
4) The transition matrix for the RF pi-pulse is

TRF

 1 − εRF
εRF

=2 ⊗ 

εRF
1 − εRF





 ⊗ 112


(A.29)

where εRF < 1% based on our calibration, so we assume perfect RF pi-pulse (i.e.,
εRF = 0) for simplicity. Similarly we also assume negligible error for the SWAP gate
on n1 and n2 .

A.5.2

Simulation with transition matrices

Using the above transition matrices, we can obtain the evolution in probability
distribution for a given pulse sequence. For example, the distribution after k-step
repeated pumping of n1 is
&qk = (TPump TRF TMW2 )k &q0 ,

(A.30)

where &q0 is the initial distribution. With these parameters, we first simulate and
obtain the amplitude of nuclear Rabi oscillation, with amplitude 0.61, consistent
with experimental observation of 0.60 ± 0.05.
For the pulse sequence provided in Fig. 3B of the main text, the state for the first
readout is
(δ)

&qmeas,1 = TRF (TMW1 )δ &qk=6 ,

(A.31)
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where δ = 0 for trivial MW1 pulse with duration t = 0, and δ = 1 for MW1 pi-pulse
(0)

with duration t = π/ΩM W . The population difference in |0'e between &qmeas,1 and
(1)

&qmeas,1 gives the normalized amplitude

where

8
.
.8
8
8
(0)
(1)
|A1 | = 8Prob &qmeas,1 − Prob &qmeas,1 8 ,
Prob [&q ] = q0↓↓ + q0↓↑ + q0↑↓ + q0↑↑

(A.32)

(A.33)

is the probability in the |0'e state for distribution &q .
The state for the following readout is



(δ)

 (TPump TMW2 ) &qmeas,m−1
for even m
(δ)
&qmeas,m
=
,


(δ)

 (TPump TMW1 ) &qmeas,m−1 for odd m

(A.34)

with m = 2, 3, · · · , M . Finally, the normalized amplitude for the m-th readout is

And

8
1 (0) 2
1 (1) 28
8.
|Am | = 8Prob &qmeas,m
− Prob &qmeas,m
5
6 M"
63
#
SNRopt (M ) = 7
|Am |2 .

(A.35)

(A.36)

m=1

#

The simulation of Am and SNRopt (M ) for the repetitive readout scheme assisted
with one qubits are shown in Fig. 3DE. Similarly, we can also simulate Am and
SNRopt (M # ) measured for the repetitive readout scheme assisted with two qubits are
shown in Fig. 4CD.
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Appendices to Chapter 6
Here we justify two main claims used in the Chapter 6. (1) For the DLCZ protocol,
(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

the probability ratios pvac /plogic and pmulti /plogic increase with the nesting level m. (2)
(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

For the new scheme (without ENP), the probability ratios pvac /plogic and pmulti /plogic
remain almost independent of the nesting level m. The states of logical, vacuum and
multi-excitation types depend on the repeater protocol. For example, the entangled
logical state for the DLCZ protocol has total of one excitation stored in two remotely
entangled cells (e.g. Eq.(6.1)), while the entangled logical state for the new scheme
has two excitations stored in four cells, with one excitation and two cells on each side
(m)

(m)

(m)

(e.g. Eq.(6.2)). Thus, the definitions of plogic , pvac and pmulti are different for the two
schemes.
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Non-logical States for the DLCZ Protocol

We start with the DLCZ protocol. First, we decompose the density matrix (for
a pair of distant atomic cells x and y) into components with different excitation
patterns, neglecting the inter-pattern coherence
ρx,y = p00 π00 + p10 π10 + p11 π11 + p20 π20 + · · ·

(B.1)

where pij πij is the projected density matrix to the subspace spanned by the Fock
<
=
states of the cells |i'x |j'y , |j'x |i'y , with probability pij and normalized density
matrix πij . For the DLCZ protocol, the vacuum type of state is π00 , the logical

type of state is π10 , and the rest belong to the multi-excitation type. We may also
introduce the notation corresponding to Eq.(6.5)
ρx,y = plogic ρlogic + pvac πvac + pmulti πmulti

(B.2)

with pvac = p00 , plogic = p10 , and pmulti = p11 + p20 + · · · .
Since we are only interested in the coherence properties for the logical type π10 ,
we only keep track of the probabilities for the vacuum and multi-excitation types and
neglect their coherences. From the symmetry for the two cells, we have
:
19
πij = πji ≡
|i'x &i| ⊗| j'y &j| + |j'x &j| ⊗| i'y &i| .
2

(B.3)

In the rest of this subsection, we will add a superscript to πij only when we want to
(m)

keep track of the coherence for that specific term. For example, π10 indicates that
there is coherence between the states |1'x |0'y and |0'x |1'y , after the mth level of
ENC.
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Since the DLCZ protocol requires that the probability for the multi-excitation
states should always be much smaller than the probability for the logical states (otherwise, a large fraction of multi-excitation states, accompanied by photon loss, can
(m)

(m)

(m)

induce significant logical errors), we regard p11 , p20 (, p10 ) as perturbations.
We denote the entangled state after the mth ENC as
(m) (m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

ρ(m)
x,y = p00 π00 + p10 π10 + p11 π11 + p20 π20 + · · ·
(m)

(B.4)

(m)

We now connect two such entangled states ρxL ,yL and ρxR ,yR for the (m + 1)th ENC
via the superoperator EEN C
1 (m)
2
(m)
ρ̃(m+1)
xL ,yR = EEN C ρxL ,yL , ρxR ,yR .

(m+1)

(B.5)

where ρ̃xL ,yR is the unnormalized density matrix for the entangled state after the
(m + 1)th ENC. Since EEN C is a linear operator and two inputs have the same state,
G
I
3
3
3
sym
EEN C
pα πα ,
pβ πβ =
pα pβ EEN
(B.6)
C [πα , πβ ] ,
α

β

α,β

sym
sym
1
1
where EEN
C [πα , πβ ] ≡ 2 EEN C [πα , πβ ]+ 2 EEN C [πβ , πα ]. Now we calculate EEN C [πα , πβ ]
<
=
(m)
for πα , πβ ∈ π00 , π10 , π11 , π20 , · · · . For example,

-

.

η (m+1)# η (1 − η)
= π10
+
π00
2
2
. η
(m)
sym
EEN
π
,
π
00 = π00
10
C
2
. η
(m)
sym
EEN
C π10 , π11 = π11 + η (1 − η) π10
2
. η
η (1 − η)
3η (1 − η)2
(m)
sym
EEN C π10 , π20 = π20 +
π10 +
π00
4
2
4

sym
EEN
C

(m)
(m)
π10 , π10

(B.7)
(B.8)
(B.9)
(B.10)

sym
EEN
C [π00 , π00 ] = 0

(B.11)

sym
EEN
C [π00 , π11 ] = ηπ10

(B.12)

sym
EEN
C [π0 , π20 ] = η (1 − η) π00 .

(B.13)
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(m+1)

The logical type of state after the (m + 1)th ENC, π10
(m+1)#

the states π10

(m) (m)

, is the average of
(m) (m)

(m) (m)

and π10 , with relative weights η2 p10 p10 and 2η (1 − η) p10 p11 +
(m) (m)

η (1 − η) p10 p20 + 2ηp00 p11 , respectively.
Then we calculate the (unnormalized) density matrix after the (m + 1)th ENC,

(m+1)

ρ̃(m+1)
xL ,yR = p̃00

(m+1)

+ p̃11

(m+1) (m+1)
π10

π00 + p̃10

(m+1)

π11 + p̃20

π20 + · · · ,

(B.14)

(

(B.15)

with the probability coefficients
(m+1)
p̃00
(m+1)

p̃10

(m+1)

p̃11

(m+1)

p̃20

≈

(m)
ηp10

'

(m)
p00

(1 − η) (m)
+
p10
2

η (m) (m)
≈ p10 p10
2

(B.16)

(m) (m+1)

≈ ηp10 p11

(B.17)

η (m) (m+1)
≈ p10 p20 .
2

(B.18)
(m)

(m)

to the leading order with respect to the perturbations of p11 and p20 .
(m+1)

Finally, we divide these probabilities by p̃10 , and obtain
N
O
(m+1)
(m)
(m)
p̃00
p00
(1 − η)
p00
≈2
+
> 2 (m)
(m+1)
(m)
2
p̃10
p10
p10
(m+1)

p̃11

(m+1)

p̃10

(m)

≈2

(m+1)

p̃20

(m+1)

p̃10

(B.19)

p11

(m)

p10

(B.20)

(m)

≈

p20

(m)

p10

.

(B.21)

Since the normalization does not change the relative ratio between the probabilities, the above purterbative estimate tells us that the fractions for both the vacuum
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state (π00 ) and the multi-excitation state (π11 ) are at least doubled, relative to the
(m+1)

logical state π10

, after each ENC.

In terms of the notation corresponding to Eq.(6.5) (pvac = p00 , plogic = p10 , and
pmulti = p11 + p20 + · · · ), we have

(m+1)

pvac

(m+1)

plogic

(m+1)

=

p̃00

(m+1)

p̃multi

(m+1)

p̃logic

(m+1)

p̃10

(m)

>2

pvac

(m)

plogic

(B.22)

(m)

≈2

pmulti
(m)

plogic

(B.23)

The ratio of non-logical states to logical states is at least doubling with distance. As
discussed in the main text, it is these unstable non-logical states that leads to the
super-polynomial scaling for the DLCZ protocol.

B.2

Non-logical States for the New Scheme

For the new scheme, we can similiarly decompose the density matrix (following
Eq.(6.5))
ρ = p00 π00 + p10 π10 + p11 π11 + p20 π20
+ p21 π21 + p30 π30 · · ·

(B.24)

where pij πij is the projected density matrix to the subspace spanned the Fock states
with i (or j) photons in a cell-pair and j (or i) photons in b cell-pair, with probability
pij and normalized density matrix πij . For the new scheme, the vacuum type of
states consists of π00 and π10 , the logical type of state is π11 , and the rest belong to
the multi-excitation type.
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We use a perturbative approach, by assuming p00 π00 , p10 π10 , and p11 π11 are the
dominant terms, and the rest terms are perturbations of order pc (terms not listed are
of order p2c ). We eliminate those irrelevant perturbation terms (e.g. p30 π30 ), because
after one level of ENC, they are suppressed to O (p2c ).
Suppose the entangled state after the mth ENC is
(m)

(m)

(m) (m)

(m)

(m)

ρa,b = p00 π00 + p10 π10 + p11 π11 + p20,% π20,%
(m)

(m)

(m)

+ p20,⊥ π20,⊥ + p21,% π21,% + p21,⊥ π21,⊥ + · · ·

(B.25)

Notice that we need to distinguish two possible types of states for π20 because they
behave differently during ENC. The first type of states (denoted as π20,% ) has both
photons stored in the same cell, and after retrieval the photons will have the same
polarization, follow the same path way, and trigger the photon detector(s) on the
same side of the PBS (Fig. 6.1(b)). The second type of states (denoted as π20,⊥ ) has
two photons stored in different cells, and after the retrieval the photons will have
orthogonal polarization, split at the PBS, and trigger photon detectors on both sides
of the PBS (Fig. 6.1(b)). Thus, the second type of states are more likely to give the
correct click pattern and thus propagate the error to the next level of ENC. Similarly,
we introduce π21,% and π21,⊥ .
In the rest of the discussion, we still follow the convention from the previous
subsection that πij = πji and we will add a superscript m to πij only when we want
to keep track of the coherence for that specific term.
(m)

(m)

We now connect two such entangled states ρaL ,bC and ρaC ,bR for the (m + 1)th
ENC
(m+1)
ρ̃aL ,bR

= EEN C

-

(m)
(m)
ρaL ,bC , ρaC ,bR

.

(B.26)
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(m+1)

where ρ̃aL ,bR is the unnormalized density matrix for the entangled state after the
(m + 1)th ENC.
sym
1
1
Now we calculate EEN
C [πα , πβ ] ≡ 2 EEN C [πα , πβ ] + 2 EEN C [πβ , πα ] for πα , πβ ∈
=
<
(m)
π00 , π10 , π11 , π20,%(or ⊥) , π21,%(or ⊥) , · · · . For example,

. η2
(m)
(m)
(m+1)#
sym
,
π
= π11
π
EEN
11
11
C
2
. η2
(m)
sym
EEN
π
,
π
= π10
10
11
C
4
.
(m)
sym
EEN
C π11 , π00 = 0
.
(m)
sym
EEN C π11 , π20,δ = η 2 (1 − η) π10
. η2
η 2 (1 − η)
(m)
sym
π
,
π
=
EEN
π
+
π11
21,δ
21,δ
11
C
4
2
η2
sym
EEN C [π10 , π10 ] = π00
8
sym
EEN
C [π10 , π00 ] = 0

1
2
sym
EEN
π
,
π
=0
00
21,%
C
sym
EEN
C [π00 , π21,⊥ ] =

η2
π10
2
(m+1)

and π11 , with relative weights

η 2 (m) (m)
p p21,⊥ ,
2 10

respectively.

(B.29)
(B.30)
(B.31)
(B.32)

η 2 (m) (m)
p p11
2 11

(B.34)
(B.35)

(B.36)

The logical type of state after the (m + 1)th ENC, π11
(m+1)#

(B.28)

(B.33)

1
2 η 2 (1 − η)
η2
sym
EEN
π
,
π
=
π
+
π20,%
10
10
21,%
C
4
8
η2
η 2 (1 − η)
η2
sym
EEN
[π
,
π
]
=
π
+
π
+
π20,⊥
10
21,⊥
1,1
10
C
4
4
8

π11

(B.27)

(B.37)

, is the average of the states
(m) +
(m)
and η 2 (1 − η) p11
δ=%,⊥ p21,δ +
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Then we calculate the (unnormalized) density matrix after the (m + 1)th ENC,
(m+1)

(m+1)

ρ̃aL ,bR = p̃00

(m+1)

π00 + p̃10

(m+1)

(m+1) (m+1)
π11

π10 + p̃11

(m+1)

(m+1)

+ p̃20,% π20,% + p20,⊥ π20,⊥ + p21,% π21,%
(m+1)

+ p21,⊥ π21,⊥ + · · ·

(B.38)

with the probability coefficients
(m+1)

p̃00

(m+1)

p̃10

(m+1)
p̃11

(m+1)

p̃20,δ

(m+1)

p̃21,δ

η 2 (m) (m)
p p
8 10 10
η 2 (m) (m)
≈ p11 p10 × (1 + O (pc ))
2 

≈

η2
≈
2






(m) (m)

(m) (m)

p11 p11 + p10 p21,⊥
9
:
(m)
(m)
(m)
+2 (1 − η) p11 p21,% + p21,⊥

η 2 (m) (m)
p p
4 10 21,δ
η 2 (m) (m)
≈ p11 p21,δ
2
≈

(B.39)
(B.40)






(B.41)

(B.42)
(B.43)

(m+1)

Finally, we divide these probabilities by p̃11

, and to the leading order (i.e. the

zeroth order of pc ) we obtain
(m+1)
p̃00
(m+1)
p̃11
(m+1)
p̃10
(m+1)
p̃11
(m+1)
p̃20,δ
(m+1)
p̃11
(m+1)
p̃21,δ
(m+1)
p̃11

≈
≈
≈
≈

N

O

(m) 2
1 p10
4 p(m)
11
(m)
p10
(m)
p11
(m) (m)
1 p10 p21,δ
(m)
2 p(m)
11 p11
(m)
p21,δ
(m)
p11

(B.44)
(B.45)
(B.46)
(B.47)

Furthermore, all these ratios remain constant (to order pc ), which justifies the claim
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that the probabilities for different types of states remain stable for all higher levels of
ENC.
(m+1)

If we further introduce p̃vac
+

δ=%,⊥

(m+1)

p̃20,δ

(m+1)

= p̃00

(m+1)

+ p̃10

(m+1)

, p̃logic

(m+1)

= p̃11

(m+1)

and p̃multi =

(m+1)

+ p̃21,δ , we have
(m+1)

p̃logic

p̃(m+1)
vac
(m+1)

p̃multi

*
η 2 (m) (m) )
plogic plogic 1 + p(m+1)
err,new + O (pc )
2
η 2 (m)
≈ plogic p(m)
vac (1 + O (pc ))
2
η 2 (m) (m)
≈ plogic pmulti (1 + O (pc ))
2
≈

(B.48)
(B.49)
(B.50)

(m+1)

where perr,new is the probability for the new logical error from the multi-excitation
states (accompanied by photon loss)
p(m+1)
err,new ≈

2 (1 −

(m)
η) p11

(m)

9

(m)
p21,%

+

(m)
p21,⊥

(m) (m)

p11 p11

:

(m) (m)

+ p10 p21,⊥

(m)

∼ (1 − η) pmulti /plogic
∼ (1 − η) pc .

(B.51)

Appendix C
Appendices to Chapter 8
Here we provide some detailed analysis of imperfections for quantum repeater with
encoding presented in Chapter 8, including the estimate of effective error probability,
two approaches to initialize the CSS code fault-tolerantly, the relation between the
entanglement fidelity and measurement correlation, and the time overhead associated
with the entanglement purification process.

C.1

Effective Error Probability

For our quantum repeater protocol, we introduce the effective error probability
q, which estimates the odds for obtaining a wrong output of each physical qubit
during entanglement connection. The effective error probability combines various
imperfections from entanglement generation and entanglement connection. In the
following, we will derive the effective error probability q in terms of various error
parameters β, δ, and µ as detailed in Sec. 8.2.
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First of all, we observe that all relevant operations (local CNOT gates, teleportationbased CNOT gates, and measurements in Z or X basis) never mix bit-flip errors and
phase errors. For example, CNOT gates never convert bit-flip errors into phase errors.
Measurements in the Z basis are only sensitive to bit-flip errors, but not to phase
errors. Therefore, we can use two probabilities (b, p) to characterize the bit-flip and
phase errors, respectively.
We will calculate these two probabilities for the physical qubits from the operational step 1(i,ii,iii) and step 2 as illustrated in Fig. 8.3. For state distillation
[step 1(i)], it is possible to have (b# , p# ) = (β/4 + µ/2, β/2 + µ/2) for each physical qubit of the encoding block. For entanglement purification [step 1(ii)], it is
possible to have (b## , p## ) = (β/2, β/4) for each physical qubit of the physical Bell
pairs.

For teleportation-based CNOT gates [82, 208, 103] [step 1(iii)], the con-

###
trol and target qubits accumulate errors from the input qubits, with (b###
c , pc ) =
###
#
##
#
(b# + β/2, 2p# + 2p## + β + δ) for the control, and (b###
t , pt ) = (2b + 2b + β + δ, b + β/2)

for the target. Finally, after entanglement connection [step 2], the accumulated probability for obtaining a wrong output is
###
qb = b###
c + bt + β/2 + δ =

15
β + 2δ + µ
4

(C.1)

for measurements in the Z basis, and is
###
qp = p###
c + pt + β/2 + δ = 4β + 2δ + µ

(C.2)

for measurements in the X basis. For simplicity, we may just use
q = max {qb , qp } = 4β + 2δ + µ
to estimate the effective error probability.

(C.3)
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Fault-tolerant Initialization of the CSS Code

We now consider two possible approaches to fault-tolerant preparation of the
8 ;
8 ;
)8 ; 8 ;*
logical states 80̃ (and 8+̃ = √12 80̃ + 81̃ ) of the CSS code, using local operations
within each repeater station. Both approaches use the technique of state distillation
[180].
To facilitate the discussion, we first briefly review the stabilizer formulism for
the CSS code [81, 154]. The error syndromes for the code C X can be obtained
D E
by measuring the operators gjX j=1,··· ,m , and the syndromes for the code C Z can
X
D E
be obtained by measuring the operators gjZ" j=1,··· ,m . The operators gjX and gjZ"
Z
D E
D E
1 X Z2
commute gj , gj " = 0 for all j and j # . The operators gjX and gjZ" are called

the stabilizer generators. The logical information are stored in the subspace with +1
D E
D E
eigenvalues for all stabilizer generators gjX and gjZ" . (E.g., the 3-qubit repetition
D
E
code is a CSS code with stabilizer generators g1Z , g2Z = {Z1 Z2 , Z2 Z3 }; any logical
8 ;
8 ;
state |φ' = α 80̃ + β 81̃ satisfies the condition Z1 Z2 |φ' = |φ' and Z2 Z3 |φ' = |φ'.)
Note that the stabilizer generator gjZ is a product of Z operators, and gjX" is a product
of X operators. In addition, the logical operator X̃ (or Z̃) for the CSS code can also
be expressed as a product of X (or Z) operators. (E.g., the 3-qubit repetition code
has logical operators X̃ = X1 X2 X3 and Z̃ = Z1 Z2 Z3 .)

C.2.1

First approach

8 ;
In the first approach, we generate several copies of the logical states 80̃ , which are

not fault-tolerant as the errors might be correlated among qubits within each encoding
block. For example, one quantum gate (with error probability ε) may induce errors
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in the multiple physical qubits; that is the probability for multi-qubit errors can
occurs at the order of O (ε). To suppress such multi-qubit errors, we use the state
distillation circuits (i.e., generalization of the entanglement purification circuits) to
suppress both the X and Z errors. After each round of distillation, the correlated
) *
)
*
errors will be suppressed from O εl to O εl+2 + ε2l . The distillation operation

does not introduce any new correlated errors. Thus after sufficiently many rounds
of distillation, the correlated errors can be suppressed. Meanwhile the uncorrelated
errors from the distillation operations are also suppressed by the following distillation
operations. Therefore, after sufficiently many rounds of distillation, the probability
for uncorrelated errors will reach a steady value, of the order of β +δ for each physical
qubit.

C.2.2

Second approach

In the second approach, we try to avoid correlated errors from the beginning. The
idea is that we start with n physical qubits initialized in the product state |0'⊗n ,
and projectively measure the stabilizers, which can be achieved fault-tolerantly using
the GHZ states (as described in the next paragraph). We obtain a set of binary
numbers associated with the stabilizer measurements. In principle, we can perform
error correction to the encoding block to restore it to the +1 co-eigenstates for the
stabilizers. Alternatively, we may keep track of the values for the stabilizers, and
take them into account throughout the entanglement generation and entanglement
connection (as detailed below). Finally, we use several copies of the encoding block
with uncorrelated error to perform just one round of state distillation to suppress the
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error probability per physical qubits to ∼ β + δ.
To achieve fault-tolerant measurement of the stabilizer, we use l-qubit GHZ states
(with l ≤ n) that can be initialized fault-tolerantly [154]. According to the standard
form of the stabilizer code (see Ref. [154], page 470), the error in the value for each
stabilizer is equivalent to the error of one physical qubit. We further improve the
reliability of the stabilizer measurement by repeating it several times [2].
Since we have included the -1 eigenstates for the stabilizers, we need to generalize
the encoded CNOT operation by keeping track of the stabilizers as well as the logical
qubits. Suppose the encoding block for the control qubit has eigenvalues (x1 , z1 ) associated with the X and Z stabilizers, and the block for the target qubit has eigenvalues
(x2 , z2 ). The outputs have eigenvalues (x1 , z1 z2 ) for the control block and (x1 x2 , z2 )
for the target block. Consequently, when we apply the generalized encoded CNOT
operation to entanglement generation, there is additional classical communication to
exchange the information of stabilizers between neighboring stations, so that both
stations can update the eigenvalues of the stabilizers for their encoding blocks. When
we apply the generalized encoded CNOT operation to entanglement connection, the
classical error correction need to take into account the eigenvalues of the stabilizers
to correct errors. Apart the these modifications, the remaining operations remain the
same.

C.2.3

Estimate local resources for second approach

We now estimate the minimum number of qubits needed for each repeater station,
which is required by the fault-tolerant preparation of the encoding block with small
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error probability. (For simplicity, we assume that local operational time is much faster
than the communication time and can be safely neglected.) We focus on the second
scheme of fault-tolerant preparation, which first uses the GHZ states to projectively
measure the stabilizers and then apply state distillation to suppress individual qubit
errors. We emphasize again that both operations of stabilizer measurement and state
distillation can be performed fault-tolerantly.
The local resources are split into two categories: the memory qubits to store
two encoding blocks (2n qubits), and the ancillary qubits to assist fault-tolerant
preparation. The ancillary qubits should fault-tolerantly prepare of the GHZ state
(using nGHZ qubits), and store additional two encoding blocks (2n qubits) for the
2-level state distillation. Altogether, there are 4n + nGHZ qubits for each station.
We now detail the procedure of prepare the distilled state in the storage block
b, using two-level state distillation with two additional blocks a1 and a2. First, we
obtain a level-1 distilled encoding block in b (by projectively preparing the encoded
state for a1 and b, and using a1 to successfully purify b). Then we obtain another
level-1 distilled encoding block in a2 (by projectively preparing the encoded state for
a1 and a2, and using a1 to successfully purify a2). Finally, we obtain the level-2
distilled encoding block in b (by using a2 to successfully purify b). Generally, we can
obtain a level-l distilled block by using l additional blocks (i.e., l n qubits).

C.3

Entanglement Fidelity and Correlation

There are two major sources that will reduce the entanglement fidelity for the final
encoded Bell pairs. First, the errors from the Bell measurement from intermediate
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stations will lead to the wrong choice of the Pauli frame, and the probability that all
L−2 Bell measurements are error-free is (1 − Q)2(L−2) . In addition, unsuccessful local
error correction for the final encoded Bell pair will also reduce the generalized fidelity,
and the probability to have a successful error correction is approximately (1 − Q)2 .
Therefore, we estimate that the entanglement fidelity to be F ≈ (1 − Q)2L−2 !
(1 − Q)2L .
These two sources also affect the correlation of the secret keys. If the secret keys
are obtained from the measurement in the X or Z basis, only half of the 2 (L − 2)
classical bits from intermediate repeater stations are relevant while the other half do
not affect the keys at all. And the probability for successful classical error correction
to infer the encoded logical qubit is of the order of (1 − Q)2 . Therefore, the correlation
√
is approximately C ≈ (1 − Q)L ≈ F .

C.4

Time Overhead and Failure Probability for
Entanglement Purification

We now consider the process of generating n purified Bell pairs between neighboring stations. We will calculate the failure probability Pf ail for obtaining at least n
purified Bell pairs using N0 unpurified Bell pairs. The failure probability should also
depend on the fidelity of unpurified Bell pairs (F0 ) and the error probability for local
operations (β and δ). Generally, the more unpurified Bell pairs N0 , and the smaller
failure probability Pf ail . For a given Pf ail , we can estimate the N0 and consequently
the cycle time τc that determines the key generation rate.
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Figure C.1: Failure probability and unpurified Bell pairs. (a) The failure probability
Pf ail decreases exponentially with the number of unpurified Bell pairs N0 (when N0
surpasses certain threshold), for n = 7 (red solid line) and n = 23 (blue dashed line).
(b) For fixed Pf ail , the ratio N0 /n ∼ 15 for a wide range of n. The four curves
from lower left to the upper right correspond to Pf ail = 10−3 , 10−5 , 10−7 and 10−9 ,
respectively. For both plots, we assume unpurified Bell pairs with fidelity F0 = 0.95
due to depolarizing error. The operational error probabilities are β = δ = 10−3 . After
three levels of purifications, the fidelity of the Bell pair can be 0.9984.
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Failure probability

In order to obtain the failure probability, we first calculate the number distribution
for purified Bell pairs obtained from N0 unpurified Bell pairs.
We distinguish the purified Bell pairs according their level of purification. A level(i + 1) pair is obtained from a successful purification using two level-i pairs. Level-0
pairs are the same as unpurified Bell pairs. Level-l pairs are directly used for non-local
CNOT gates.
< =
(i)
We introduce the number distribution pm

m=0,1,2,···

for level-i pairs obtained

from N0 unpurified Bell pairs, with i = 0, 1, · · · , l. The number distribution for
level-0 pairs is
p(0)
m = δm,N0 .

(C.4)

As two level-i pairs are needed for one level-(i + 1) pair, we define
(i)

(i)

(i)

p̃k = p2k + p2k+1 ,
which can be used to calculate the number distribution for level-(i + 1) pairs


p(i+1)
=
m


3
 j  m
j−m (i)
p̃j ,

 ri (1 − ri )


j=m
m

(C.5)

(C.6)

where ri is the success probability for obtaining a level-(i + 1) pair from two level-i
pairs. Thus, the failure probability is
Pf ail =

n−1
3

(l)

pj .

(C.7)

j=0

For example, given β = δ = 10−3 and F0 = 0.95 with depolarizing error, the
fidelity for level-3 purified pair can be 0.9984. In Fig. C.1(a), we plot the failure
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probability that decreases exponentially when N0 surpasses certain threshold. In
Fig. C.1(b), we plot N0 /n as a function of n, requiring fixed failure probability Pf ail
(10−3 , 10−5 , 10−7 or 10−9 ). We note that N0 /n ≈ 15 is sufficient to ensure Pf ail < 10−5
a wide range of n.

C.4.2

Time overhead and key generate rate

We now estimate the time needed to obtain n purified Bell pairs between two
neighboring repeater stations. Each attempt of entanglement generation takes time
l0 /v, with success probability η 2 e−l0 /latt . Since there are nEnG (= 2n + nGHZ ) qubits
available at each station, the generation rate of unpurified Bell pairs is
R=

v 2 −l0 /latt
η e
nEnG ,
l0

(C.8)

where the spacing between nearest stations is l0 = 10 km, the fiber attenuation
length is latt = 20 km, the signal propagation speed is v = 2 × 105 km/s, and the
overall efficiency for collecting and detecting single photon is η ≈ 0.3. We have
R = nEnG 1.1 × 103 sec−1 .
We can estimate the time to obtain N0 unpurified Bell pairs τ0 = N0 /R. Since
each station need to connect with both neighboring stations, the total cycle time is
twice as long:
τc = 2N0 /R = κ

l0 el0 /latt
,
v η2

(C.9)

with
κ=

2N0
2N0
≈
≈ 8,
nEnG
4n

(C.10)

where the last equality assumes nEnG ≈ 4n (i.e., nGHZ ≈ 2n) and N0 /n ≈ 15 to
ensure Pf ail < 10−5 [see Fig. C.1(b)]. Therefore, for the parameters considered here,
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approximately 6n qubits at each station can achieve τc ≈ 7 ms, which is sufficient for
quantum key generation rate of 100 bits/sec over long distances.

Appendix D
Appendices to Chapter 9
Here we provide some addition analysis for Chapter 9. We will first present the
methods section obtaining some key results used in the main text. Then we discuss
some details of addressing multiple nodes, implementing general string operations,
estimating the infidelity of controlled-string operations, achieving universal rotations
on the topological memory, and modeling the noise for toric-code Hamiltonian.

D.1
D.1.1

Methods
Selective addressing

In order to achieve selective addressing with sub-micron resolution, an additional
strong control beam (different from the control beam for the ancilla spin) couples
the atomic excited state |e' with the auxiliary metastable state |r', which is initially
empty. The control beam is tuned to two photon resonance with the cavity mode as
indicated in Fig. 9.2b. Effectively, the strong control field switches off the interaction
198
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of all atoms with the cavity mode by driving them into the “dark state” [40, 80].
Only if the control field vanishes exactly at the position of the atom, will the atom
interact with the cavity mode. The problem of selective addressing is thus reduced
to the problem of creating the control beam with intensity profile having nodes at
desired positions. As detailed in Appendix D.2, the latter can be achieved with a set
of Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes created by holograms [83].
As discussed in Ref. [80], addressing errors are associated with two effects: (1)
Each trapped atom has a finite spread around the lattice points, while the addressing
beam vanishes only at the lattice points, and consequently there will always be a tiny
but finite coupling between the addressing beam and selected spins. (2) The finite
lifetime for the meta-stable state |r' will induce errors for unselected spins. E.g., the
estimated error probability associated with each addressing site can be εaddress ≈ 0.01
for

87

Rb trapped in a deep optical lattice [80]. In addition, for Kitaev’s honeycomb

lattice model (Fig. 9.1b) the effective leakage error can be εhcb ≈ 0.01 for parameters
Jx /Jz = Jy /Jz = 0.2 [62]. For anyonic braiding operations addressing L = 25 sites,
the overall fidelity (1 − εaddress − εhcb )L ≈ 0.60 should provide sufficient contrast for
anyonic interferometry.
The addressing error probability can be further suppressed by increasing trapping confinement, using LG beams with larger winding number, applying shaped
pulses with optimal control, and choosing long-lived auxiliary state |r'. This will
enable us to perform braiding operations with longer strings. Alternatively, we may
adiabatically expand the entire lattice, perform operations over selected sites, and
adiabatically restore the lattice to the initial spacing. The expansion/restoration of
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the lattice can be done without changing the trapping wavelength, by either changing
the angle between the lattice beams [164] or using holographic techniques to create
optical lattices [83]. The addressing errors can be negligibly small for the expanded
lattice. The errors associated with the expansion/restoration are dominated by the
sites further away from the center of the lattice, because they move faster than those
sites close to the center. To suppress such errors, we may freeze all interactions among
the lattice sites (by increasing the lattice barriers before the expansion and restoring
them after the restoration of the lattice) and perform the expansion/restoration as
slowly as possible.

D.1.2

Derivation of the geometric phase gate

We describe the necessary elements to construct the geometric phase gate illustrated in Fig. 9.3. First we require the displacement operator D(ξ) ≡ eξa

† −ξ ∗ a

that

can be obtained by injecting coherent states through cavity mirrors. The amplitude
and phase of the injected field determine the phase space displacement of the bosonic
field by ξ.
Second, we need the displacement operation that depends on the state of the
memory spins:
D(iαSCZ )

=





 D (iα)

if &SCz ' = +1




 D (−iα) if &SCz ' = −1

,

(D.1)

where we use &SCz ' = ±1 to represent the ±1 subspaces of the memory spins associated
with the operator SCz . We can achieve D(iαSCZ ) by applying the QND Hamiltonian for
time tC = π/2|χ| with coupling χ before the displacement operation D(αeiφ ) followed
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by the QND interaction again for time tC but with coupling −χ. The justification is
based on the identity
)
*
)
*
D αeiφ+iθO = R (θO) D αeiφ R (−θO) ,

+
and the two commuting operators [O, a] = 0. For O = j∈C σjz
/
z
and θ = π/2, we have eiφ+iθO = eiφ j∈C eiπ/2σj = ei(φ+mπ/2) SCz , with m = NC .
)
*
Conditioned on φ = −(m − 1)π/2, we obtain D αeiφ+iθO = D(iαSCZ ).
with R (x) = eixa

†a

Third, we need dispersive coupling between the bosonic field and the ancilla spin

(with two levels {|0'A , |1'A })
VA = χA a† a |1'A &1| ,
with coupling strength χA , which can be switched on and off via optical control [40, 80]
or mechanical displacement of the ancilla spin. With such dispersive interaction, we
are able to obtain the displacement operation conditioned on the state of the ancilla
spin, D (β |1'A &1|) = |0'A &0| ⊗I + |1'A &1| ⊗ D (β), by the following procedure: (1)
apply the interaction VA for time tA = π/χA , (2) displace the bosonic field by −β/2,
(3) apply the interaction VA again for time tA , and (4) displace the bosonic field by
β/2. The steps (1-3) displace the bosonic field by ∓β/2 for the ancilla spin in state
|0'A and |1'A , respectively. Combined with the displacement β/2 from step (4), we
have the operation D (β |1'A &1|).
Finally, the controlled-string operation is a combination of the above elements:
U = D (−β |1'A &1|A ) D (−iαSCz ) D (β |1'A &1|A ) D (iαSCz ) .

(D.2)

The bosonic field is restored to its initial state, while accumulating a phase depending
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on both the state of the ancilla spin and the value for the string operator as illustrated
in Fig. 9.3.

D.1.3

Fringe contrast of the interferometer in the presence
of excitations

We refer to anyons left from the initialization as quenched anyons, which can result in measurable effects to the phase measurement associated with braiding [equation (9.6)]. To be specific, we will consider the planar code, and assume that the
probability to have one pair of initial anyons is p while neglecting the case with multiple pairs of anyons. If the anyons are immobile (e.g., the braiding operation is
much faster than anyonic propagation), the contrast of the phase measurement only
depends the probability that the loop l1 ∪ l3 (or l2# ∪ l4# ) (see Fig. 9.4a) encloses an
odd number of initial x-particles (or z-particles). An extra phase eiθ = −1 will be
accumulated from each loop satisfying this condition. Suppose the loop l1 ∪ l3 (or
l2# ∪ l4# ) encloses m faces (or m# vertices). If one pair of initial x-particles is uniformly
distributed among N 2 × (N 2 − 1) /2 possible configurations, the probability for accumulating an extra phase is qm ≡

2m(N 2 −m)
N 2 (N 2 −1)

for the loop l1 ∪ l3 . The probability

reaches a maximum value ≈ 1/2 for m ≈ N 2 /2; meanwhile it vanishes for m = 0 or
N 2 , which is achieved by l1 = l3 . Therefore, the contrast for the fringes of &σφ ' v.s.
φ will be reduced to 1 − p × (qm + qm" ).
If the anyons are highly diffusive (e.g., random anyonic propagation is very fast
compared to the intervals between the control operations), we should avoid adding
any anyons by applying string operators that act within the ground subspace of
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the topological memory. As shown in Fig. 9.4c, we use generators of the encoded
#
#
qubits associated with strings {lZ1 , lX2
, lZ3 , lX4
} to implement the braiding operation.

However, any quenched anyons (if present) will quickly diffuse over the entire torus
and completely wash away the fringe of &σφ '. Therefore, the remaining contrast with
highly diffusive anyons is 1 − p. Note that imperfect string operators may also reduce
the contrast, since they may introduce unwanted anyons to the topological memory
with probability approximately proportional to the length of the string.

D.1.4

Extension to Zd gauge theories

This interferometric technique can be extended to measure abelian anyonic statistics for any Zd gauge theory by introducing the spin lattice Hamiltonian with d levels
for each spin [28]. One can still use a probe qubit to measure the statistical phase via
controlled-string operations. The mutual statistical phase between a charge a ∈ Zd
−b a
b
and flux b ∈ Zd associated with the braiding operation is Z̃C−a
= ei2πab/d .
" X̃C " Z̃C X̃C
Z
X
Z

Here the string operator

Z̃CaZ

(X̃CbX )

a

X

b

is a product of Z (X ) operators of all the spins

on the string CZ (CX ), where Z and X are elements of the generalized Pauli group.
The operator Z can be implemented by phasing pairs of spin states at a time using
the protocols in the main text for the appropriate duration at each stage. Equivalently, one can choose field polarizations and detunings so that only one of the d
levels is strongly coupled to the cavity, then evolve that state for the appropriate
time, and swap other states in, evolve, and swap out again. A total of d − 1 global
gates suffice to simulate Z̃CaZ . The same follows for the XCbX operators, but one must
/
perform a parallel Fourier transform operator F = j∈CX fj first on all the spins in
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Figure D.1: Creating control beams with multiple nodes for selective addressing. (a)
The conceptual idea is illustrated with spiral phase plates [183] and beam splitters,
which create and interfere multiple LG beams. The interference pattern will have
multiple nodes at the desired positions. (b) The schematic implementation uses holographic techniques to prepare the control beam. The holographic element [e.g., spatial light modulator (SLM)] [83] can imprint the hologram of the desired interference
pattern to the control beam.
the configuration, then implement ZCbX then apply F −1 .

D.2

Control Beam with Multiple Nodes for Addressing

We now describe how to create the desired control beam with multiple nodes that
can be used for selective addressing. The basic idea is to interfere several LaguerreGaussian (LG) beams, as shown in Fig. D.1a. These LG beams have the same waist
but different orbital angular momentum, which can be generated using spiral phase
plates (or holograms). At the beam waist, the electric field distribution for the LG
beam with angular momentum l is [159]
El (rx , ry ) = Al

'

rx + iry
w

(l

P 2
Q
rx + ry2
exp −
,
w2

(D.3)
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where (rx , ry ) are the transverse coordinates, w is the waist, and Al is the field (complex) amplitude. We introduce the re-scaled complex number z ≡

rx
+i rwy
w

to represent

the transverse coordinates, and we obtain
2
El (z) = Al z l e−|z | .

(D.4)

When we interfere a set of LG beams L = {l1 , l2 , · · · }, the electric field distribution
is
Etot (z) =

3

2
Al z l e−|z | .

(D.5)

l∈L

In practice, one can first calculate the hologram (the inverse Fourier transform)
of the desired interference pattern and then use a holographic element [e.g., a spatial
light modulator (SLM)] to imprint the hologram on a laser beam [83], as shown in
Fig. D.1b.
We now explore the relation between field amplitudes {Al }l∈L and the positions of
the nodes {z0,n }n=1,··· ,nmax . First, we introduce the polynomial to represent the nodes.
P (z) =

nH
max
n=1

(z − z0,n ) =

n
max
3

αn z n .

(D.6)

n=0

Then, we assign the (complex) amplitudes of (nmax + 1) LG modes: An = αn for
n = 0, 1, · · · , nmax . The electric field distribution of the interference patter is
Etot (z) =

n
max
3

2
2
αn z n e−|z | = P (z) e−|z | ,

(D.7)

n=0

which vanishes exactly at {z0,n }n=1,··· ,nmax . In addition, we may use polynomials with
higher degrees to create more robust nodes
#

P (z) =

nH
max
n=1

(z − z0,n )dn ,

(D.8)
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure D.2: Selective addressing of multiple sites with interference patterns of the
LG modes. The electric field is calculated according to Eq. (D.7). (a,b) Interference
pattern addresses (i.e., with vanishing amplitude at) 8 sites that enclose the central
site. (c,b) Interference pattern addresses 10 sites that form a letter “M,” where we
create second-order (l = 2) LG nodes at z = −1 − 0.5i and 1 − 0.5i to further enhance
the selectivity.
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where dn is the vortex winding number associated with the node at z = z0,n . Fig. D.2
illustrates two patterns with multiple nodes obtained by the interference technique
described here.

D.3

Implementing General String Operations with
SCz

All string operators are equivalent to SCz =

/

j∈C

σjz up to local single spin rota-

tions, where C is the set of selected spins. In particular, for string operations with
x-rotations, we have
SCx

=

H

j∈C

σjx

=

H

j∈C

Hj σjz Hj

=

N
H

Hj

j

with Hj for Hadamard rotation on the jth spin and

O

9/

SCz

N
H
j

Hj

O

,

(D.9)

:
H
j for the global Hadamard
j

rotation on all memory spins. And the last equality uses the properties of Hadamard
rotation Hj Hj = I and Hj σjz Hj = σjx . Thus, we can either apply Hadamard rotations
on selected spins or use two global Hadamard rotations to convert SCz into SCx .
To apply Hadamard rotations on selected spins requires selective addressing. In
contrast, the approach of global Hadamard rotation avoids this issue. Quantum
control techniques like robust pulses can significantly improve the fidelity of the global
Hadamard rotation.
Note that errors can be introduced to all spins by global Hadamard rotations, but
fortunately such errors have only a small effect to the anyonic interferometry. An error
from Hadamard rotation can be regarded as having an undesired effect of creating
pairs of quasi-particles at the neighboring sites or plaquettes. As long as anyons do not
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diffuse during the entire braiding operation, the creation of quasi-particle pairs inside
or outside the loops does not reduce the fringe contrast of anyonic interferometry,
while only those pairs intersecting with the loops do. Thus, the reduction of the
contrast should scale only linearly with the total length of the loops, multiplied by
the error probability of Hadamard rotation for each spin (usually much less than
addressing error probability per site).
Therefore, using two global Hadamard rotations to convert SCz into SCx is more
favorable than using selective Hadamard rotations, in the case of slow diffusion of
anyons and dominant addressing errors. Note that the above discussion also applies
1
2
/
to SCy = j∈C σjy , by replacing Hadamard rotation Hj with Rj = exp −i π4 σjz .
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Fidelity of Controlled-string Operations and
Topological Memory

To evaluate the advantage of using topological memory storage, we compare the
improvement of storing a qubit in spins prepared in the ground states of Hsurf (assumed at zero temperature) versus the decoherence rate for encoding a qubit in a
single spin. For long-time storage of quantum memory, we expect to gain from the
robustness of the topological memory can significantly reduce the decoherence rate
by a factor of (δh/J)N , 1, where δh is the magnitude of the noise perturbation
on individual spins and N is the length of the minimal string associated with the
generators for encoded qubits [113]. Besides addressing errors (∼ NC εaddress for string
with length NC ), controlled-string operations may also be affected by photon loss and
non uniform dispersive shifts in the QND interaction. Note that if we use Kitaev’s
honeycomb lattice model [114] (with coupling strength Jx , Jy , Jz ) to implement the
toric code Hamiltonian, there will be an additional error associated with the string
operation, NC εhcb ≈ NC

Jx2 +Jy2
.
4Jz2

This is because the spin operators will create high-

energy quasi-particles (different from anyons) with a small probability ∼

Jx2 +Jy2
,
Jz2

which

effectively induces leakage from the low-energy manifold [175, 62].

D.4.1

Errors due to photon loss

The photon loss is attributed to two physical processes: the spontaneous decay
with rate γ for the optically excited state |e', and the cavity loss with rate κ during the
QND interaction. For single photon approach, the interaction time is τ = π/2χ and
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the effective spontaneous decay rate is suppressed to

g2
γ
∆2

by having large detuning

∆ - g for each selected spin. Under the assumption that the selected spins decay
independently, the total probability for photon loss is
κτ + NC

,
g2
γτ
≥
2π
NC /P ≡ Ploss ,
∆2

where we define the Purcell factor P ≡ g 2 /κγ [165, 146]. And the minimum proba,
bility can be achieved by choosing optimal detuning ∆ = g NC γ/κ.
For geometric phase gate approach, we can choose |α|2 = |β|2 = π/2 so that the
9
:
2
total probability for photon loss is Ploss ≈ |α|2 κτ + NC ∆g 2 γτ with τ ≈ π∆/g 2 .

Similar to single photon approach, the probability Ploss can be significantly reduced

by having a large Purcell factor P > NC . For coherent states, we cannot identify
photon loss events unambiguously, but we can still characterize the errors associated
with the photon loss.

D.4.2

The deviation of the QND interaction

The dominant deviation of the QND interaction is from the fluctuations of the
coupling strength between the cavity mode and selected spins, described by the following perturbation
δH = χa† a

3

δj σjz ,

j∈C

where δj is the relative deviation for the jth spin. In the presence of cavity exci)
*
tation, the implementation of the gate Uj = exp iθσjz on the jth spin could lead
1
2
to the gate Ũj = exp i (1 + δj ) θσjz . We define the error by the operator norm
R
R
R
R
εj ≡ RŨj − Uj R ≈ θ |δj | [17]. Thus we have the error for the QND interaction,
R/
R +
/
R
R
PQN D ≡ R j∈C Ũj − j∈C Uj R ≤ j εj .
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This kind of error due to inhomogeneity can be compensated in two ways. First
one could add an optical potential to the system which is shaped to equalize the
couplings δj for all the spins along the configuration path C. A second option is
to use composite pulse sequences on the system in which case it has been shown
)
*
that the error can be reduced to O |δj |k for ∀j using O(k 3 ) pulses [27]. Therefore,
PQN D ∼ NC θ |δ|k is effectively suppressed.

D.4.3

Summary

Combining all the decoherence mechanisms, the controlled-string operation with
string length NC has error probability
εstring (NC ) ≈ λ

,
NC /P + NC εaddress + NC εhcb ,

(D.10)

where the pre-factor λ = 2π (and 4π 2 ) is for the single photon (and geometric phase
gate) approach. The total error probability for the swap-in and swap-out process (4
controlled-string operations with string length N ) and memory storage time t is
ptopo-mem = (δh/J)N qt + 4εstring (N ) .
Compared with the storage error without topological encoding pref-mem ≈ q × t, for
storage time t ! 4εstring (N ) /q, our topological memory outperforms storage in a
single quantum system.
We remark that for single photon approach, photon loss induces leakage errors
that can be detected without compromising the state stored in the topological memory. Such detected errors can be overcome by repetition, which is applicable to
probabilistic operations such as entanglement generations in quantum repeater [26]
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and distributed quantum computer [104, 103]. Detected errors can have a very high
tolerable threshold for deterministic quantum computation schemes [116].
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Universal Rotations on the Topological Memory

We can achieve universal rotations of the encoded qubit stored in the topological
memory. For example, an arbitrary x-rotation X̃θ = eiθX̃ on the topological memory
can be achieved via the gate teleportation circuit
|+'

•

|Ψ'

'()*
/ #$%&

Xθ

!
!!
!"

X̃θ |Ψ'

X̃

This circuit represents the following procedure: (1) use controlled-string operation
- .
Λ X̃ to entangle the probe qubit (upper line) and the memory (lower line with a
slash), (2) projectively measure the probe qubit in a rotated basis, and (3) perform an

encoded Pauli X gate over the topological memory conditioned on the measurement
outcome. Similarly, we can also implement arbitrary z-rotation Z̃θ = eiθZ̃ on the
topological memory via the gate teleportation circuit
|0'

#$%&
'()*

|Ψ'

/ •

Zθ

H

!
!!
!"

Z̃

Z̃θ |Ψ'

Since any rotation can be decomposed into a sequence of x- and z-rotations, the above
two circuits suffice for universal rotations.
The gate teleportation can be generalized to implement arbitrary unitaries generated by string operators. For string operator S̃, the unitary operation S̃θ = eiθS̃ can
be achieved via the gate teleportation circuit
•

|+'
|Ψ'

/

S̃

Xθ

!
!!
!"

S̃

S̃θ |Ψ'
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For the geometric phase gate scheme, we can actually implement rotations of the
encoded qubit without the probe qubit, e.g., x-rotation of the encoded qubit can be
9
:
9 π :
π
decomposed as eiθX̃ = D (−β) D −αei 2 X̃ D (β) D αei 2 X̃ by choosing |αβ| = θ.
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Noise Model for Toric-Code Hamiltonian

The toric-code Hamiltonian for spins on the edges of N × N square lattice
Htopo = −J

3
s

As − J

3

Bp ,

(D.11)

p

is a sum of stabilizer operators As = Πj∈star(s) σjx and Bp = Πj∈boundary(p) σjz associated
with the site (vertex) s and the plaquette (face) p, respectively. And the coupling
strength J determines the energy gap between the ground and excited states ∆ ∼ J,
which is also the energy associated with the quasi-particle excitations. There are two
types of quasi-particles: (1) z-particles that live on the vertices of the lattice and
(2) x-particles that live on the plaquette. The quasi-particles do not change from
one type to the other type, but there is a non-trivial topological phase associated
with braiding of two quasi-particles of different type. We generate and move these
quasi-particles by applying string operators, meanwhile during the interval between
the string operators the quasi-particles will evolve under the toric-code Hamiltonian
and various local perturbations from the environment. In the absence of perturbations from the environment, the quasi-particles are immobile. However, the mobility
of quasi-particles changes when we include local perturbations, because the excited
states with quasi-particles are highly degenerate and any small perturbation to the
Hamiltonian can change both the energy spectrum and the eigen-wavefunctions.

D.6.1

Perturbation hamiltonian

In this section, we will consider a simple model that will induce diffusion of quasiparticles of the toric-code Hamiltonian. We will consider the case that the perturba-
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tion is small compared to the energy gap ∆, so that he number of quasi-particles is still
conserved. However, we will show that such small perturbation can lead to non-trivial
dynamics in the manifold with fixed number of quasi-particles. The perturbation is
described by the Hamiltonian
Hpert =

3

he σex

(D.12)

e∈All spins

where e is the label for spins that we sum over. The time dependent coefficient he is
the local field associated with spin e.
We can also write the perturbation Hamiltonian by summing over the plaquettes
and their surrounding edges:
Hpert =

133
x
hp,η σp,η
,
2 p η∈N

(D.13)

where p is the label for the plaquette, η is the label for the surrounding edges, N =
{(0, 1) , (0, −1) , (1, 0) , (−1, 0)} is the set that includes four edges around the plaquette
as illustrated in Fig. D.3a. The combination of (p, η) label the η-edge of plaquette p.
x
We use hp,η and σp,η
to represent the local fluctuating field and the spin operator for

edge (p, η), respectively. Since each edge is shared by two neighboring plaquettes, both
(p, η) and (p + η, −η) represent the same edge. By definition, we have hp,η ≡ hp+η,−η
x
x
and σp,η
≡ σp+η,−η
. The prefactor 1/2 in Eq. (D.12) accounts for the double counting

of edges.

D.6.2

Effects from perturbation hamiltonian

We now consider the effects from the perturbation Hamiltonian Hpert , under the
assumption that the number of quasi-particles is conserved. This assumption can
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Figure D.3: Relative position of edges with respect to (a) plaquette and (b) site.
be justified as long as the local fluctuating field has a small amplitude and lowfrequency noise spectrum, compared with the energy gap from the topological Hamiltonian. For ground states of the toric-code Hamiltonian, there are no quasi-particle
excitations. And the perturbation Hamiltonian can only induce virtual excitations of
quasi-particles. Thus the leading non-trivial effect within the ground-state manifold is
the N th order perturbative process, associated with hopping of virtual quasi-particles
along a minimal non-contractible loop of length N . Such N th order process is suppressed by a factor (|h| /∆)N which decreases exponentially with respect to the system
size. As expected, the ground states of the topological Hamiltonian should be robust
against these local perturbations.
The perturbation Hamiltonian acts very differently on the excited states. It can
induce x-particles to hop to the neighboring plaquettes, while having no influence
to z-particles. We may define the creation operator of the x-particle at plaquette
p as b†p , which changes the stabilizer Bp from +1 to −1. Similarly, the annihilation
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) *2
operator bp changes Bp from −1 to +1. By definition, b†p = (bp )2 = 0. The operator
bp b†p − b†p bp represents the sign of Bp , and the operator bp + b†p flips the sign of Bp .

x
Since the spin operator σp,η
flips both stabilizers Bp and Bp+η,−η associated with the

two neighboring plaquettes, it can be expressed as
:
)
*9
x
σp,η
→ bp + b†p bp+η + b†p+η .

(D.14)

By conservation of quasi-particles, we can simplify the mapping:
x
σp,η
→ bp b†p+η + b†p bp+η .

(D.15)

Therefore, within the manifold of fixed quasi-particles, the perturbation Hamiltonian
can be reduced to
#
Hpert

9
:
133
†
†
hp,η bp bp+η + bp bp+η ,
=
2 p η∈N

(D.16)

where the local field hp,η can also be interpreted as the tunneling rate of quasi-particles
from p to p + η, or from p + η to p.
#
We now use Hpert
to study the dynamics of quasi-particles. Suppose at time t = 0

we create an x-particle at plaquette p
|ϕ0 ' = b†p |vac' .

(D.17)

This state could be imagined as resulting from a boundary excitation which has
moved to plaquette p. For a surface code on a torus, excitations always come in pairs
in which case the initial state would be |ϕ0 ' = b†p" b†p |vac' . In the latter case we focus
on the dynamics of a single excitation of the pair assuming the other excitation is
far away. Again restricting to the subspace of fixed quasi-particle number, at a later
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time τ the state becomes
1
2
#
|ϕτ ' = exp −iHpert
τ b†p |vac'
I
G
3
)
*
13
2
(hp,η τ ) b†p |vac' − i
(hp,η τ ) b†p+η |vac' + O h3 τ 3 ,
= 1−
2 η∈N
η∈N

(D.18)

where in the second equality we assume that hp,η is time-independent and expand
only to the second order of hp,η τ . The overlap between the initial and final states is
I
G
3
1
13
(hp,η τ )2 ≈ exp −
h2 τ 2 .
(D.19)
&ϕ0 |ϕτ ' ≈ 1 −
2 η
2 η p,η
Therefore, for time-independent perturbation and relatively short waiting time (i.e.,
τ , h−1
p,η ), the probability for a quasi-particle to remain at the same position decreases
quadratically with time.
Generally, the local field hp,η will depend on time and we should replace hp,η τ
0τ
by 0 hp,η (t# ) dt# in the equations above. In particular, the local field hp,η (t# ) can

be a stochastic random variable. In the next section, we will study the dynamics
associated with stochastic noise fields {hp,η }.

D.6.3

Time-dependent perturbation

We now consider the local stochastic noise fields characterized by the auto-correlation
function
f (t) ≡ hp,η (t# ) hp,η (t# + t),

(D.20)

where we assume that hp,η is steady and the auto-correlation only depends on the time
difference between the two sampling points. For simplicity, we will also assume independent local noise for different spins; that is the correlation function hp,η (0) hp" ,η" (t)
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vanishes unless (p, η) and (p# , η # ) represent the same spin. We can characterize the
noise by using the power spectrum density, which is the Fourier transform of the
auto-correlation function:
1
f˜ (ω) ≡
2π

S

∞

f (t) e−iωt dt.

(D.21)

−∞

For example, the Gaussian correlation function
1
2
f (t) = ξh2 exp −t2 /τc2

(D.22)

has power spectrum density
1
2
ξ2
f˜ (ω) = √ h exp −ω 2 /ωc2 ,
πωc

(D.23)

where the typical amplitude of the stochastic field is ξh , the correlation time is τc ,
and the cut-off frequency is ωc = 2τc−1 . The power spectrum density vanishes for high
frequency ω - ωc .
We can estimate the probability for a quasi-particle to remain in the same position,
in the presence of local stochastic noise,
pτ = |&ϕ0 |ϕτ '|2
3 'S
≈1−

τ

hp,η (t# ) dt#

0

η∈N

(2

.

(D.24)

We first evaluate the square average of the integral for the fluctuation field
'S

0

τ

hp,η

(t# ) dt#

(2

=

S

0

=

S

τ

S

τ

hp,η (t# ) hp,η (t## )dt# dt##

0

∞

−∞

sin2 (ωτ /2) ˜
f (ω) dω
(ωτ /2)2

≈ 2π f˜ (ω = 0) τ,

(D.25)
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where the last step assumes that we are interested in a time scale much longer than
the noise correlation time: τ - τc . Plugging Eq. (D.25) into Eq. (D.24), we get the
probability
pτ ≈ exp [−zΓτ ] ,

(D.26)

where z = |N | = 4 is the coordination number of the square lattice, and Γ =
2π f˜ (ω = 0) is the diffusion rate to each neighboring position. For Gaussian correlation [Eq. (D.22)], the diffusion rate is
Γ =2

D.6.4

√

πξh2 /ωc .

(D.27)

Fringe contrast for interference experiment

We now consider how diffusion of quasi-particles affect the fringe contrast of the
anyonic interferometry. The signal of the anyonic interferometry is attributed to the
interference from path-ways with different braiding of anyonic quasi-particles, which
is achieved by using controlled-string operations. During the intervals between the
controlled-string operations, the quasi-particles excited by the controlled-string operations will diffuse, and the final state of the topological memory will have components
orthogonal to the initial state. Since the orthogonal components do not contribute
to the fringes, the contrast will be reduced.
The anyonic interferometry is analogous to the Ramsey experiment in the following
aspects. For both cases, we start with a superposition state |0' + |1' for some two
level system. Then, we let the system evolve, and meanwhile it is also interacting
with the environment (e.g., cavity mode and selected spins, or external magnetic
field). Finally, we projectively measure the system in some basis |0' ± e±iφ |1'. The
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reduction of the measurement signal is attributed to various decoherence processes.
For Ramsey experiment, the dominant decoherence is induced by fluctuations of the
external magnetic field and it is characterized by the dephasing time T2∗ . For anyonic
interferometry, we can define a similar dephasing time
T2∗ =

1
.
zΓ

(D.28)

And the fringe contrast is equal to the averaged overlap function, which can be
expressed as
|&ϕ0 |ϕτ '| ≈ exp [−τ /T2∗ ] .

(D.29)

√
For stochastic noise with Gaussian correlation [Eq. (D.22)], we have T2∗ = ωc / (z πξh2 ).

D.6.5

Spin echo techniques

Similar to NMR systems, we can also use spin-echo techniques to further suppress
the stochastic noise. The essence of spin-echo is to apply an effective time-reversal
operation in the middle of the evolution so that the noises from the two intervals
cancel each other. For anyonic interferometry, the effective time-reversal operation
for the perturbation Hpert is
Uπz ≡
This is because

{Hpert , Uπz }

H

σez .

(D.30)

e∈All spins

= 0 and [Htopo , Uπz ] = 0. For example, at time t = 0 we

create an x-particle at plaquette p
|ϕ0 ' = b†p |vac' ,

(D.31)
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We apply Uπz operations at time τ /2 and τ . The final state will be
#τ
# τ /2 "
8 echo ;
"
"
"
"
"
8ϕτ
= Uπz e−i τ /2 Hpert (t )dt Uπz e−i 0 Hpert (t )dt b†p |vac'

= e−i

# τ /2
0

"
"
(t" )−Hpert
(τ /2+t" )]dt" †
[Hpert
b |vac' .

p

(D.32)

For stochastic noise with Gaussian correlation [Eq. (D.22)], the averaged overlap
function now becomes

where T2 ∼

,

1
2
|&ϕ0 |ϕecho
'| ≈ exp − (τ /T2 )4
τ

(D.33)

τc /ξh . Since T2 ∼ T2∗ × (τc ξh )3/2 , for τc ξh > 1 we can extend the

coherence time by using echo-techniques.
Furthermore, we may introduce n pairs of time-reversal operations within the time
τ /2n

τ /2n

interval τ (e.g., the pulse sequence Uπz · · · · · ·Uπz · · · · · ·). And the time dependence of
T
UV
W
Repeat n times

the contrast becomes

G

1
exp − 3
n

'

τ
T2

(4 I

.

The contrast reduction is further slow down by a factor of n3/4 and this is illustrated
in Fig. 5 of the paper.

D.6.6

General perturbation hamiltonian

We now generalize the perturbation Hamiltonian by including stochastic fields
along z direction
Hpert,gen =

3

hxe σex + hye σey + hze σez .

(D.34)

e∈All spins

We introduce the creation (and annihilation) operators a†s (and as ) for z-particles at
site s. Suppose the edge e connects two sites s and s + ζ and it is also shared by
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two plaquettes p and p + η (see Fig. D.3). Within the manifold of fixed number of
quasi-particles, we have the following mapping:
σex → bp b†p+η + b†p bp+η

(D.35)

σez → as a†s+ζ + a†s as+ζ

(D.36)

Thus, the σex term leads to hopping of x-particles, while the σez term leads to hopping
of z-particles. The σey term leads to hopping of fermionic particles (paired x-particle
and z-particle sharing the same edge, e.g., a†s b†p )
σey

=

i [σex , σez ]

→i

-

bp b†p+η

+

b†p bp+η , as a†s+ζ

+

a†s as+ζ

.

.

(D.37)

And the effective operator for σey is still Hermitian. Note that σey consists of terms like
9
:
†
†
†
†
i bp bp+η as as+ζ − as as+ζ bp bp+η , and the minus sign for terms with different order is
consistent with the phase associated with the braiding of anyons.
The generalized effective Hamiltonian becomes
:
133 x 9 †
hp,η bp bp+η + b†p bp+η
2 p η∈N
:
1 33 z 9 †
†
+
h
as as+ζ + as as+ζ
2 s ζ∈N s,ζ
.
1 3
+
ihye bp b†p+η + b†p bp+η , as a†s+ζ + a†s as+ζ .
4 e∈All spins

#
Hpert,gen
=

(D.38)
(D.39)

where the first term induces hopping of x-particles and the second term for z-particles.
These two terms commute with each other, except for the situation when (p, η) and
(s, ζ) represents the same edge. The third term induces hopping of fermionic particles. If we are studying diffusion property of quasi-particles that are far apart, there
is essentially no fermionic particles and we may safely neglect the effect from the third
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term. Therefore, as long as the diffusion does not induce braiding of quasi-particles,
we can safely treat the diffusion for x-particles and z-particles as independent processes.
/
We may also introduce the effective time-reversal operation Uπx ≡ e∈All spins σex for
+
perturbations of e∈All spins hze σez ., since they anti-commute {hze σez , Uπx } = 0. We can
combine Uπz and Uπx in a nested fashion to suppress the diffusion of both x-particles
and z-particles:
Uπz

'

τ /4

τ /4
· · · · · ·Uπx · · · · · ·Uπx

(

Uπz

'

(

τ /4
τ /4
Uπx · · · · · ·Uπx · · · · · ·

.

which can be further simplified as:
τ /4

τ /4

τ /4

τ /4

Uπz · · · · · ·Uπx · · · · · ·Uπz · · · · · ·Uπx · · · · · ·
Since time reversal operations Uπx and Uπz also anti-commute with

(D.40)
+

e∈All spins

hze σez ,

the nest combination of the two also suppress the diffusion of fermionic particles.
Therefore, we are able to suppress diffusion induced by the general perturbation
Hamiltonian of Eq. (D.34) to higher order.
Note that the term hye σey will not impart dynamics to free the x- and z-particles
without introducing new particles. Hence by energy considerations we can neglect
the presence of fermionic particles and ignore the effect of this term. In this case
we can conjugate the perturbed evolution by the “time reversal” operation Uπy =
/
y
x
z
e∈All spins σe , which anti-commutes with σe and σe .
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Time reversal operations for surface-code hamiltonian
with boundaries

We now consider the effective time-reversal operations for the surface-code Hamiltonian with boundaries. For the planar code on a square lattice (see Fig. 1a of the
paper), at the left and right are ”rough edges” where the stabilizer operator Bp is a
product of three σ x spin operators associated with each boundary plaquette, while at
the top and bottom are ”smooth edges” where the stabilizer operator As is a product
of three σ z spin operators associated with each boundary site. In contrast to the
stabilizers associated with interior sites and plaquettes, these boundary stabilizers
anti-commute with the previous echo unitary Uπx or Uπz . Thus, we have to modify the
echo unitaries, so that they commute with all stabilizers.
Let us first consider the modification of Uπz . We refer to the boundary protruding edges in even rows as ”even rough edges,” and those in odd row as ”odd rough
/
/
edges.” We define Uπx,e ≡
σex and Uπx,o ≡
σex , so
e∈All spins
e∈All spins
that

Uπx,e

and

Uπx,o

e'∈Odd rough edges

e'∈Even rough edges

act on even and odd boundary edges, respectively. After this

modification, both Uπx,e and Uπx,o commute with all stabilizers, especially Bp at the
left and right ”rough edges.” Similarly, we label ”even/odd smooth edges” associated the columns for the top and bottom ”smooth edges,” and modify Uπx into
/
/
Uπz,e ≡
σez and Uπz,o ≡
σez , which commute with
e∈All spins
e∈All spins
e'∈Odd smooth edges

e'∈Even smooth edges

all stabilizers.

We introduce the sub-sequence
τ /4

τ /4

τ /4

τ /4

W α,β (τ ) ≡ Uπz,α · · · · · ·Uπx,β · · · · · ·Uπz,α · · · · · ·Uπx,β · · · · · ·,
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for α, β = e or o. And finally the full echo sequence to suppress anyonic diffusion for
the surface-code Hamiltonian with boundaries is
W e,e (τ /4) W e,o (τ /4) W o,e (τ /4) W o,o (τ /4) .

D.6.8

(D.41)

Summary

In summary, we have analyzed a simple noise model on top of the toric-code
Hamiltonian. We have found that this noise model can explain diffusion of quasiparticles. For anyonic interferometry, the effect of quasi-particle diffusion is analogous
to the dephasing of the Ramsey experiment. Based on this analogy, we have proposed
a scheme to extend the spin-echo technique to the topological memory, which will
further suppress the diffusion of quasi-particles.
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